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Model

8 Universal

AVOMETER

THE AMATEURS

FOR

RADIO STATION
Illustrated
}

bit
instrument

inch detachable

soldering

List No.

70

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No.

700

Apply SALES & SERVICE

l4DCOLP\
Regd,Trade Mark)
ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD

LONDON, S.W.4

British & Foreign

Telephones.

MACauley 4272 -3101
Telegrams:

"SOLIOINT, LONDON

Designed for Dependability
The Modela Universal Avo Meter isa high sensitivity
multi -range a.c. d.c. electrical testing instrument providing thirty ranges of readings on a 5 -inch hand calibrated scale. Range selection is effected by two rotary
switches for a.c. and d.c. respectively.
The instrument has a sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per
volt on d.c. voltage ranges and 1,000 ohms per volt on
a.c. from the 100 -volt range upwards, and meets the
accuracy requirements of B.S.S.89, 1954 for 5 -inch
scale length portable industrial instruments. It is robust, compact, and simple to operate, and is protected
by an automatic cut -out against damage through

inadvertent electrical overload.
VOLTAGE
D.C.
2.5V
I0V
25V
I00V
250V
500N

A.C.

CURRENT
D.C.

A.C.
IOOmA

I00V

50uA
250µA
ImA
lOrnA

250V

IOOmA

2.5V
10V

25V

IA
2.SA
IOA

--

IA

I,000V

I,000V

2,500V

2,500V

IOA

M.TELEVISION

TUBES

PROVED
reliability: with

F

A

PACK

A

GREATER

THAN

PUNCH

EVER

SEE THE DIFFERENCE!
month guarantee with all our tubes

TRY ONE NOW AND
18

RESISTANCE
Maximum indication 20MS2

0- 2.0000
0- 200,00012
0 -20m12

;

0-200M12

I

dB

CO

12ín.

£4. 7.6

¿3.17.6

14ín.

£4.15.0

¿4. S.0

15, 16, 17i n.

£5.15.0

using

15

ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

dB

Various external acc ssories are available for extending the above range
of measur ment. Leather carr ing cases are also available If required
Dimensions: 8a' x 7 =,' x 44
Weight: 64 Ib.

Write for fully descriptive Folder or for
complete Catalogue of AVO Instruments.

IA-17D LTD
AVOCET HOUSE, 92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,
VICto.'is 3404 112 Imes)
Tel
LONDON, S.W.
=

YOU WITH

PRICE

internal
batteries
external
batteries

-

COST TO

SIZE

using
-,

DECIBELS

-eieour

Designs, etc,

S.W.4'

First indication 0.532

15

_

Patents, Registered

*

Carriage and Insurance

10 6

¿4.1 5.0
extra on

all tubes

BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

for TELE1'ISIO\ LTD.
Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.15

MARSH:ILL'S
131 St.

STAMFORD HILL 3267

&

5555
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TELEVISION

PRACTICAL

Radio & TV En g ineers' Reference Book

Now you can have for 7 days' free examination the
revised 3rd Edition of this very practical engineering
and servicing work. If you are a Radio Engineer,
Technician, Mechanic, Instructor, Student, Keen
Amateur, or engaged in the electronics field, this
great wealth of data in all branches of radio and
television will prove invaluable. It covers a most
comprehensive range of subjects, new developments and techniques.

BROADCASTING
SERVICING

NAVIGATION

High Fidelity Recording
Including L. S. Allard, B.SC., A.INST.P. (G.E.C. Cathode-ray
Tube Group); S. W. Amos, B.SC.(HONS.), A.M.I.E.E. (B.B.C.
Tech. Instructions Section); E. S. Bacon, M.SC.(LOND.),
A.R.I.C. (Chief Supervisor Elec. Labs. Ever Ready Co. (G.B.)
Ltd.); W. T. Blackband, M.SC., A.M.I.E.E. (Aerials Research,
R.A.E., Farnborough); R. H. Burdick, A.G.C.1., A.M.I.E.E.
(Marconi's); L. Driscoll, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.BRIT.I.R.E.
(Murphy Radio); E. A. Fielding, B.SC.TECH.(HONS.), A.M.C.T.,
M.I.E.E., A.t.R.E. (Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd.); D. H.
Fisher, A.M.I.E.E. (Regentone); L. S. Foskett (E.M.I.); R. C.
Glass, M.A., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. (Lecturer Applied Physics, Northampton Coll. Ad. Technology, London); F. J. Grimm,
A.M.BRIT.I.R.E. (Pee); P. Jones (Aerialite Ltd.); J. M. Kirk,
M.B.E., B.SC.(HONS.), D.I.C., A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E. (Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.); L. A. Mozon, B.Sc.(ENG.), A.M.I.E.E.

(R.N. Scientific Service); D. F. Urquhart (Erie Resistor Ltd.);
V. Valchera ( Valradio Ltd.); A. H. B. Walker, B.SC.(ENG.),
D.I.C., A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E. (Westinghouse Research Lab.).

POST NOW

TEST

Includes:- Formulm, Calculations, Communica-

tion Theory, Electron Optics, Colour TV,
Materials, Studio Equipment, Transmitter Power

and Reproduction. Components
Written for you by nearly 50 Specialists

7 -DAY
FREE

1,800 PAGES, 47 SECTIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

Plant, Broadcasting and Communications Transmitters, V.H.F. Equipment, Amateur Radio
Equipment, TV Transmitters and Aerials, Radio Frequency Transmission Lines, Waveguides,
Broadcasting Receivers, TV Receiver Design,
Commercial H.F. Radio Links, Broad -band Systems, Radio Navigation and Radar, Aero Radio
and Radar, Radio Astronomy and Satellite
Communication Aerials, Valves, Tubes, A.C.
Rectification and Ripple Filters, Transistors,
Diodes, Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Transformers, Gramophone Pick -ups, Speakers, Interference, Recording, Batteries and Conversion
Equipment, H.F. Reproduction, Measuring and
Test Equipment, R /TV Installation and Servicing,

Noise Projection TV, Oscillators, Industrial TV,
Units and Symbols, Progress & Developments, etc

2000

GEORGE NEWNES
Please

send

me

Newnes

DIAGRAMS AND TABLES

LTD., 15 -17

RADIO AND TELE- Mr., Mrs.,
VISION ENGINEERS'

LONG ACRE, LONDON,

W.C.2.

Miss .._

REFERENCE BOOK with- Address
out obligation to purchase.
I will either return the work
___......___
within eight days or I will
send the first payment of 5/- Occupation
eight days after delivery,
Signature _...__...._..._ ...___............_._..___..___
then ten monthly subscripLions of 10 /- until the sum
(Parent signs if you are under 21)
of £5 5s. has been paid.
Cash price within eight days
(RB)538/17
is £5.
(Coupon invalid if not signed and questions answered)
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Tick v where applicable
Tee address on left leMy Property

Rented unfurnlseed

Parents'

Home

Fnrnlseed Accom.

Temporary Address
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AND

REBUILT
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RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY x AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST4GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37 GEORGE STREET
MANCHESTER, 1.
Tel: Central 4568/9

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel. Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES
12

KEEN PRICES

-

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branches
Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland

Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
11

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000
Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408
Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813
Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
12A College Square North
Belfast
Tel: Belfast 33340
1

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

www.americanradiohistory.com

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE
Fylde Television Services
460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159
Hi -Lite Ltd.
89 Southbourne Grove

Southbourne, Bournemouth
Tel: Bournemouth 44344
R. Watson
Leathern Bottel

Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

R.E.S. Ltd.
17/19 Paynes Lane
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 28781

J. Wildbore Ltd.

Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475
6 -12

i
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George Newnes Ltd., Tower House
Southampton Street, W.C.2.

-E

©
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Offices:

Newnes

George

Ltd.,

1962

-.-T-

-_
London. E Telegrams: Newnes,
_ Registered at the G.P.O. for trans- _
E

=

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Rand,

mission by Canadian Magazine Post

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

=

including post for one year
i1.8.0 per annum
Abroad
£1.6.6 per annum
Canada
£1.5.0 per annum
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E. articles of a practical nature suitable
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for publication in "Practical Television".
Such articles should be written on one
side of the paper only! and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for themanuscripts,every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
correspondence
for
should be addressededt The Editoor,
"Practical Television" George Newnes,
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street,

London, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio and television apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers
in touch with the latest developments,
we give

no

warranty that apparatus

described in our columns is not the subiect of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs
articles published in
and
"Practical Television'
is specifically
reserved
throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations

of
these are therefore expressly
forbidden/
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URING the past year, the British Broadcasting Corpora-

tion has passed two significant and praiseworthy milestones in its history. It celebrated the 25th anniversary of
its Television Service, the first public service of its kind in the
world, and has now completed its fourth decade as a broadcasting organisation.
Judged by any standards, this is no mean achievement and we,
of the Practical Group, join in the many congratulations which
have been extended to the B.B.C. on this occasion.

in the just published Annual Report, the B.B.C. welcomes the
recent Government White Paper
p and states that immediate steps
p
were taken to bring into operation at the earliest possible dates
the proposals for a second TV programme, a start to colour
TV, more Welsh and Scottish TV and more educational programmes on the present television service.
The B.B.C. reports unspectacular but steady developments on
the engineering side -with a few major steps forward such as
video tape recording, cablefilm and the radio camera. The
gradual bringing into functional operation of the Television
Centre with its up -to -date equipment and facilities marks further
continuous progress.
One of the most important aims for years has been the expanding of the distribution network and the B.B.C. has now
reached the stage where some 99 % of the population are within
range of the television service. The final 1% is proving stubborn
but new TV stations were opened during the year and others
planned.

Of importance is the fact that Stage III of the relay station
programme has been approved and this means no fewer than 23
new low power relay stations which are scheduled for completion
in 1964. These together with the 22 stations of Stages I and II
will overcome some of the remaining blind spots and will increase
the coverage by anorner 0.7 o
The p ast year
has also seen a further stride forward with the
y
linking of the Eurovision network with that of the Eastern
European Infervision and following that the foretaste of global
television made possible by the epoch making Telstar experiments.
All this goes to show that although it is 25 years old, television
is still a young and exciting medium of entertainment and cornmunication. It continues to develop on both the engineering
and production fronts. Today we are on the brink of a change
in line standards, more channels and -dare we hope ?-colour.
We wonder what the next 25 yyears will bring!
g

E
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Our next issue dated January, will be published on December 21st
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Titenews
centre and outside crews and
pick up " off -air " TV pictures
following statement shows for
the station's own TV system.
THEthe approximate number of
At night the radome and mast
Television Receiving Licences in are floodlit.
force at the end of September,
1962, in respect of television A Mobile Sound Control Room
receiving stations situated within
UNIQUE mobile sourid
the various Postal Regions of
control room, designed and
England, Wales, Scotland and
constructed by ATV's engineerNorthern Ireland.
ing staff, went into operation
Total
Region
.. 2,019.492 recently when " Val Parnell's
London ..
1,714,780
,.
Home Counties
..
Sunday Night at the London
,. 1,796,317
Midland
..
..
.. 1,924,971 Palladium " programme returned
North Eastern ..
..
..
.. 1,589,793
North Western
..
..
1,044.012
South Western
..
to the screens.
,. 726,575
Wales and Border Counties
The control room provides 32
10,815,940
Total England and Wales
separate sound channels, con1,105,000
..
Scotland ..
..
tains two tape machines, a grams
189,056
..
..
..
Northern Ireland
And
.. 12.109,996 desk and talk -back facilities.
Grand Total ..
..
it is completely mobile-built
into a scenery van which now
Colour Television in Roumania
takes it place beside the vision
(1OLOUR television cameras control van outside the Palladium
were the highlight of EMI Theatre every Sunday. Previously
Electronics Ltd.'s display at the the sound engineers had to work
Industrial Exhibition, in the same van as the producer
British
staged in the Herastrau Park, and in various strategic spots
Bucharest, Roumania, in October inside the theatre.
this year.
Also on show was monochrome
industrial closed-circuit television
equipment. Other exhibits included oscilloscopes, stroboscopes,
nuclear health instruments and
special electronic valves and
tubes.
Television Receiving Licences

4

..

,.

The new control room will be
used at important outside broadcasts which call for elaborate
sound facilities.
The control room was designed
and manufactured in ATV's
Development and Maintenance
Department at Elstree.
Studio Equipment for Vera Cruz
the face of strong competi-

IN tion, EMI Electronics Ltd.
has secured a contract to provide
studio equipment for a new small
private commercial television
station in Vera Cruz, on the Gulf
of Mexico.
The units comprise two studio
vidicon television camera channels, a vidicon telecine channel
and ancillary equipment. The
studio vidicon cameras will be
equipped with " joystick " control, which enables one operator
to control studio cameras as well
as telecine equipment.
EMI already has television
equipment in the shape of three

Manchester's New Landmark

around Granada's
STREETS
TV centre, just off Deansgate,

Manchester, were closed for 12
hours recently, when a 200ft jib
hoisted a plastic radome to the
top of the aerial mast at the
centre.
The plastic dome is loft in
diameter and weighs a ton. The
aerials inside are used for picking
up pictures from outside- broadcast locations and feeding them
into the central control room on
their way to the Winter Hill ITA
transmitter. The aerials also
transmit and receive Short -wave
radio messages between the TV

Sections

of the aerial array for the new Croydon ITA transmitter being
loaded on to a lorry at E.Ml's in Hayes, Middlesex.
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41in. image orthicon television
cameras working in Mexico City.
Closed- circuit Television at opening
of New School

new Ambrose Fleming
THETechnical
Grammar School

at Ponders End, named after Sir
Ambrose Fleming whose historic
pioneer work on the thermionic
diode valve took place not far
away, was officially opened by his
widow, Lady Olive Fleming, on
Thursday evening, 11th October.
The number of guests attending
was so great that arrangements
had to be made for an overflow
gathering in the School Dining
Hall, and a closed- circuit television system was installed and
operated by Belling-Lee to link
this to the main Assembly Hall
where the actual ceremony took
place.
Using two Thorn cameras and
four standard 19ín. Ferguson
television receivers, the 405 -line
vision signals were " piped " by
v.h.f. relay equipment.
The
sound, picked up by multiple
microphones, was relayed via a
public address amplifier.

A one ton,

plastic radome being hoisted

to its position atop of the aerial
mast at Granada's Manchester TV centre.

received in north and north -west

London,

Middlesex,

Hertford-

controlled by a committee and
following each set of experiments
the committee meets to assess the
results, distribute the information
gained and plan the next experiments.
Studio D, with an area of
9,280sq ft was taken over for the
first experiments. Viewing took
place on a monitor on the floor
and in a scanner van outside.
One of the main lessons learned
was that red is the " devil " so far
as colour on the screen is concerned. Lipstick, it was discovered, has to be very, very light.

shire and Buckinghamshire.
The existing installation is
being replaced by a SOOft tower,
which the Independent Television Authority ordered from
EMI Electronics Ltd. This concomprehensive
Marconi /RCA tract includes the supply and inclosed- circuit television system stallation of the tower, aerial and
in their new premises in Fetter feeder systems. EMI commissioned British Insulated Cal Lane.
The new film and television lender's Construction Ltd. to
system will provide extensive supply and erect the tower.
The sections of the aerial
facilities for auditioning, previewing " commercials " and for array were loaded on to lorries at
EMI's test area at Hayes and
general experimental work.
The heart of the installation is transported to the new aerial site Britain Lagging in Educational
a central control room, which at Croydon.
Television?
This aerial array, of 80ft
houses two telecine channels and
aperture,
Bessborough, chairman
will
transmit
in
Band
embodies full control facilities
FORD
of the organising committee
similar to those of a broadcasting III the existing Associated- Redifstudio. A television studio adjoins fusion and Associated Television of the Institute for Educational
the central control room, with a programmes on channel 9. The Television, challenged those consmall sound dubbing studio special aerial array uses vertical cerned with future television
policy in this country to provide
beyond. From the control room, polarisation.
a
comprehensive
system of
the programme outputs from the
educational programmes transtwo telecine channels and the Colour Tests at Elstree
mitted not only to schools but
output from the studio camera
are fed, after amplification and COLOUR television experi- into .homes, when he spoke at the
ments
have
recently
started
first Prize Day of Havant Gramprocessing, to standard television
receivers in offices throughout the at ATV's studio centre at Elstree. mar School on Friday, 11th
They
will
continue
at
regular
October.
building.
intervals throughout the winter,
Lord Bessborough went on to
providing members of the staff remind his audience of teachers,
Croydon Transmitting Aerial
with valuable experience for the pupils and parents, that television
THE new Independent Tele- future when colour transmissions is the newest tool in the hands
vision transmitting aerial, become a practical and economical of the teacher
cannot replace
being erected at Croydon, will possibility for viewers at home.
the teacher himself, but the
increase the strength of signals
The experiments are being teacher must learn how to use it.
Advertising Agency installs Closed circuit TV
()NE of the largest advertising
agencies in Britain, Lintas
Limited, has incorporated a

-it
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Types of CAMERA

Closed

Circuit

current is much less, about 1 /5mA for a white
signal by comparison with 501nA in a c.r.t.
Being a low velocity beam no e.h.t. is required,
the highest potential (300V) existing at accelerator
anode G2. The target is held just above cathode
potential by the setting of the target bias control
which normally gives a reading of approximately
+ 30V at the target electrode.
The beam is deflected in the usual way by
deflector coils around the tube and scans a portion
of the target surface about the same size as a frame
of 16mm film, which incidentally simplifies the
optical system, since standard 16mm cute lenses

Television
By H. Peters

can be used.
Electronic focusing is accomplished by an electromagnetic coil which extends nearly the length of
the tube, and also by varying the cylinder and mesh
(G3 and G4) potential by means of the " beam
focus " control. There is also an optical focusing
device to project sharp pictures on to the starage
plate, and this is commonly done either by a
coarse thread on the lens itself, or by moving the
whole camera tube and scanning assembly back and
forth inside the case.
For remote control applications the moving platform is coupled to a motor driven worm reduction
gear, At the back of the tube is a third coil
assembly marked " Beam Alignment Coil ", and the
function of this is similar to the picture postioning
magnet on a domestic receiver.

(Continued from page 76 of the November issue)

5HE Vidicon tube is the most compact pick-up
tube available, measuring about 64in. by lin., about
the size of a PY33 rectifier valve. By comparison
with other pick -up tubes it is cheap, costing about

£50 to replace.
From a glance at Fig. 6 the electron gun
assembly resembles a domestic cathode ray tube,
with a target and signal plate in place of the
flúorescent screen. The action is similar too.
Electrons liberated from the cathode are attracted
to the far end of the tube by a positive voltage.
Their number, and thus the beam current, can be
varied by the charge upon G1.
This is negative with respect to cathode by an
amount determined by the setting of the " Beam
Current " control, which is analogous to the
" Brightness " control on TV receivers. The

Scanning Principles

The storage plate may be regarded as a large
number of small capacitors, each with a variable
Nashton Nev.

Beulah

Elect.

Murphy

...I

405*

405*

405

405*

...

Random

Interlaced

Interlaced

Random

100mV

Extra

...

To order

1.4V

Resolution (300 lines =2.7 Mc /s)...

300 lines

UNIT

Units

Nev. Pye &

Eye Minnie

Ekco

1

Line System ( *625 to order)
...

Sync. System
R.F.

...

Output tunable over Band

Video Output (in 80 ohms)

I

Power Consumption (watts)

...

Units per Channel

...

...

...

...

Weight

...

...

Iin. lens)

Turret extra without
Spare Vidicon Tube

lenses

...

+

lines

50W

250W

I

2

14

lb

68 lb

To order

IV

+

300
1

lines

10W
2
15

I00mV

IOmV

IOmV

To order

+

300

50W

50W

16 Ib

625

Random

300 lines

I

lb

405*

I

12

2mV

IV

lines
12W
I

lb

4 lb

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

...

£236

E440

E225

£175

£145

£155

...

£22

£18

...

£45

£60

Usable with Flywheel Sync. Sets ...
Basic price (inc.

600

mV

10

405*

Approx.
£200

£17
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+300V

+100Y

100k
Beam focus

Target
bias

%100k
Power unit

AU supplies

O.1

O1.pF

)

Beam alignment
50c/s

coil

for

N

100k

250k

O

tyF

T

50k:
Target:

load

/mains locking

resistor
G21G3,4

Sync.

Line and
frame

generator

(with step counters
if fitted)

8yF

generator

®©

t--

Vidicon tube

blanking

Light
1

I

G1

00
í

1

Deflector
coils

l

`Focus
Coil

100k

Video

monitor

J

L

-100v

100k
Beam current

1

® inverted

CVideo
Modulator
RF

Banal

and
RF osc

Output
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of a more amb'tious closed circuit TV set-up showing typical tube supplies in detail. The

circled numbers relate to the waveforms shown in Fig. 7.
This period is known as the "examination time",
and the remainder as the " storage time ". The
sensitivity of the tube is therefore quite remarkable

layer of semi -conducting
material, the transverse resistance of which varies
with light, being low in bright light, and high in
total darkness. The effect is as if the individual
small capactors have good insulation in the dark,
but become leaky when exposed to light.
The right -hand plates of all these capacitors are
joined together by the transparent signal plate and
are thus all connected electronically to the target
load resistor and must therefore all be at the same
potential, that is to say 20 -30V positive to cathode
as set by the " target bias " control.
The left -hand plates of the little capacitors face
into the tube and are scanned by the electron beam,
which can be regarded as a wire attached to the
cathode which passes across the target face, touching each of the left-hand plates in turn and discharging them.
As the electron beam does this once in every
complete frame, and there about 200,000 separate
" picture points " in a frame* it dwells upon each
a

I

separate capacitor plate for
of the total
time.
200,000

(A picture with 405 lines and a 4:3 aspect ratio
can be said to 405x41.3 (or 540) picture elements
per line, that is to say 405x540 or 219,700 picture
elements per complete frame).

since the current drawn from one capacitor during
the brief examination time is the total charge is has
accumulated during the storage time. (It follows
from this that a given camera will be more sensitive
on 625 lines than on 405 lines.)
In the dark all the capacitor elements have good
insulation and the electron beam scans all the left hand plates, reducing them to cathode potential.
The right-hand plates are all at ± 20V due to the
target bias. If light is allowed to fall on one
element its insulation will fall and the left-hand
plate will tend to rise to assume the same voltage as
the right -hand plate.
How rapidly this happens depends upon the
amount of incident light. The next time the
scanning beam examines the left -hand plate it finds
it positively charged (deficient of electrons) and
deposits sufficient electrons on it to neutralise the
charge.
Current therefore flows and the left -hand plate
is discharged back to cathode potential.
The
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charge builds up again during the storage time and
the process is repeated each time the scanning
beam comes along.
The instantaneous beam current is therefore
proportional to the light falling on the target and
as it flows through the 50kí1 target load resistor
the voltage at T will be varied accordingly. The
signal at this point will be negative going for peak
white.
With a beam current of 0.111A the signal
developed across the load resistor is in the order
of 5mV for low- frequency signals but less for the
finer details of the picture due to the shunting
effect of circuit capacities.
To correct this a pre -amplifier is normally fitted
between the target and the video amplifier and
incorporates a differentiating circuit of approximately the same time constant as the integrating
network formed by the target load and shunt
capacities. The signal -to -noise ratio of the system
is determined by the noise threshold of the
pre -amplifier.
The " target bias " and " beam current " controls
can therefore be compared to the contrast and
brightness control for a cathode ray tube. They
are interdependent and for a given setting of target
bias the beam current must be sufficient to completely discharge the white parts of the picture.
Insufficient beam current will produce pictures
flat in highlight detail which on the screen of a
receiver gives the same effect as a low- emission
tube or excessive interference limiting.

m11`y111r
8 lines

22 lines
16

pulses

1962

C%

14 pulses

The Control Unit

Apart from the conventional power supply the
heart of the control unit is the sync generator. This
supplies the line and frame sync pulses, which are
the foundations upon which the picture is built,
In the more elaborate units the master oscillator
runs at 20,250c/s, giving two pulses to every line.
Its output is taken to a _ 2 stage which produces
the line sync pulse at line repetition frequency
10,125c/s. It is also taken to frequency dividing
stages relating it to the frame frequency.
In the Electronic Units system binary counters
are employed which have the advantage of either
working right or not at all. Other units use less

P1

7 -The waveforms which made up the composite
interlaced picture. For key see table on opposite page.

Fig.
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Timebases and Sync
The

waveforms which make up the composite
interlaced picture.
I. Master oscillator at 20,250 c /s.
2. Line sync. generator at 10,125 c /s.
3. Line blanking pulse at 10,125 c/s (wider than
the line sync. pulse).
4. Picture signal at tube target (shown inverted
IO

for clarity).

5. The sum of 2 +3 +4.
6. Frame sync. pulse (8 lines long).
7. Frame blanking pulse (22 lines long).
8. The sum

of

sync. pulse.
9.

10.

6

+7 +1 +2.

The combined frame

Complete waveform, 8 added to 5. The end of
the odd pulse and beginning of even pulse are
shown to illustrate the interlace waveforms
starting and ending at half a line.
Economy waveform to reduce circuitry, used by
Murphy. A broad pulse one line long is used in
place of the 16 half line M/Osc. pulses gated
into the frame sync. period.

expensive step counters with multivibrators or
" staircase " blocking oscillators usually in stages
of _ 3 _ 3 _ 3 = 3 +5 to produce the 50c /s frame
sync pulse.
This is compared with the 50c /s mains supply
in a bridge of four diodes which produce a positive
or negative d.c. voltage according to the difference
between the phase and frequency of the frame
sync pulse and the mains.
This d.c. voltage is smoothed and appropriately
applied to the master oscillator as a bias which
alters its frequency to one which, when taken
through the frequency dividing network will
produce a frame sync pulse that is the same
frequency and phase as the mains.
The unit is thus locked to the mains and
strobing effects due to hum are reduced. On low priced units the master oscillator and step counter
are omitted, the 10,125c/s line sync generator is
free running but stable and the 50c /s frame sync
generator is locked to the mains by a simple diode
circuit.
The frame and line speeds are thus unrelated
and no interlace is possible. On the screen of the
monitors the scanning lines appear to twinkle in
and out of interlace and units incorporating this
simple sync generator are said to have " random
interlace ".
Blanking Pulses
Line and frame sync pulses are taken to the
blanking generators which produce the wider line
and frame blanking pulses. These black out the
picture during the sync pulse period and the
flyback time which follows it. They are normally
added to the vision waveform after the video

amplifier.
As an economy the vidicon tube is sometimes
used as the blanking pulse mixer. The pulses
appear, positive going, at the cathode and cut off
the beam current during the sync and flyback
period.

Mixing

Sync pulses trigger the timebases supplying the
conventional currents to the deflector coils. They
are also added to the vision plus blanking pulse
signal, completing the composite video signal,
which is amplified and, if necessary, inverted.
From here the IV in Son positive video
signal is taken to the monitor receivers and a
larger signal (d.c. restored) to the modulator of
the r.f. stage. An output of 10 to 100mV can be
easily obtained from a single r.f. pentode, grid
modulated on any Band I channel.

The output is naturally double sideband, which
may produce excessive 1.f. on the resulting picture
unless the set or the unit is slightly detuned.
Resolution

The resolution of a vidicon unit is good, the
limit being set by the video amplifier and preamplifier. For units with r.f. output there is little
point in attempting to better the 2.7Mc /s bandwidth of the receiver used as a monitor. This in
effect would enable 300 fine vertical lines to be
resolved across the width of the tube (i.e., 300 lines

in the specification tables).
With a video output into a special receiver and
careful design the resolution can be increased to
600 lines, which corresponds to a 5Mc /s bandwidth at 405 lines or " better than broadcast "
quality. Such units benefit from a 625 -line system
if practical.
Beulah

UNITS AVAILABLE

An early entrant into the low -priced group was
the Beulah D800. Features are its ability to work
in normal room light, to give steady pictures on
flywheel sync receivers and the complete absence
of printed panel from the component layout. One
of the first Beulah cameras is installed in a technical
college where it can be used to televise the output
of high-speed Sin. oscilloscope tube for the benefit
of students.
Illustrated in last month's issue was a D800
coupled to a film camera. This enables the director
to see the appearance of the resultant picture
without waiting for the negative to be processed
and is also useful in commercial work where a
sponsor is anxious to watch the filming.
A new addition to the Beulah range is a motor
projection unit which automatically televises a
minute
6closed loop film. This equipment can
run unattended. Other Beulah specialities are TV
microscopy for instructional purposes or where
infection risks are present, a remote control system
to which all later units are convertible. Westward
Television use a D800 in a tele- prompter system.
Electronic Units
The culmination of 21 years' work has produced
the PV104 vidicon camera channel. This is a
high -grade unit giving true interlaced pictures with
transistorised binary counters in the sync
generator. Resolution on video monitors is 600
lines and up to 1,000ft of cable can separate the
camera from the control unit.
An 8in. monitor can be provided as an electronic
viewfinder and a special trolley carries the camera,
control unit and monitor on a unipole mount. This
is ideally suited for the purposes described in
last month's article and the equipment, and if
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Ferguson Radio Corporation, the camera uses
standard non -fringe television receivers as monitors
and thus purchasers can use the facilities of their
local Ferguson dealer for economical maintenance
of their channel.
Cameras can drive a monitor receiver over half a
mile of standard coaxial without boosting and four
cameras can be fed into the monitor by tuning
each to a different channel on Band I. Pictures are
simply selected by rotating the channel selector
knob of the monitor receiver. The fifth Band I
channel will be the one taken by the local BBC
station.
Nottingham Electronic Valve Co.
The Nottingham Electronic Valve Co. make
three cameras The Nev Eye, which is claimed to
be the cheapest camera in the world, will work
with standard receivers and uses only two valves,
a transistor and several diodes. The focus current
for the tube is stabilised and the circuits are
designed to protect the tube if
htt the scans fail.
A lightweight version, the
Boost
rau
Minnie Eye, is in an all -tran0.1NF
sistor camera operating from
mains or battery and weighing
only 41b. The Nev Colour,
Normal
just released, is a simple colour
tJ.
The
camera chain FS701.
camera is about the same size
as the Nev Eye and the monitor
incorporates an optical magnification system giving a picture
100k
22k
about the size of a 14in. screen.

necessary an operator, can be hired for special
occasions from the makers.
The Telecine adaptation of this camera can
operate either from a projector with a low- wattage
lamp or else by the insertion of a special glass plate
in the projector beam. By this means it is possible
to televise the projected film, to a number of
monitor receivers at the same time as it is being
screened in the cinema.
Other features of the PV104 are reversible scans
and reversible video. The former facility enables
the camera to " peep round corners " using a
mirror, and the latter is extremely useful in photographic work. A wet negative can be hung up in
front of the camera and a positive image obtained
directly on a monitor screen.
Photographers will hasten to say that an
experienced eye can accurately assess the quality of
a wet negative without reversal, but where a
customer has to choose between a number of
negatives such a system is invaluable.

Video
amp.

j/

Brightness

:

FS301 works on the 405 -line
system with vertical scan of
100 fields per second giving
33V frames per second.

100k

Video
amp.

NF

Brightness
To F ame

osc,

rann,

(b)

Pye Ltd. have produced
industrial camera units of the
senior type with full interlace
for a number of years. Two
models are generally available,
the earlier one with a single lens
and the later one with a two lens turret and a small control
box interspersed between the
camera head and the scanning
generators and timebases. Short term hiring facilities are available on the above
units.
In conjunction with the associated E. K. Cole
Co. a new competitive camera is about to be
introduced. Using only transistors, this mains
operated camera is self contained and will operate
on 625 lines. This is advantageous for good definition and, as all future receivers of the two
companies will operate on 625 lines, monitors
present no problem.
E.M.I. and Marconi
Mention must be made of the E.M.I. and
Marconi units, which are high-grade specialist units
of broadcast quality. These are normally too
expensive for the applications mentioned in this
article but have outstanding mechanical and
electronic standards.

Fig. 9: A circuit to produce positive images from photographic negatives held in
front of the camera. Few C.C. TV units have this facility inbuilt, but it is easily
incorporated in the monitor TV. (A) shows the c.r.t. supplies os they normally
are. The conversion at (B) comprises the removal of d.c. clamping on the tube
cathode by fitting 0.1µF in series with the video feed and d.c. stabilising the
cathode by a pair of 100kí2 resistors from h.t. to chassis. To reverse the picture,
video is simply switched from cathode to grid. Frame flyback suppression is
essential and has been added into the lead from the brightness control to c.r.t. grid.

Murphy
The electronics division of Murphy Radio have
recently introduced the TVC761. This is also a
2 -unit arrangement giving true interlaced pictures,
the only departure from the BBC waveform being a
single broad frame sync pulse.
Both line and frame are locked to the mains and
an automatic sensitivity control maintains full
picture quality over brightness changes up to a 50
to 1 range. Both r.f. and video outputs are available.
As with all Murphy products the unit is well
styled and easy to service. The video monitors are
similar in style to the Astra range of domestic
receivers but have a bandwidth of 5Mc /s and a
choice of three channels selected by press buttons.
Nash and Thompson

The Nashton camera is a compact lightweight
Instrument at a very low price. Designed by the

Pye Group
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SERVICING DATA AND

MODIFICATIONS
(Continued from page

71 of

the November issue)

RATHER interesting modification was
introduced to the GEC BT5246 series some years
ago to reduce the effects of picture flutter due to
passing aircraft. In receivers where the picture
tube signal feed circuit is designed to be responsive
to very low video signal components (right down to
d.c.), relatively fast periodic changes in signal
strength can cause disconcerting flutter or flicker
effects on the picture -this being typified by passing aircraft.
What really happens, of course, is that the change
in signal strength alters the picture black level,
since the d.c. component and low video frequencies are most affected by the signal fade. The
way that this can be eliminated without detracting
too much from the average presentation of a picture
is shown in Fig. 42. All that is required for the
modification is a resistor -capacitor parallel combination to be connected in series with the cathode
lead to the picture tube.
The resistor attenuates the d.c. component of
the video signal, while the capacitor ensures that
the high and medium- frequency components get
through without attenuation. Fig. 42b shows how
the extra components are connected to the picture
tube base socket.

Drift in Turret

By D.

Elliot

inside the cabinets, but even then there appeared
to be no justification for the complaint of drift.
After the examination of a number of modified
receivers in which drift was occurring, it was
ultimately discovered that the trouble was caused
by incorrect fitting of the turret tuner.
One big factor was that the holes which were
drilled in the sides and backs of the cabinets for
fixing the tuners had been inaccurately drilled. This
resulted in the tuners going into the cabinets under
strain. In some cases, it was found that the top of
the tuner was pressing against the top of the
cabinet, so that when the fixing screws were
tightened the tuner chassis was pulled out of shape.
It was also found that the hole drilled in the
cabinet to accommodate the tuner spindle was also
out of balance, thereby causing the spindle to press
on the side of the hole.
Extra trouble occurred when the channel selector
and control knobs were forced on to the spindles
as they have to be since they are spring -loaded.
Due to the badly fitted tuner, there is undue pres-

-

Picture tube

Picture tube
base Socket

From
video

amplifier
cathode
0.1NF

Tuners

Although there are several " electrical " reasons
for excessive frequency drift in turret tuners, there
are often also " mechanical " reasons which are
probably less well- known, particularly when such
a tuner has been fitted to a Band I -only receiver
for multi -channel operation.
The electrical faults are frequently caused by
drift in the frequency changer triode -pentode valve,
alteration in value of a small capacitor associated
with triode local oscillator section, fracture or distortion of the fine tuning dielectric (e.g., that
eccentric insulating material which is coupled to the
fine tuning control) and poor or weak contacts
between the oscillator biscuit studs and the spring
contactors.
A few years ago Pilot Radio Limited undertook a
series of tests in an endeavour to trace the cause of
excessive frequency drift when turret conversion
kits were installed in certain Pilot receivers. In the
majority of cases, the tuners which were returned
to the factory with the complaint of drift were, in
fact, found to be in perfect order electrically.
The tests involved fitting the tuners returned into
the cabinets of Band I receivers, running them on
soak tests and measuring the short- and long -term
drift. In order to incite drift, the complete
receivers were covered to raise the temperature

330k

330k

cathode

(a)
Fig.

(b)

From video

amplifier

42- Showing

how the resistor capacitor
combination is connected on GEC BT5246 series
receivers for reducing the effects of picture flicker
caused by passing aircraft.

sure on the spindle when the knobs are pushed on.
This causes poor contacts on the coil biscuit studs
against their spring contactors and also alters the
capacitance of the fine tuning control, one plate of
which is formed by the metal bracket on the front
end of the tuner assembly.
As the set warms up there is a slight expansion
of the cabinet, which is very much geared -up in
terms of strain on the tuner assembly, thereby
resulting in variations of contact resistance and
capacitance of the tuner during the time that the
set is operating, this, of course, being directly
responsible for the excessive frequency drift.
It has been proved that if the fine tuning capacitance is varied by the slightest degree due to the
plate bracket being off -set or bent, then a very
severe drift will occur, and in many cases this will
be of a very quick nature.
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Where experimenters and service technicians
experience such trouble after the installation of a
turret tuner, therefore, the first check should be
one of ensuring that the tuner is correctly fitted and
that there is no undue strain on the tuner chassis or
spindle due to inaccurate drilling. Most tuner
manufacturers supply a template for drilling the
holes in the cabinet, so trouble should not normally
be experienced in this respect.
To prove whether or not drift is being caused by
the mechanics of fitting or by some electrical component within the tuner, the tuner should be
removed from the cabinet with its connections
remaining. If there is no drift under this condition,
then the fitting is almost certainly at fault.
Radio Interference

This trouble still crops up extensively and is not
always easy to eliminate. All television receivers
radiate from their line timebases to a certain
extent, and on nearby radio receivers this is heard
as a whistle (or hum) modulated on the station to

c

Mains

to

Receiver

Earth
0.01)F

43-Mains -borne interference from the line
timebase circuits of television receivers can be
considerably minimised by two a.c. capacitors
connected to the power plug os shown. Capacitors
may be required at both the television receiver and
the affected radio set.
Fig.

which the radio is tuned. The interference is not
normally heard when the radio is tuned off a
station, and the trouble is worse on the Long -wave
Light Programme.
Radiation from the line timebase can be either
electromagnetic or electrostatic (or both) and,
although the line timebase frequency of 405 -line
receivers is only 10,125c/s (which is within the
audio spectrum), it is picked up by radio receivers
due to the production of many harmonic components of the basic frequency-these being created
by the sawtooth nature of the line timebase waveform.
The Long-wave Light Programme is badly
affected because the 20th harmonic of the line time base falls only about 2.5kc /s away from the Light
Programme carrier frequency (200kc /s). It will be
understood, of course, that the whistle which is
heard is really the line timebase modulation of the
interfering harmonic. There may also be a beat
effect due to the difference between the frequency
of the harmonic and the tuned carrier.
The interference can get out of the television
receiver either by direct radiation or through the
mains lead and circuits, and resulting from the
latter the effect is often aggravated when the radio
receiver is being operated on the same power line
as the television.
Usually, however, the interference is caused both
by direct radiation and mains conveyance, and in
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this case the direct radiation contribution can often
be greatly minimised by repositioning or increasing
the distance between the two receivers.
On battery operated receivers the effect is often
considerably less since then only the directly
radiated interference is responsible. Portables with
ferrite rod aerials are even less troubled by the
disturbance because the set can usually be
orientated for maximum interference rejection
while still maintaining sufficient signal pick -up of
the required station.
In severe cases, the metal screws and shields of
the line timebase should be carefully examined to
ensure that they are, in fact, present and securely
clamped to chassis. The " earthing " surround of
the scanning coils on the tube neck should also be
examined to make sure that this is earthing to
chassis adequately and that all the clamping screws
are in position and tight.
Early models often featured a metallic lining
inside the cabinet and on the cabinet back as one
way of attenuating the line timebase radiation.
Ensure that this lining is fully intact and that it is
connected to the chassis of the receiver where provision is made for this. The same applies to the
back cover and inspection cover at the bottom of
the cabinet. If such a receiver is operated either
without the back or base cover, then the radiation
will be far greater than it need be.
Warning

The chassis on a.c. -d.c. receivers is connected
directly to one side of the mains supply, so it is
imperative that the conductive coating inside the
cabinet and on the back and base covers is so
arranged that it can never be touched from the
outside of the cabinet. There have been several
serious accidents due to the coating flaking off and
protruding through a ventilation hole.
The coating is, of course, at full mains potential
with respect to earth when the power supply to the
receiver is connected " live " to chassis, and if this
is touched while also being in contact with an
earthed object, like an electric radiator, fire or even
a stone or tiled floor, a fatal electric shock could
well occur -more so with a child or elderly person.
A tin -foil is often used for cabinet screening and
this is held on the wood by staples. The radiation
from receivers which are so endowed can be
reduced by fitting a screening inside the cabinet,
and for this purpose a liberal coating of a conductive paint is ideal. This is akin to that used on
the outside of picture tubes. The paint should be
applied so that it makes good contact with the
earthed members of the chassis, but extreme
caution must be taken to avoid it spilling on to the
outside of the cabinet or through the ventilation
holes or slots in the cabinet back or base cover,
since here it would represent a potential danger, as
detailed above.
If interference is still troublesome after it has
been ensured that the line timebase is fully and
effectively screened (as per the original design) and
after the inside of the cabinet has been treated with
a conductive paint, attention should be directed to
the aerial and earth system on the radio receiver
which is being affected.
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jAST month we saw that the greater the
number of scanning lines, the better the vertical
definition of the picture. We also discovered that
both pictures of 405 lines and 625 lines are
produced by a system of interlaced scanning, and
that although there are 50 frames or fields each
second there are only 25 complete pictures, since
each frame is composed of half the number of lines
of a complete picture and that the lines of each
frame interlace with their partners to produce a
picture with the full number of lines.
It was also revealed that the number of scanning
lines is a function of the line timebase frequency,
and that with a fixed frame or field frequency of
50c /s a line timebase frequency of 10,125c/s is
required for 405 lines and 15,625c/s for 625 lines.
Horizontal Definition
Before we can understand this, we shall have to
get some idea as to how a picture is actually built
up on the raster. When the scanning spot on the
screen of the receiver starts its journey from the
top left -hand corner of the screen to trace out first
one frame and then the next in the way already
described, so a similar spot on the screen of the
camera tube does likewise.
Indeed, the two spots are held in perfect
synchronism throughout the whole transmission;
Scanning
stroke

Flyback

this is, provided the vertical and horizontal hold
controls of the receiver are adjusted correctly.
This is accomplished by synchronising pulses
which are geared to the camera tube scanning spot
being sent out by the transmitter along with the
picture signals. The receiver " sees " these pulses
as electrical signals at the frame and line timebases
and, in effect, they initiate the scanning stroke of
each timebase. Thus, there occurs a line sync pulse
at the finish of each line and a frame pulse at the
finish of "each frame. In that way, therefore, the
scanning spot on the receiver screen is forever in
the same position as the scanning spot on the
camera tube screen.
Scanning Spot
is produced by
very fine beam of electrons generated by the
" electron gun " in the picture tube. The beam is
brought to a very sharp focus at the inside of the
screen either by a permanent magnet round the
neck of the tube (e.g., focusing magnet) or by
electrostatic focusing electrodes within the tube
proper.
The inside of the screen is coated with a special
fluorescent material which glows brightly when
bombarded by electrons. Thus, a scanning spot is
produced. This is deflected both vertically and
horizontally by two electromagnetic fields applied
at the tube neck. The vertical field is produced by
the " frame scanning coils " and the horizontal
field by the " line scanning coils ", and these coils
are energised by the frame and line timebases
respectively.
The beam, being a movement of electrons, is
rather the same as a flow of electric current in a
conductor, and is thus influenced by a magnetic

The scanning spot at the receiver

a

Image of subject falling on mosaic

1

Camera tube

subject
Ú

Time
11(above) -A sawtooth current passes through the
line and from; scanning coils to deflect the spot across
the screen. During the scanning stroke the spot is
deflected linearly during which time the picture is
reproduced by changes in brightness of the spot. At
the finish of the scanning stroke, the waveform causes
the spot to "flyback" to start a subsequent scan.
Fig. 12 (right)-The basic parts of a television
camera tube.

%

Visron

signal out

Lens

Electron
beam
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field so as to be deflected which, of course, gives
the spot deflection. The same thing happens in
electric motors and moving -coil instruments. Here
we have a magnetic field and a flow of current
through the windings of the coil, thereby causing
the coil to move or deflect.
The timebases cause a sawtooth change of current in the scanning coils, as shown in Fig. 11.
During the scanning stroke the current in the coils
rises linearly with time and causes the spot to
move from left to right across the screen (line) and
from the top to the bottom of the screen (frame).
At the end of the scanning stroke the current
swiftly falls to zero again and causes the spot to
revert to its starting point, which gives the flyback.
Fig. 13
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amplitudes, of course,

correspond

to

various

degrees of grey.
Sync Pulses

It will be recalled that the beam in the picture
tube is synchronised to the beam in the camera
tube by sync pulses at the finish of each line scan.
The line sync pulses, therefore, are added to the
picture signal at the transmitter.
This is done by causing the signal to drop about
30% below the black level at the end of each line
scan, as shown in Fig. 14. The regions below the
Picture signal
Peak white

(right)- Showing

how the vision signal may
appear over three lines.

Line1

More or less the same things happen at the
camera, but instead of the electron beam causing
illumination on a fluorescent screen, the beam
impinges upon a " mosaic " consisting of a very
large number of minute photo- sensitive elements.
This part of the camera tube is rather like the

-

Line2

-

Line3

Black

Time
Picture signal
Peak white

Fig. 14 (right)-Sync pulses are added to the picture
signal at the end of each line, as this diagram shows.
Line 2

Black

Blacker
retina of the eye, for upon it is focused the image
than black
Line sync pulses
of the subject to be televised (Fig. 12).
(Zero signal)
Time -I.Each photo- sensitive element on the mosaic
black level are called " blacker than black " and the
acquires an electric charge of a value depending
base line of the sync pulses correspond to zero
upon the intensity of the light of that part of the
modulation, bearing in mind that this composite
image falling upon it. Thus, over the entire mosaic
signal is modulated on the vision carrier wave.
is produced a pattern of electric charge matching
the lights and shades of the image. In that way,
Thus, black corresponds to 30% modulation and
the image is converted into an electrical equivalent,
peak white to 100% modulation. This is on the
but in this form it is no good for television as the 405 -line system. On the 625 -line CCIR system,
total charge simply represents the average bright- which we are changing to, the reverse is true. That
ness of the image.
is, the sync pulses correspond to 100% modulation
This is where the electron beam comes in. This, and the peak white signal to zero modulation.
as we have already seen, is deflected in exactly the
When all the lines of one frame have been traced
same way as the beam in the picture tube and the
out, a series of slightly longer duration sync pulses
deflections are synchronised. As the beam scans
is produced for frame synchronisation. But just
the mosaic so it discharges each
photo- sensitive element in turn
Picture signal
and the discharge current flows
from the output of the camera
tube. In this way, then, the
image is broken down into
Blank lines
elements, and the output consists of pulses which correspond
to the light and shade values of
the image.
Frame sync pulses
Line sync pulse's
For example, when the beam
passes a photo -sensitive eleFig. 15 -At the finish of the lines of each frame a number of lines appear
ment which corresponds to a
without vision signal, and these are followed by a series of frame sync pulses.
bright part of the picture, then
the pulse is stronger than that
which is produced when the beam passes a photobefore this takes place several lines carry no vision
signal, which is the reason why the full number of
sensitive element which corresponds to a dull part
lines is never used (Fig. 15).
of the image or picture.
In Fig. 13 is shown the output from the camera How the Picture is Built
tube which occur over three scanning lines. This
output is known as the picture signal or " video ",
To understand this we must now go back to
and is processed and amplified so that the zero the receiver. The vision modulation signal is
signal datum corresponds to black and the full
extracted from the carrier wave by the vision
signal amplitude corresponds to peak white (that
detector, at the output of which occurs a signal like
that in Fig. 14. This is amplified by the " video
is, in the 405 -line system). The intermediate
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amplifier " stage and fed to the picture tube in such
a way that it modulates the electron beam.
A picture tube in some respects is rather like an
ordinary thermionic valve. It has a control grid
just like -a valve, and when this is fed with a negative
bias the density of the electron beam is decreased.
If there is sufficient negative bias, then the electron
beam is cut off altogether. This means that the
scanning spot can be reduced progressively from
its normally very bright value to complete cut -off
by turning up the negative bias on the tube grid.
Its brightness can, in fact, be adjusted, and one
way that this can be accomplished is by adjusting
the brightness control, since the brightness control
is nothing more than a bias control. This is
normally adjusted so that when there is no vision
signal (e.g., with the aerial removed) the screen is
just on the threshold of illumination -this corresponding to the black level of the picture signal.
Now, the vision signal from the output of the
video amplifier is also fed to the tube as a counteracting bias, and as the signal rises from black level
towards peak white so the scanning spot brightens
up and corresponds to the brightness value of that
of the image which at that instant is being scanned
by the electron beam in the camera tube.

111
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it is required for the brightness of the picture tube
scanning spot to change from zero illumination to
peak white instantaneously. A brightness change
in zero time is, of course, impossible, as it takes
time for the various circuits between the camera
tube and the picture tube to respond.
What happens, then, is the spot changes from
black to white in finite time (although in practice
this is remarkably small), and since the spot is
moving rapidly across the screen, the effect on the
picture is not a clear -cut transition from black to
white, but a progressive change as the spot
gradually brightens. This gives a slight smearing
effect at the vertical edges of the picture where
there is a distinct change in brightness.
Thus, the horizontal definition of the picture is
related directly to the speed at which the scanning
spot can change brightness. The faster it can

T

Magnífied image
of part of line
on camera mosaic

L

Peak white
Practical
corresponding
vision waveform
at picture tube

Magnified image
of part of line

-

on camera mosaic

(a)

- Peak white

I

Ideal corresponding

vision waveform
at picture tube

Black

(b)

Lil

IIHi

li

Black

Practical
reproduction
on screen of
picture tubs

17-Owing to the finite time taken for the
brightness of the scanning spot to change, this
diagram shows the practical reconstruction of the
image at the picture tube.

Fig.

Perfect reproduction
on screen of

picture tube
(c)

-

16- Showing the ideal- though impossible
reconstruction of the image at the camera at the
Fig.

screen

of the picture tube.

In that way the picture is recomposed on the
picture tube screen, with the scanning spot of the
picture tube changing brightness 'as it scans the
fluorescent screen to correspond with the brightness value of the image on the mosaic of the camera
tube.
Horizontal Definition
We have now got back almost to where we
started from, and should now be able to understand the factors governing the horizontal definition
of the picture. Let us consider the scanning spot on
the picture tube tracing out one line of pictures. As
the spot moves very fast from left to right across
the screen, so its intensity changes, as already
described.
If the image has an absolute change from, say,
black to white along the line which is being
scanned, then in order to reproduce this 100%

change, the better will be the resolution of, say, a
thin vertical line on a white or black background,
depending upon whetther the vertical line is black
or white.
The effect is illustrated diagramatically in Fig. 16.
At (a) is shown a highly magnified part of a
scanning line which would represent the image of
a subject consisting of alternate black and white
squares. At (b) is shown the ideal vision signal
waveform which would be created by such a
subject, and at (c) the reproduction on the screen
of the picture tube. This would also be a perfect
replica of the original, since the vision waveform
assumes that there are instantaneous changes from
black to white and from white to black. But this
is the impossible.
The practical situation is given in Fig. 17. Here
we have the same pattern, but the resulting waveform, instead of having perfectly vertical edges and
fiat tops and bottoms, is rather like a sine wave.
This reveals that time is necessary for the waveform change from black to white, and vice versa.
Due to this, the reproduction of the picture tube
screen is somewhat poorly defined owing to the
finite time taken for the scanning spot to change
brightness.
The narrower the vertical black or white element
(Continued on page 117)
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EVISION
(VERS
By L. Lawry Johns

Vil -70

No. 84: ULTRA

Series

amplifier operating at 10.7Mc /s with ratio detector.
The heater supply for the three valves of this unit
is taken from the main h.t. line via a suitable
dropping resistor.
As the timebase are switched out on f.m. the
h.t. supply is not called upon to supply extra
current for these heaters, the 100mA representing
less loading than the normal timebase current.
Therefore the h.t. is slightly higher on f.m. than
on TV although there is only a difference of about

I

5HE models covered are V17 -70, V17-71.
VP17 -72, VR17-71, 17 -73 with f.m. radio and the
21in. versions, e.g. 2171 etc.
The diagrams presented are of the models with
f.m. radio and where radio is not fitted the
switching S1 -S2 etc. is omitted. The 17in. models
use a CME 1703 110deg. deflection electrostatically
focused tube whilst a CME 2101 is fitted in the
21in. versions.
The separate f.m. unit functions as an i.f.

3V.

The heater circuit is also modified as far as the
main chain is concerned since in the f.m. position
the CRT heater (V12) is shorted to chassis by S4
and the 30PH (V7) is open circuited by S3, a 125!2
resistor being brought into the circuit to compensate for the two heaters.
Switched ht
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vision signal stages of the V17-70.
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does) indicate a failing 30PL13 (V13) valve, the
most frequent offender is C93 (100µF) which
becomes open- circuited.
It is as well when checking this to also check
R97 (270e) which sometimes changes in value.
Attention to the valve, capacitor and resistor will
nearly always clear a bottom compression fault.

No F.M.

mentioned since our query service
is often asked why all valves should go out except
the f.m. valves when switched to f.m. and no
f.m. signals are received. This happens when R121
(12552) becomes open -circuited. As the f.m. i.f.
and detector valves are fed from the h.t. line these
continue to function but as the main chain are out,
the tuner and audio stages cannot function.
It also sometimes happens that although the
main chain remains alight the f.m. unit heaters
do not function when the switch is in the f.m.
position. This indicates that one of the unit valves
has an o/c heater or that R120 (1,530e) is open.

This point

113
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is

White Horizontal Line

No TV

If the f.m. side functions but all main chain
heaters go out when switched to TV the unfortunate indication is either V7 (30P4) heater is
o/c or the tube heater. The tube heater is quite
easily checked by shorting pins 1 and 8. If the
valves all light up, all that is required then is a new
tube!
Common'Faults
Probably the most frequently met fault condition
which does not stop the receiver operating is

bottom compression. While this could (and often

This denotes that the frame timebase is totally
inoperative and a voltage check at P9 (Height) will
often shdw an absence of voltage at this point
(270V is normal). This is nearly always due to
C40 (0.5µF) shorting to chassis.
While this also cuts off the supply to the tube
first anode and focus the concentration of beam
current into a single line is sufficient to show this
on the tube face when the brilliance is advanced:
Lack of Height

If an equal gap is shown top and bottom when
the height control is fully extended note the effect
of disconnecting the live (270V) end of the focus
control. The 22M52 element sometimes changes
value down to a figure which drops the voltage
available at the height control.
If full height is restored by disconnecting P5,
leave this disconnected until a new element is

Switched ht.

Line scan adjustment

Normal

omitted and
21' receivers
differ

Line sync

from C42

h.t.

C52

55 may be

0.5yF

R54 0

4.7k

55

or

2.7k

C50

L24

T1

R45
47k

C44

47pF

C43

C47 'OOF

O01pF

0
0

1.23í

R44

47k

OSirF

Line

Line output

transformer

eL25

.C51

Line output

V9

U191

O

1BOpF

valve

Line

coils

osc.

V6A
1/2

3OFL1

30V;7

R48
10k

4

TC

'0000
L22
Efficiency diode

R52
R43 270k

1k

e

E,HT rectifier
V8 U26

R51

270V
To Height (P9),
Focus (P5),and R85

560k
R49

220k
P3
1M
E HT

From R34

14kV
1

P2

200k

Interference limiter

Horiz hold
C46 1000c F

Fig. 2 -The line timebase circuitry of the VI7 -70.
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available and operate with pin 4 of the c.r.t. base
connected to 3, 2 or 7 whichever gives the best
focus.
If there is little or no improvement in height
when the focus control is checked, attention should
be directed to R87 (270k0) which may have gone
high.

video amplifier stages. The 30FL1 (V5) should be
checked first.
If this is not at fault check C35 (11AF) and the
crystal diode detector D1 (CG12E). The setting
of the interference limiter control should also be
checked since this controls the bias applied to the
video amplifier control grid. Check capacity of
C90 if necessary.

Excessive Height with Shaded Raster

Tube Drive Adjustment

Check C92 (0r001µF) which may be leaky or s /c.
This should not be confused with varying height
and focus when the brilliance is operated or on
changing scenes. This is normally due to a low
emission U26 e.h.t. rectifier unless accompanied
by lack of width which should direct attention to
V7 (30P4) V9 (U181) and V6 (30FL1) in that order.
Check R54 if necessary.

This is actually a pre -set a.g.c. control and
should not be altered unless peak whites are being
clipped with the limiter in the minimum position.
It is normally set with R30 connected to the junction of R26, R27. When the input signal is strong
enough to cause overloading R30 should be disconnected (minimum position).

No Picture, No EMT
Check the above three valves and then check
C49 (0.5µF) which appears to become o/c quite
frequently. If the line timebase is obviously working and the presence of high voltage is obvious at
the U26 top cap, it is likely that this valve is at
fault with an o/c heater. C51 often shorts resulting
in complete loss of e.h.t. (140pF or 180pF 12kV).

Picture Noise
P4 also controls the a.g.c. voltage but whereas
the tube drive adjustment cancels the negative control voltage by applying a small positive potential
the noise control varies the a.g.c. applied to V3.
It should be set for the best possible picture consistent with absence of vision on sound or sound on
vision on the stronger signal. If P4 has no effect
check the a.g.c. components for short, particularly
C37, VI and V3.

of Contrast
When the picture resolved is pale and lacking in
" attack " although the contrast (P1) and picture
noise (P4) controls are set to maximum the trouble
is usually to be found in the vision detector or
Lack

rest

EHT

control
Switched ht.

of Gain

When the stronger signal presents a fairly good
picture but the weaker one (usually Band III)

(Continued on page 117)
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timebase, c.r.t. and moins input sections of the V17 -70.
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D. & B. TELEVISION

CHE 3955

Dept. B,8
Kingston Rd, South Wimbledon, London, S.W.19
"Compare our prices with any others"

(Wimbledon) LIMITED
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SMALL INSIRUMENT

For more Transistors and Components see our aduertùernent in "Practical I'ireteat '
For the FINEST, FASTEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY. We 'are open from
10 a.m. Until 7 p.m.
p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you
have. Call or Phone, we are always pleased to help.
We pride ourselves that we can obtain and supply practically any TV spare,
OUR GIGANTIC STOCKS INCLUDE: Line. Frame and Sound Output, Line and
Frame blocking Ose.. Trans., and Scan Coils for any make or model Television.

-1

BIG

LIMN OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (1'. & P. 36)
ACE, ASTRA 57/8. ALBA, T301 T394, '1394, '1414, T494, TIt1974, 4216.
ARGOSY, l'TVI. 88/9.
AMBASSADOR, Most Models Available

BAIRD, 2014 to 2217 67 9.
BEETHOVEN, R94 to B99. 67/9.
It AMI'ION REWIND ONLY.
COSSOR, 0175. 930, 931, 1133, to
944,1:40. 50 /6.
DECCA, I).MI. UMOC, DM3, IM4C, DMS. 72/6. AIN° Used.
DEFIANT. Some Available. Some IL.,, hid Only.
DYNATRON. Available, lint Sample L.U.I'.'I'. Require, I.
EKUO, 1'12nß, '1'1:709, T231, 7240, 'P297, T264, T2,3. 57/8. Mist Models
A vaila blr.
EMERSON. 701. 79n. 704, 57/9.
ENGLISld ELECTRIC. Rewind Only.
FENGUSON, 103T, 1057, I13T, 1471', 84/8. 2071', 24tí'1', lurlu.ler, 64/8. 992 to
9911, Inclusive, 64/6. 3061', :1081', 62/ -.
FERRANTI, 14'y3. 17K11, 17TO, 45/ -. 0lost. Models Available.
FULLOTONE, I2in., 14iu.. 57/9.
11,,.t Modell .Available.
G.E.C., BT1251, 1í'f127'2, ST1749. 141'174), 46/
rctlt. It,, Owes. 94/3.
H.M.V. 11124 lo 1831, Inclusive, 64/-. :lull i
INVICTA. T1n1 to 'í194B. 44/ -. TI 19, TI ill, tIl0, 52/O.'
K.B., 1.1.770, I,VT ;,II, LITIO:, M1'60, 106/- 01 .1 91..1els Available.
MARCONI, VI781,A, Vl'711 DA, lt'r0, 1 'It D.A. 57/9.
MASTERADIO. T 67711, 'l' E7T, 'l' e7. Ti 171'. 'I't! U'. 57/9.
McMICHAEL, T9174 F, C4171,911". 'F01417 i', 57/9.
MURPHY. 1 214. 9249, 1`5511, V270, V280, 68/6. All Murphy Spares Available.
PAM, 911x. 90'1. 954, 953, 979, 52/8.
PETO SCOTT. '1'1'91, 1'1'92, TO 121. 71122, 48/8. PHILCO, 17117, 1708, 48/3.
PILOT, All Models can I,e Itea.Ond.
PORTADYNE, T'I 2, 69 / -. All other Models Rewind Only.
PYE. 1'1'4, 14, V7, VT7, 52/6. Vinsl Models Available, Also Used. at 32/6.
REGENTONE, 120111. 121'15, 69 / -.
R.G.D., í'55, 1473, 1450, 1779, 1777, 90/Most Models Available.
SOBELL, T21, TO1C, TO2. 74/
VIDOR. Mort Models 4vsilabie.
ULTRA. Moat Models Available.
Sb.st
IBBOTSON.
WESTMINSTER. T1457. 69/-.
WHITE
Models Available.
ARirlSl'r<UNG, T.V. 5/14, T.V. 5 :17. 57)9.
BANNER, Most Models Available.
BOSH. 'I l'11 li, 1'1'32, l'\'33 to 'í'V43, 87/ -,
COLUMBIA, COOIL to C502, 89/ -,

,
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TV TUBES
ALL TUBES ARE REGUNN};D WITH FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
23.15.0
121n. MOLLARD TYPE... .63.15.0
12io. MAZDA TYPE
24. 5.0
141n. NULLARD TYPE
84 5.0
14íu. MAZDA TYPE
24.15.0
15m. MAZDA TYPE
16in. O.E.C. TYPE
84. 5.0
24.15.0
17in. MOLLARD TYPE
16in. NULLARD TYPE.... 24.15.0
24.15.0
17in. G.E.C. TYPE
17111. MAZDA TYPE
24.15.0
84.15.0.
17in. BRIMAS TYPE
90° AND 110° TUBES ON EXCHANGE BASIS ONLY
ADD 6/- FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES. ADD 10/- FOR 90° AND 110° TUBES.
CARR. AND INS. 12/6. C.W.O. OR C.O.D.

it's the Salford

YY11111t(' St

ALL TYPES 1NTirtNAïIONAs. OCTAL VALVES SUPPLIED
ALL VALVES ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO FULL GUARANTEE-CURRENT

VALVE LIST

8/3
5/6 F.11135 9/-,Pt 1'84 7/6 1'32
5/-IU1.3
CO 201.11
10/- 20t'2
8/3
B30
5/6 ECH42 7/6 111189 5/9 C191
9/0 174
3/-2ItLI
12/6
9/- l',.Alr,
D77
8/- Er 1/81 7/6'1'11'80 7/O l-'201
II/-2111'1
9/6
DAF91 6/- EULHO 7/31192F82 7/911202 14/6,1A9I1
:,/0
71/P:1
12/17/0.,1ATti
DA P96 7/- LI'1.,P2 9/9119'1'06 9/911'31/I
7/0701'4
18/6
DF91
8/9 El'L8311/9 PCL02 -/-111.47180,./OC:LOA'S
3/-291'5 14/6
DF96
7/8 EF80
4/61P121.63 9/911AF42 e/-',iD!
4/6 27nU 14/8
7/911F'1
6/8 PCIH4 7/811'741
DH63
6/- EFnS
3/- 31C1
7/6
DH77
4/6 EF'60
8/9119'1,85 15/-118141 7/9 6F12
8/0:11F1,1 9/3
DK91
6/- EF89
5/6 FI.33
6/-11'1'409 7/911'13
9/-:IULI
7/8
DK92 7/6 EF91
8/-l'1.31
91911C184 12/0'1I1,14
9/-'30I'4 11/3
91-'111n5 7/9'1F15
DK9ti 7/8 EF92
4/-1'1.81
6/81301'I2
8/DL91
8/8 ELIO
7/8PL82
8/611-I`su 14/601/'33
1142
721:1'
10/E1.30
P1.83
7/-'6l,1
12/DL92
8/3
12/6/01
9/9:,:;K11
10/7/- F;1,4I
7/9 I'1.94
8/0 I't'II,1 S/:i ,:L,i
14L94
;/-i I.,ú 12/0'c.I.Iti 3l' :ANC 3/6
D1.9ti
7/- EL0.1
6/9 7'\'31
12/- L`57ST 14/11
7/9 l'V32 10/- l'1 4J
2/011.111
EABC90 7/3 F.Y51.
4/0
bi-.C1.41
EAF'42 7/9 ES'n1
-I61'YH9
51-I
6/-1r1.44 10/9
E1941
6/6 EZ40
8/3 PV81
10/,
3/. 7;7,41
7f-'i1 4
E1i91
6/- 1'1.41
big l'\'v'2
713'1,t1'í
4/6
E01141 7/8 E'L80
6/81PY9:4
8/-1.I'1.04
10/14/G10I'I
ERFFO 7/6 G732
8/9 P7.30
8/- f'1!n
13/-1
8/3 1°( 2
E13F89 8/8 117:14 12/6 1122
8/8Il'I-9
0/- 1°1'13
8/91
ECC91 4/6 KT33C 41/- 1'24
10/-'l'1'41
8/9
12/- l'l'05
8/8101'14
EI'I'R3 5/6 KT:Oi
8/6 125
7/3.
6/3 1':16
F.1'/183
6/3 KTet
9/6 M'77
47- IzATS
7/-.'/,77
3/ I8A1'7 4/6
1011.04 7/9 KT63
6/811'31
I2AI-7
5/6
17/-:1U4
4/9
E1:'95 7/8 Kl'11'61 5/911:37
g/9'I2A\7 8/3.
Er F80
8/- Kl'W6:1 5/911'50
5/613V4
,ntr, if you do not ore ,ahnt tom rrgr,irr send
These are a r 1, e mptea of n
gnolatioo.
r
,taroprd addressed eaet,.l,. for
alnn..t certain
requite or
Please ask s for 4N1' r tnpcc nts c
have lhrto, tl'E7519:`I.A.t;. all cempnrie.'ttl1W.O.orl1U.0!:1 - evtr.t.
on Valves. üd. each. C.R.'l'.s l2/0 inc. insurance. SATISFACTION 0801 It
BL'BJF,L"l' TO 9TU4'K
RETURN POST SERVICE-

MULTIRANGE TEST SET

AZ31

-/_,;7

Another winner by S.E.I. engineers. Here is a low cost test set with
high capabllities. Just pop It in your pocket; it's ready for use any time.
Weal for the measurement of A.C. and D.C. Volts, D.C. current

and resistance. The cover moulding is In herd wearing Melamine.
The case is In pressed steel which effectively screens the movement
from external magnetic fields.

®
®

E

HIGH SENSITIVITY

MOVING COIL MOVEMENT
EASY- TO-READ SCALE

®
®
®

ATTRACTIVE MELAMINE CASE
WEIGHS ONLY 18 OUNCES
LOW COST

11

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
PEEL WORKS, SILK STREET,
SALFORD 3. LANCASHIRE
TELEPHONE BLAckfriars 5685
London Sales Office:
Brook Green. Hammersmith W.6.

v,

t.

1

A

Tel: Riverside 5246
Subs:diary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND.
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RECORDERS

Multi -Meter Bargains

One of the easiest ways to learn anything, is to
"tape" it and then keep playing it back. Try
this new learning technique -you will be amazed. The industrious Japanese have really
gone to town on tape recorders this year and
many bargains are on offer. It is the writer's
opinion that there is bound to be a big demand
for them as Christmas presents so there is a good

Child's Model'
Model No. 1111-3

MODE! TP5S. (Illus. on left).
20,000 ohms per volt. D.C. volts.
5 ranges up to 1,000 A.C. volts, 5
ranges up to 1.000 resistance. 2
ranges up to 10 meg., capacity
2 ranges up to 0.1 decibels -20
to +26. One switch control
really beautifully made precision instrument. sizelonly 31
x 51 x 11ín., price only £5.19.6.
Post free.
MODEL TPIO. Similar in size
and appearance to TP5S, but
sensitivity 2,000 ohms per volt,
price £3.19.6. Post free.
MODEL 500. Similar size to
above, but 30,000 ohms per volt,
price 18.19.6. Post free.

reason why you should buy your tape recorder
immediately. Prices range as follows:
Assemble yourself
£4.19.6
Model
£6.19.6
The "Pocket
£7.15.0

Secretary"

£14.14.0

The first two are not really good enough for music but they are quite
good for speech. The last two are reasonable also for music. All have
a value out of all proportion to their cost.

The "Good Companion" Mark

Last of these!
TABBY EQUIPMENT
details to make Closed
Circuit TV Lens system. "See
in the dark" equipment comprising 5,000 volt power pack
which contains ignition coil,
vibrator etc. Control unit,
interconnecting cables and
Infra -red binoculars. Offered
for one month only at the
give away price of 13.19.6,
plus 10/- carriage. These are
unused, just as received from
the Ministry, believed in good

i With

I

_j
1

I1

using transfilters

In the 'de -luxe' cabinet as illustrated it
costs 110.19.6 to build-but what a set!
Scan these pages: you will find nothing to

working order but sold with out guarantee.

compare with its specification. It uses
transfilters instead of I.F. transformers,
has variable feedback as well as all the
usual features. A.V.C. Push -pull output.
Ferrite Aerial, Slow Motion Tuning, etc.
etc., and is a very powerful Medium &
Long Wave set, conservatively rated at
750mW. Every component used is by a
famous maker, such as American Philco
MADT R.F. transistors -Mullard A.F.
transistors-Jackson Brothers' tuning
condensers- RolaCelestion loudspeaker
Dubiller- T.C.C. -Morganite resistors and
controls. Also full after sales service
available. You will definitely be doing
the right thing if you buy a Good Companion.

-

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.

.Orders received by post are despatched from our warehouse. Dept. 5, 06 Grove Road,
and to save time, please post your
order to this address. Please include enough for postage. Callers, however, should useEastbourne,
one of the following addresses:
520 High Street North 42 -46 Windmill Hill 266 London Road 29 Stroud Green Road
246 High Street
Manor Park, E.12
Ruislip, Mddx.
Croydon
Finsbury Park, N.4
Harlesden, N.W.I0

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass.
£4.10.0

14in.

_-.

£5.15.0

2lin.

_....

£5. 5.0

£7.15.0

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

guaranteed
rebuilt cathode

....

59 ó

12' & 14' Types MW 31-74,
W 36-24, SE 14-70; 4/14

I2in.
15-17ín.

each

Carriage paid
CASH WITH ORDER

M

C

_.._

15-17in.

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

Outstanding offer of

ray tubes

I2in.

14 FM

SIMILAR BUT PARTLY USED, GUARANTEED

30/-

3

iNNEIMMINNIMMINE

Telephone:Stockport7301

Waterloo Road,
Stockport, Cheshire

ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD`

£3. 0.0

..

L4.10.0

14ín.

21ín.

£4. 0.0

£6.10.0

All Tubes

Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10/

,
S.T.S. Ltd.

EACH

Tat e

......

35

POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
Telephone:
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

(Continued from page 114)

(Continued from page 111)

presents a grainy ragged picture, the 30L1 (PCC84)
should be checked by replacement. We are often
asked what happens when the tuner valves have
accidentally been transposed, resulting in a trace
of smoke indicating a damaged component before
the mistake is realised.
When the valves are returned to their correct
positions there is either no signal at all or severe
loss of gain may be experienced. It is the resistor
(usually 10052) between pins 7 and 8 and chassis in
the tuner which suffers and quite often changes
value. It will often keep its value for some time
after the accidental transposition but breakdown at
a later date, so that close examination if not immediate replacement is always advisable.

of the picture, the more noticeable will be the impairment of definition. And a very narrow, hairlike line may not be resolved at all. A fairly wide
black or white vertical picture element, on the
other hand, will come out very well, since the
brightness changes are related only to the edges of
such an element, and the eye will be taken from
these since the element as a whole is very large.

Roster Present, No Picture, Sound in Order
Check anode voltage of V5A (30FL1), which
should be about 165V. If absent check Pl contrast
control. If correct check L18, L19, D1 and V4.
If very low when signal is applied but returns to

normal when aerial is removed check C30 and C31.
If one of these decoupling capacitors is open circuited the resultant oscillation renders the vision
amplification stages inoperative. Check the V4
base voltages.
In some cases C30 may short to chassis resulting
in the total absence of voltage at pins 7 and 8 and
R29 will be found damaged by the heavy flow of
current.
(To be continued)

*

* * * * * * * * *
SEND A

"PRACTICAL" CHRISTMAS GIFT

T
4(
yy

T
4(

your technical friends the ideal
a year's subscription
Christmas gift
It's a
for PRACTICAL TELEVISION.
present you know they'll appreciate. And
each new issue will be a renewal of your
month in, month out, right
best wishes
up until Christmas 1963.
Simply send your friends' names and
addresses, together with your own and
remittance` to cover each subscription, to
The Subscription Manager (G.1), Practical
Television, Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2. We will despatch
first copies to arrive before Christmas, and
send an attractive Christmas Greetings
Card in your name to announce each gift.
* RATES (INCLUDING POSTAGE) FOR
ONE YEAR (12 ISSUES): -U.K. C1.8.0,
OVERSEAS [1.6.6, CANADA El.5.0.
Send

...

...

yy

T

.4(

y
T
yy

4(

14.

* * * * * * * * * *

Bandwidth

The speed of which the brightness of the scanning spot can change is related to the bandwidth of
the vision channel. If the bandwidth is narrow, say,
only 1Mc /s, then picture elements in which there
are very little brightness changes will be resolved
fairly well, though rather hazy, while narrow
picture elements over which there are substantial
brightness changes will not be resolved at all.
To a certain limit, the wider the bandwidth the
more closely will the practical waveform of Fig. 17b
approach the ideal waveform of Fig. 16b. In the
405 -line system, the overall vision channel bandwidth is of the order of 2.7Mc /s, and this, on a
correctly aligned receiver, should permit the resolution of the 3Mc /s vertical definition bars on Test
Card C. On most sets the resolution will not be
perfect, and the lower frequency bars will be
resolved much better, but they should be visible
when the set is correctly adjusted.
625 Lines

Let us now suppose that 2.7Mc /s bandwidth is
retained on the 625 -line system. Here we have the
scanning spot scanning a litre faster than that on
a 405 -line system (it will be recalled that the line
speed is 15,625c/s on a 625 -line system and
10,125c /s on a 405 -line system). This means, then,
that the change in brightness of the spot will occur
over a greater distance of scan, and this in itself
goes towards reducing the overall horizontal
definition.
Clearly, then, the 625 -line system must have a
wider vision bandwidth than the 405 -line system,
not only to give equal definition, but also to improve it and make it balance the improved vertical
definition given by the greater number of lines.
This is done by stepping up the vision channel
bandwidth on 625 lines from about 2.7Mc /s to
around 4.5 to 5Mc /s. Thus, we have now discovered that a dual- standard receiver, in addition
to having some means of changing the line timebase
frequency, must feature a switching arrangement to
increase the vision bandwidth on 625 lines. This,
of course, reflects into the channel width of the
subject which will
new 625 -line u.h.f. stations
be dealt with next month.
(To be continued)
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eVER since the early days of
television studios at the Alexandra
Palace, the production side has
borrowed certain ideas, techniques
and equipment from the
theatrical stages, from recording
studios and from films. Lately,
this traffic has been in the reverse
direction. The ambitious and
spectacular musical play, "Blitz",
at the Adelphi Theatre is a case
in point. Radio and television
techniques for lighting, special
effects and stage management has
been utilised in this new musical
opus by Lionel Bart. A 152 -way
Strand Electric TV type lighting
control panel has been fitted with
additional patching for the remote
control of an extra 80 light
sources. These include most
types of lamp used in television
studios, plus two 4kW special
effects scenic projectors, which
give amazing flame effects for the
fire scenes. The dimmer control
bank is of the electro- mechanical
type used at most TV Studios.
Complete cueing control is
maintained with radio telephones
between a stage director and
various technicians stationed
around (or within!) the elaborate
mobile scenery, which is self propelled. Sound reinforcement
in the auditorium makes use of
stereophonic reproduction from
time to time, both for voices and
for sound effects. Thus, all the
most modern methods in use by
television companies have been
harnessed to handle spectacular
scenes of a magnitude only
previously attempted (in a more
primitive manner) at the Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane. The result
is most startling and effective.

"Live"

A MONTHLY

COMMENTARY

THE

-)

III

1962

TV Exports

Britain is the home of live television, which, as I have said
before, includes all shows which
are recorded on magnetic video-

tape or film, from TV cameras.
" The Black and White Minstrel
Show " comes into this class, and
is usually produced on Stage 3
at the BBC Television Centre,
White City. This glossy prizewinning show grows from strength
to strength and is exported on
tape or film to all parts of the
world, bringing in dollars, francs,
marks and what -have-you. Producer George Inns sets a wonderful pace in this spectacular, which
specialises in new camera angles,
zooms and special effects. Star
names sparkle as guest artists and
the staging and costuming reaches
the highest possible standard. The
only drawback is the fact that it
is so black- and-white.
Disillusionment
On
some

badly adjusted
receivers, this becomes a little
hard on the eyes, especially when
the screen is full of fast moving
figures. But the show now has a
world reputation, so it is too late to
change them into grey- and -white
minstrels, even if they did recently
run out of their supply of black
greasepaint when on a tour in the
North of England! This surprised me. I always thought that
the traditional method of " blacking up " minstrels was with burnt
cork!
Cinema Commercials

I've been going to the cinema
again, partly to keep my eye in
trim for colour television. I
have thoroughly enjoyed the programmes, even the lengthy interlude of coloured advertising films
and trailers. But I was astonished
at the running time taken up by
these commercials. First, there
were films reminding the audience that it was ice cream -andlemonade time; then there were
a number of short local commercials, followed by two 1wger
films boosting national products

www.americanradiohistory.com

-a
brand of cigarettes and a
shampoo. Next came trailers of

future programmes (with extra
loud sound and poor photographic qualities!) ending with a
final frenzied appeal on behalf of
the ice cream sales-ladies, who
were " spotted " with the limelight. The total " commercial "
time was about 18 minutes plus
about five minutes in which to
buy and consume the oleaginous
but not unpleasant frozen concoction which is called ice cream.
My timings of " commercial
breaks " at several cinemas have
varied from 15 to 22 minutes,
not counting the "sales interval."
Not bad, taking up nearly half an-hour in a three hour programme and being paid for it by
the audience! The ITA allows
a maximum of six minutes of
commercials per hour and
viewers get the ITV programmes
" free." But I don't think the
cinema people would welcome
the suggestion of letting the
audience in free as a quid pro
quo for looking at a double ration of commercials!
Programme Interchange
Exchange of tapes and films

between British and American
television companies, and joint
co- operative production of television productions to be shared
are now becoming more common.
Both ITV and BBC have arrangements of various kinds with
American networks but the difference in line standards puts a
limitation on the use of tape.
Some British companies have
already used 525- or 625 -line
tapes for recording programmes
for American or Continental consumption, with transfer to 405 line tapes for the British television networks. Results of this
transfer have not always been
good.
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0/C C.R.T. HEATERS

DAMAGED PICTURE TUBE
HEATERS MAY SOMETIMES
BE WELDED TOGETHER

by F. P. ROZEE

O find that the heater of a cathode ray tube
is open -circuit is often considered to be absolutely
final. This, however, is not always so. A permanent
and can be
repair is sometimes
accomplished in just a few minutes.

possible,

Welding the ends of the open -circuit heater is
obviously the only solution, so that what is required
is a voltage of sufficient amplitude to bridge the
space between the ends of the break in the heater.
Also there must be sufficient current available to
effect a weld, and the regulation of the supply must
be rather poor in order to obviate the possibility
of a further fusing on completion of the weld.
These requirements exist in the television set
itself, the source of this supply being the cathode
of the booster diode. There is a pulse of some
3,000 to 4,000V at this point. Tapping the supply
is usually easy as modern booster diodes have a
top cap cathode. With some older valves the
cathode is brought out at one of the base pins and
where this type of valve is used, connection will
have to be made under the base at the appropriate
pin.
There are other points in a set where it may be
thought that a suitable supply exists, one being on
the line deflection coils and another at the anode
of the line output valve. These points are, however, unsuitable as there is a risk of burning out
the line output transformer on completion of the
weld.
-

,

Preparations
Check first to make sure that the open-circuit is
not at the point of soldering the lead out wires
from the tube to the base pins, nor caused by poor
contact between the pins and the holder. When it
has been definitely determined that the o/c is in
the heater itself, proceed as follows.
Make certain that the set is switched off. Remove
the holder from the base of the tube and short the
heater contacts on the base connector together to
give continuity of heaters through the set (this is,
of course, not necessary with parallel heater sets).
Clip a jumper lead between one of the heater pins
on the tube base and the chassis making certain that
the clip at the tube end is clear of other electrode
pins.
Take a short piece of e.h.t. lead or other well
insulated wire, strip the insulation back sufficiently
to wind and twist up round the shank of a high
voltage insulated screwdriver. This will serve as

an insulated prod, the other end of the wire being
stripped back and connected to the cathode of the
booster diode, either by placing it under the top
cap clip or soldering it to the cathode pin at the
base, depending on the type of valve. Preparations
are now completed and the weld can be made.
Making the Weld
Switch on the set and hold the screwdriver prod
clear of the chassis, when the line output circuit is
well and truly functioning, touch the prod against
the free pin of the tube heaters, ensuring that no
other electrode pins are touched when doing this.
An arcing will be seen inside the tube neck and
this will continue for a second or so then cease.
Remove the prod immediately. The weld should
now be completed.
If the arcing continues and a weld is not made,
it is possible that either the heater wire is brittle
and has shattered, or that its fusing was caused by
a great excess of current and the gap in the wire is
too wide to be bridged.
The writer has had some measure of success.
One repaired heater has been working for well over
a year and another worked for about three months
before going heater to cathode s /c. A third
refused to weld.
A check was made with each of the above sets,
as it should be, to see if there was a reason for the
heater failure. With the first two sets everything
was in order, but with the third it was found that
an h.t. decoupling capacitor had been cut into by
a valve heater tag. This had passed h.t. through
the lower part of the heater chain and had no
doubt blown a sizeable piece out of the tube heater.
Based on the above experiences, it would seem
that there is probably a 50/50 chance of a successful repair, but as the tube is useless there is everything to be gained by attempting to save this fiery
costly component.
Precautions

The reader is advised to take more than ordinary
care when handling the wire connected to the
booster diode.
Owing to the high voltage present and the
availability of current in this highly inductive
circuit, a very severe shock will result from any
contact.
When connecting the set to the mains, make
absolutely certain that the chassis is connected to
the neutral pole.
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reduced the noise content. For example, the first
amplifier on the Telstar receiver has a very low
noise factor indeed, this being essential because of
aim of electronic engineers to create equipment for the incredibly weak signals picked up on the
the amplification of very weak radio signals which
aerials from the satellite relay station.
itself does not add spurious noise signals to the
Noise is generated not only in the amplifier but
radio signals. The maximum usable sensitivity of
also in the aerial, and then, of course, there are those
any radio or television amplifier is governed
noises attributable to general static and space signals
directly by the amount of noise' signal that the
from stars and so on. Excluding the first amplifiers
process of initial amplification produces.
in the receiver, therefore, some noise will always be
Very high gain amplifiers are relatively easy to present resulting from the mode of radio propagamake, but these are of very little use if the signal
tion as we know it at present.
to be amplified is so weak that the noise generated
Nevertheless, under practical conditions, the
masks the amplified signal.
majority of the noise is produced in the first
It has been intimated in past articles dealing with amplifier, for after that the signal is usually strong
noise that a " snow " free television picture is only
enough to outweigh the noise contribution of
possible when the noise contributed by the initial
subsequent stages.
amplification is at least 200 times (46dB) down on
Much work has been undertaken to enhance the
the required signal. This makes it clear that the
noise performance of low -level amplifiers, and in
weaker the signal to be amplified, the better must one sphere the transistor is being found to be of
be the noise performance of the amplifier itself to
considerable help, because here there is virtually
maintain that 200 -to -1 ratio.
no " thermal " noise resulting from the emission of
Even the very best of amplifiers produce some electrons from a hot cathode to a positively charged
noise signal, but modern techniques have greatly
anode.
There is already available a v.h.f.
transistor preamplifier whose noise
performance of some 3dB better
Grid
than that of a valve counterpart,
Anode
carrier
Cathode
carrier
and this is designed for the radio
carrier
Anode
Outer
and television v.h.f. bands.
Grid
cathode

IGHT from the beginning it has been the

I
I

tube

THE NUVISTOR

Electrode

structure

Ceramic

O

base plate

Inner
athode

tube

Completed

nuvistor

Heater
Fig.

Solder ring
I

-The

component parts used in the Mullord

Support pins

Nuvistor Triode.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Competition to the transistor in
this respect has been offered by the
fairly recent Nuvistor. This is
either a triode or tetrode valve of
special design, which in the past
was of American origin, under the
designation 6CW4. Of recent
months, however, a Mullard
counterpart has been evolved under
three main versions. The 7586
which is a medium -µ triode, the
7895 which is a high -y triode and
the 7587 which is a sharp cut-off
tetrode.
Although Nuvistors are really
designed for professional and

FOR LOW NOISE
& HIGH GAIN ON
THE V.H.F. BANDS

applications, they may, nevertheless,
prove of interest to the experimenter. Indeed,
one excellent design for a Nuvistor Band III
Amplifier has already been published in
these pages (A Nuvistor Band III Pre-Amp,
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, June 1961, p.156). This
employs the American 6CW4, but there is no
reason at all why the Mullard high-1A version could
not be used instead.
industrial

WHAT

IS A

Internal connections
(no pins)
Metal
shell
5 pins O.41mm dia.

±0026mm

Small
lug

NUVISTOR ?

3.3 mm

max.

The type of electrode structure employed in the
Mullard series of Nuvistor valves is based on a

concentric arrangement of cylindrical electrodes.
h

2.2k

óL.22pF

I-T

Alternative
Output

(high
impedance)

C3

22pF
12

--1

11.2mm
max
of the Mulford

Nuvistor Triode.

.47
Cl
2 -10pF

I

Fig. 3-The basing and dimensions

Output

(low impedance)

Input

Large lug

These are supported by three pins which project
through a ceramic base plate (see Fig. 1). The valve
is finally encased in a metal shell which needs to
be adequately bonded to the chassis of the amplifier for optimum stability.
Although pins are available for earthing the metal
shell it is rather important that something better in
the way of earthing is produced by means of the
earthing lugs on the metal shell. During the course
of experimenting with the American version, it was
found on several occasions that instability
tendencies resulted from poor r.f. earthing of the
shell, even though the earthing pins were in excellent d.c. contact with the chassis.

u

It 63V

L1

1000pF

ht)
Fig. 2 -The circuit of a v.h.f. amplifier using a
Nuvistor triode. This is arranged in the earthed cathode mode with grid-leak bias and capacitive
neutralisation. Note the common earthing point on
the chassis.

CHARACTERISTICS

The characteristics of the Type 7895 Nuvistor
are given in Table 1. This shows the very low
internal capacitances and the high slope (9-4mA/V)
which is attainable under the operating conditions
specified.
The characteristic range values for equipment
design are given in Table 2. The valves can be

continued over page.::::
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used with either grid -leak (e.g., grid current) biasing or conventional cathode biasing. The low
internal capacitances coupled with the very small
lead inductances permit the valves to be used in
the earthed -cathode mode, with the input signal
applied to the grid. Under this condition, however,
neutralisation is necessary to secure optimum
stability and noise factor.

h.t+

C2

22pF
u

In Fig. 2 is shown a basic amplifier circuit using
grid -leak biasing and capacitive neutralisation.
Here it will be seen that the cathode is strapped
direct to chassis and that a resistor is used in the
grid circuit. Owing to electrochemical activity
between the cathode and grid, a smàll potential
develops across the grid resistor, and it is this
which is used to bias the valve.
This type of biasing usually permits a slightly
greater gain to be obtained from an r.f. stage as
compared with cathode biasing. The noise figure is
also slightly better with grid -leak biasing in most
cases, depending upon how well the unit is
designed, neutralised and mechanically constructed.
Neutralisation is effected in Fig. 2 by the pre -set
trimmer Cl, and if the amplifier is to tune over a
band of frequencies it is best to adjust for optimim
neutralisation at the low- frequency end of the band.
This does not apply, of course, to v.h.f. radio and
television preamplifiers, for then it is the usual
practice to adjust at the vision carrier frequency.
NEUTRALISATION ADJUSTMENT

Possibly the best way that the experimenter can
adjust for optimum neutralisation is first to disconnect the l.t. feed to the valves then apply a very
strong signal at the required frequency and finally
Heater voltage ...
6.3V
Heater current ...
0.135A
Grid -to -anode capacitance 0.9pF
Input capacitance (grid -to-

Alternative
Output
(high
impedance)
R1

Input

1.30(1

tt. 6-3V

C3
1000pF

Fig. 4

-A

htNuvistor circuit using cathode bias and
inductive neutralising.

adjust the neutralising trimmer for minimum output.
This is fairly easy to undertake when the stage
takes the form of a preamplifier in front of a
television receiver. The applied signal can either
be on the sound or vision carrier frequency. If the
former, the receiver's volume control should be set
at maximum and sufficient input signal applied at
the aerial terminal of the preamplifier to be heard
adequately in the speaker (the signal modulated, of
course).
(Continued on page 139)
Left, TABLE

cathode) ...

...
... 4.5pF
Outputcapacitance(anodetance (excluding shell
capacitance)
...
...
Heater -to- cathode capacitance
...
...
...

Output
(low impedance)

1000pF

BASIC CIRCUITS

to- cathode)
Anode -to- cathode capaci-

2.2K

C1

TABLE 2

Typical

Min.
Anode current with 110
volts of anode voltage and
-1.1-volt grid bias
...

I.7pF

0.22pF

I.3pF
Anode voltage
110V
Anode current
7mA
...
Grid voltage
gm (mutual conductance) 9.4mA /V
mu (amplification factor) 64
ra (anode resistance)
... 6.8kû
Grid voltage for 10µA of
...
... 4V
anode current
The Characteristics of the Mullard
Type 7895 high -mu Nuvistor Triode.

-1IV

I- Below,
5.5mA

7.0mA

Max.

8.8mA

Amplification factor with
110 volts of anode voltage
and -1.1-volt grid bias ... 54
64
74
Mutual conductance with
110 volts of anode voltage
and -Il-volt grid bias
7.9mAIV 9.4mAIV I0.9mA!V
3.4pF
Input capacitance ...
5.OpF
4.2pF
Output capacitance
2-I pF
... I.3pF
7pF
Anode-to -grid capacitance
I.OpF
0.8pF
0.9pF
Anode-to- cathode capacitance
0.22pF
0.28pF
...
...
... 0I6pF
Heater -to- cathode capaci3pF
I.6pF
tance
...
... 1.0pF
...
Characteristic range values for the Mullard Nuvistor
Type 7895 high -mu triode.
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The

Inter -carrier
TV SOUND system
A DESCRIPTION OF THE SOUND SECTION
OF CCIR, 625 -LINE RECEIVERS, LIKELY TO
BE INCORPORATED INTO FUTURE BRITISH
SETS.

5HE CCIR 625 -line television standard offers
remarkable simplifications for the sound section of
a receiver because almost the entire vision receiver,
up to and including the video output stage, if
necessary, may be included in the sound channel.
The actual additional components, operative in the
sound channel only, may comprise only a simple
two-valve circuit in the cheaper receivers, yet still
give excellent performance if properly adjusted.

r

A top-cut filter is thereafter inserted, passing on
all below about 4.5Mc /s as vision modulation to

the c.r.t., and a 5.5Mc /s tuned band -filter after the
vision detector selects out the sound channel second
i.f. (" difference frequency " or " d.f. ").
If desired, the filters may be placed after the
video amplifier, and not straight after the video
detector, so that the video stage is also taken into
the sound channel, functioning as first sound d.f.
stage. This, however, aggravates problems of
sound -in- picture and picture -in -sound (frame -pulse
buzz).
A good quality CCIR standard receiver places
video signal and d.f. signal separation filters immediately following the video detector and uses two

1
Bands

I

and

tuner

Cascode
RF stage

1

By M. L. Michaelis
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PCF00
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discriminator
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Sync

circuits

Cathode
ray tube

Timebases

x 0A79

layout of a typical Continental inter carrier television receiver.

This type of sound channel system is known as
the " inter -carrier " type, for reasons which will
become clear later. In effect, it is a special type of
double superhet using the vision signal carrier as
the local oscillator for the second frequency changer,
and the vision detector diode as the second mixer.
The entire r.f. section, first frequency changer (together comprising the tuner), the main i.f. amplifier, and the video detector are given sufficient
bandwidth (about 6Mc /s for principally single
sideband operation) to pass both the vision and the
sound signals. All these stages are therefore common to vision and sound.
At the video detector, the video waveform is
produced as usual, and also, at its upper frequency
limit, the sound channel second i.f., which has a
frequency of 5.5Mc /s carrier, obtained by beating
sound and vision main i.f. carriers at the video
detector.

stages of d.f. amplification followed by a ratio
detector and good audio section. The quality of
sound reception in modern European television
receivers using this system, provided the receivers
are properly aligned, is very good indeed.

of the System
In an inter -carrier system, the vision signal

Problems

is

used as a second local oscillator for the sound
signal, at the video detector. But the vision carrier
is itself modulated with the video waveform, so
that the d.f. produced will be modulated with both
the vision and the sound signals simultaneously.
The sound detector must be able to distinguish
between these two modulations, which means that
they must be fundamentally different.
It is therefore clear that the fundamental factor
allowing the use of inter -carrier sound in CCIR
standard receivers is the use of amplitude modula-
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d.f. amplifier

video

separation

filters

To

grid

of video
amplifier

OA70

video
detector

'

To

contrast

control

In cathode

circuit

of video

amplifier
and sync

separators
3rd.
main if.

1200pF

2-

Circuit of the sound d.f.
ratio detector of a typical receiver.
Note the provision of a loading
balance preset control for optimum
increase of tuned circuit damping
with increasing amplitude, to give
optimum a.m. rejection. The time
constant on Cl, as usual. also
improves a.m. rejection at moderate
and high frequencies.
Fig.

EF184

interference
suppression

To

circuits

tion of the vision carrier and frequency modulation
on the sound carrier.
Where both carriers are amplitude modulated, as
in the present BBC standard, the use of intercarrier sound is impossible.
Signal Level
The level of the d.f. signal at the vision detector
is reasonably high, so that, as far as pure gain
requirements are concerned, a single d.f. stage of
amplification would be ample. However, all good
receivers use two stages of d.f. amplification, both
of which are operated as limiter stages in the
manner already familiar in v.h.f. -f.m. sound broadcast receivers.
This assures that the d.f. amplifier is strongly
over driven, so that all traces of amplitude modulation, resulting from the vision signal, are destroyed
in the d.f. chain. Only the frequency modulation
component of the d.f. modulation remains, which
is the pure sound signal.
A ratio detector is used as the sound demodulator, which is known to be inherently insensitive
to amplitude modulation, on account of the long
time constant on Cl (Fig. 2) and the detailed
action of loading imposed on the tuned circuits

dependent on input amplitude.
Naturally, proper alignment of the ratio detector
tuned circuits, and optimum Q valves in relation
to diode impedances and loads are required for
optimum a.m. rejection in a ratio detector. The
cheaper receivers rely on a well adjusted ratio
detector after a single d.f. stage, and give quite
reasonable sound, though this is usually noticeably
mixed with a background of frame pulse buzz.
The frame pulses represent the principal
modulation component of an average vision waveform, and their frequency, being low, is less
effectively rejected by a ratio detector if present as
a.m. in its input than higher frequencies, such as
the line synchronisation, would be.
Modulation Character
CCIR picture modulation is negative, i.e. a
dark scene represents high carrier amplitude, the
frame and line synchronisation pulses full carrier

amplitude, and a bright scene very low carrier
amplitude. This is the exact opposite to the BBC
standard.
It has the great advantage that ignition interference produces black spots instead of white ones,
which are far less noticeable, and that the
synchronisation pulses, representing 100
carrier
amplitude, afford an easy reference voltage for
automatic gain control for fringe area receivers.
The effect of negative picture modulation in the
inter- carrier sound, in a cheap or poorly adjusted
receiver, is as follows. If the televised picture
is a dark scene, the vision carrier rests at a high

°

2.2k

From

ratio

detector

r

ht+

220V

'0
220k1 180k

EF80

MIN
From
tuned

circuit

47pF

4700pF
4700pF

p15k

j47ooPFr

3- Circuit of the second d.f. amplifier of a typical
receiver. The standing screen voltage is only 40 and
Fig.

the anode voltage 200; under these cbnditions the
valve "bottoms" relatively early. The stage then
overloads at relatively small drive; i.e. it functions
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means amplitude, broken by the then relatively
small sync pulse excursions to full amplitude,
whereas if the scene is bright, the vision carrier
rests at a low mean amplitude, with huge sync
pulse excursions to 100 %.
In other words, the frame frequency modulation
component in the sound d.f. after the video
detector, is low for a dark picture and high for a
bright picture. If the a.m. rejection is poor, the
frame buzz on the sound comes up suddenly in
intensity when there is a camera switch from a
dark scene to a bright scene. This can be extremely
irritating and noticeable, far more so than a steady
buzz of even greater amplitude, to which the ear
rapidly becomes accustomed.
Scene Change Buzz

This trouble is probably the most common
simple fault of CCIR receivers using inter -carrier
22k

In the case of inter -carrier mixing at the vision
detector the situation arises whereby two signals
are transmitted in a definite known ratio of
intensities, and thus, are received in the same ratio
of intensities (which will be taken as about equal
for the sake of argument). It is thus necessary to
tune the main i.f. amplifier chain of the receiver so
that the gain for the sound i.f. is only about a tenth
that for the vision i.f., or at any rate much smaller
than the vision i.f. gain.
To be more precise, the 1.f. passband must be
such that, when the vision i.f. carrier is tuned to
the optimum point (near one end, to give quasi
single sideband operation as usual), the sound i.f.
carrier falls on the linear flank at the other
extremity of the passband, with the necessary
reduced gain.
It is clear that this places rather stricter demands
on the correct alignment of the main i.f. amplifier

22k

5.5Mc s
d.t

0.1NF
a.m.

rejection
To

audio

amp

From

2nd. cif.

560
i2

4-A sketch of tthe signal
arrangements at the video detector
of an inter -carrier receiver.

56k

Fig.

1

260k

Volume

To

suppressor grid
of 2nd, df, stage

Negative feedback

from output valve

sound. Where it is not due to an inferior d.f.
amplifier of a cheap receiver, it usually results
from incorrect alignment of the d.f. amplifier and
ratio detector, or low amplification (low emission)
of a d.f. valve. It must be stressed that a good
average receiver, properly aligned and using two
d.f. stages and a properly adjusted ratio detector, is
fully free of frame buzz and scene change buzz for
all normal purposes.
Although a completely separate sound channel of
normal design, having only the tuner and possibly
the first main i.f. stage common to the vision
channel, would give, theoretically, the greatest
freedom from interference, the extra expense
compared to a properly designed and adjusted
inter -carrier channel is certainly not justified.
Distortion
To prevent the production of harmonic distortion of modulation present in a signal carrier at
a frequency changer, it is necessary to make certain
that the amplitude of the local oscillator is much
greater than the greatest signal carrier amplitude to
be dealt with. Preferably, the local oscillator should
have ten times the amplitude of the larger signal
carrier it is required to mix.

than is usual for conventional BBC standard
receivers. Misalignment of an inter -carrier CCIR
receiver i.f. amplifier clearly produces consequences
more serious than mere loss of sensitivity; badly
distorted sound can result.
There is a second possible cause of distortion,
again connected with the same misalignment of the
main i.f. amplifier. The sound i.f. must fall, on the
remote flank of the main i.f. amplifier passband
but a further demand is that it must lie properly
on this flank, well within its linear section, and not
on the curved portions at the ends of the flank.
The said curved portions of the flank have a
non -linear relation between phase shift and frequency, which would introduce harmonic distortion
into the sound frequency modulation. This problem
is, in fact, the same as for a v.h.f. -f.m. broadcast
sound receiver -misalignment producing harmonic
distortion of the audio output, not only a loss of
sensitivity.
Automatic Tuning
Apart from the absolute necessity of exact alignment of a CCIR standard television receiver, it is
clear that the actual tuning point of the channel
selector is rather important.
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The d.f. never depends on this tuning point, as
it is fixed solely by the difference between vision
and sound carriers, which is fixed at 5.5Mc /s at the
transmitter, but the all- important positions of the
sound and vision main i.f.'s, within the overall i.f:
amplifier passband, are rather critical and depend
on the fine tuning.
The cheaper receivers use a turret tuner to
select the channel, and have a manual fine tuning
control for exact adjustment within the channel,
and no more than this. The user must adjust the
fine tuning by sight and hearing, for optimum
picture and sound quality. This arrangement is
used, very satisfactorily, in British receivers,
because the consequences of slight mistuning are
little more than a loss of sensitivity.
However, CCIR receivers tend to produce more
unpleasant effects if the fine tuning is even slightly
quality
displaced -the
of
sound
reception
deteriorates. The deterioration is then often
unnoticeable on quiet bass passages, but appears as
heavy " scratching " distortion on sibilant treble
peaks. This is because the main sound i.f. does not
fall on the proper portion of the passband when
mistuned, as previously explained.
In view of this state of affairs, the great majority
of good CCIR receivers have gone over to automatic frequency control of the main tuner. A
frequency conscious discriminator stage is driven
from a late stage in the i.f. amplifier, and produces
a. d.c. voltage of magnitude and polarity according

December, 1962

to the displacement of the vision i.f. carrier from
its proper position in the i.f. passband.
This d.c. voltage is used to bias a special semiconductor diode whose capacity is dependent on
the applied d.c. voltage in the non -conducting
direction. This diode is across the local oscillator
tuned circuit of the main tuner, and thus corrects
the tuning automatically.
The vision i.f., and consequently also the sound
i.f., provided the alignment is correct, are thus
automatically pulled into position as soon as the
manual tuning is close enough for lock -in.
Finally, then, the inter -carrier television sound
system's main advantage is extreme simplicity of
adding the components required for the sound
channel, beyond those already present in the vision channel. This makes for quite considerable reduction of production costs.
The major disadvantage is the extremely critical
nature of the alignment if optimum performance is
to be maintained, so that great attention must be
paid to good alignment of a CCIR receiver.
It is perhaps of advantage, for the purpose of
clarity, to point out that the vision and sound
signals at the transmitter are separate transmissions,
each with their own carrier, as with the present
BBC signals. The separation is standardised at
5.5Mc /s, which is the CCIR d.f., therefore.
There is no question of a combined single carrier transmission containing both vision and
sound.
U

Servicing Data and
Modifications
(Continued from page 108)

Good Aerial and Earth System Essential
If the Post Office interference investigation team
is called in to investigate line timebase interference,
the first move is to establish that the aerial and
earth system of the radio receiver is reasonably
efficient. It is understood, of course, that modern
receivers require considerably less in the way of an
aerial and earth than their counterparts of past days.
Nevertheless, a good system is still essential to
maintain a reasonable signal-to- interference ratio
in certain areas, and this applies to the pick -up of
timebase interference from nearby television sets.
The odd bit of wire strung round the picture rail
will be highly responsive to locally generated inter-

fering signals and contribute only a small amount
to the pick -up of the required programme. If the
person whose television is causing interference is
co- operative, then it is essential for the person
whose set is being affected to be equally cooperative, to the extent of (a) improving the aerial
and earth system and (b) repositioning the receiver
in the room for the least interference. Some
modern radio receivers incorporate rotatable ferrite
rod aerials, and adjustment here invariable gives
the required amount of interference rejection without further ado. The effect does not, of course,
occur on v.h.f. -f.m. receivers.
In very bad cases where the receiver requires a

reasonable aerial for normal reception, the actual
" collector " part of the aerial should be erected
outside the zone of the interference and the signal
should be conveyed to the set through the interference zone via a screened cable. Several aerial
firms have special broadcast aerials available for
this purpose, including Belling and Lee and
Aerialite. A good earth connection to the set also
helps if an earth socket is available, but never
connect an earth to the chassis of an a.c. -d.c.
receiver.
Mains -borne Interference

Mains -borne interference can be reduced by
connecting a good earth to the receivers. This can
be done on a.c. -d.c. models (both television and
radio) by connecting the earth through an 0.05µF
250V a.c. working capacitor. If the interference is
still bad, reversing the power supply to the television or radio receiver (or both) sometimes helps
and, in certain cases, has been known to overcome
the trouble completely.
Most of the harmonics at the power point, however, can be eliminated by connecting two 0.01µF
capacitors (these must be, at least, 250V working)
to the power plug as shown in Fig. 43. This plug
must itself be " earthed " through the earth socket
to which the plug is connected.
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Fig. 19-On more recent re-

The

ceivers a saturated reactor
is connected in series with
the line scanning coils,
and correction is possible by
adjusting the position of
a small permanent magnet
Line
in relation to the core
output
transformer
of the reactor.

ABC
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TV

Circuits

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TELEVISION CIRCUITS
By T. L. May

(Continued from page 61 of the November issue)

OWNERS of fairly recent receivers sometimes
wonder where the line linearity control or adjustment is fitted. On early receivers this question
never arose for the control was clearly indicated at
the rear of the chassis and took the form of either
a slider type of rotatable wire-wound potentiometer
or an inductor with an adjustable dust -iron core.
In the early days the horizontal linearity was
corrected by a capacitor in series with the line
linearity potentiometer, the combination being connected across the line scanning coils (Fig. 18).
During the line scan periods the resistor -capacitor
circuit had little effect, but during the higher speed

Line

control

of the line flyback or
retrace the line coils
were loaded essentially
E.H.T.
by the resulting smaller
rectifier
impedance of the capacitive element with the
through current being
limited by the resistive
element.
Line output valve
This caused a modification of the scanning
current in the line coils towards the end of the
trace and during the flyback, and by adjusting the
variable resistor it was possible to change the shape
of the line scanning waveform and the flyback time.
The effect on the picture was either compression
or expansion at the left -hand vertical edge. Thus,
the variable resistor or potentiometer gave a control
of line linearity.
The circuit also served to damp out any ringing
or oscillation in the inductive elements of the line
scan circuits, for in the very early days a booster
diode was not used to enhance the efficiency (see
November issue). Moveover, the e.h.t. voltage for
the picture tube was obtained from a separate e:h.t.
wind ng on the mains transformer and not from
the 1 ne flyback, as it is in receivers of this age.

t

Ñ
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u

:

8
transformera
Output

T.+

Line lin.

::.

w
Core

saturation
point

ó
c

Scanning stroke

J

Core

saturation
point

Scanning stroke

(b)
at (a) how the current in the
scanning coils rises after the scanning stroke passes
the core saturation point, and at (b) how the final rise
of scanning current can be altered by adjusting the
core saturation point by repositioning the permanent
magnet.
Fig.

From line

oscillator

(a)

20-Showing

Saturated Reactor

2500

width
82.1

Fig. 18 -An early type of line output stage showing the
line linearity control connected across the line
scanning coils.

An interesting development for the correction of
line non -linearity is shown in Fig. 19. Here the
line output stage is of the more conventional design,
incorporating both a booster diode and an e.h.t.
system. In series with line scanning coils is connected a rather special type of inductor. This has a
ferrite core, and in addition, a small bar magnet
which is adjustable.
Any iron -cored inductor, when passing an
increasing current, tends to become " saturated "
when the magnetic field created by the current in
the winding exceeds the magnetic capabilities of
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the core material. This means that the core just
cannot accept any further magnetism.
To a rising current, as is produced in the line
scanning coils, the impedance offered by the
inductor reduces past the saturation point, which
means that the line scanning current rises, as shown
in Fig. 20a. This rise in current affects the linearity
towards the end of the scanning stroke as revealed
by the dotted line.
Now, since the core is under the influence of a
permanent magnet, the point at which saturation
occurs can be controlled simply by altering the
position of the magnet in relation to the core, and
it is this feature which is adopted to modify the
linearity towards the end of the scanning stroke so

The turn

is positioned for

1962

optimum performance

at the factory, and it should be noted that impaired
efficiency will most definitely result if the turn is

maladjusted or pushed too far under the scanning
coils.

Non -linearity in the line scan almost always
results from an exponential current waveform in
the line scanning coils, of the nature of that shown
in Fig. 21. This causes stretching at the start and
cramping at the finish of each line scan, and
happens because the scanning flux produced by
the current also rises exponentially instead of
linearly.
Now, the short -circuit turn has induced into it,
from the line scanning coils, an exponential current similar to that in the scanning coils but of a
smaller amplitude. The current in the short -circuit
tk

+
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1y
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Retrace

Fig. 21 (above) -The exponential current waveform in
the line coils which is usually responsible for bad
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line linearity.
Fig. 22 (below) -The short -circuit turn sleeve which
is pushed under the scanning coils to correct for non linearity, as explained in the text.

T70
pF

TPF

ag,c.
Fig.

23- Circuit

of triode

R.F.

stage now used in

television tuners.

Short -circuited turns

that optimum line linearity occurs on the picture

-

Fig. 20b.
The magnet is usually pivoted at its centre or
arranged in a slider, but in either case adjustment
is relatively simple.
The Latest Idea

The latest type of line linearity control simply
takes the form of a special winding wound on a
former and introduced between the neck of the
tube and the inside of the scanning coil assembly.
linearity correcting coil, as it is
The winding
designed purposely as a short usually called
circuit turn.

-or
-is

turn thus produces a magnetic flux itself, but this
is rather different from that produced by the scanning coils, for being of opposite polarity it tends
to retard the main scanning flux.
The net effect is that when the scanning spot
would normally traverse the screen at an increasing
larger
rate -due to the non -linear waveform
correcting flux is produced in the short -circuit turn,
which reduces the speed of the spot and causes it to
travel from left to. right across the screen in a far

-a

more linear manner.
Correction is thus given by correcting the magnetic flux which is responsible for deflecting the
electron beam (and hence the scanning spot) horizontally. This is somewhat different from the
previous type of linearity correction devices
considered.
The amount of correction is accomplished by
varying the coupling between the line coils and the
short -circuit turn, since this alters the strength of
the correcting flux. In practice, adjustment is
usually possible by first slackening off the scanning

(Continued on page 140)
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BRAND NEW AM/FM
(V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS AT £14.0.0
(Carriage Paid)
A.C. ONLY. Chassis size 15 x 61 r 54in, high. New manufacture. Dial
144 x 4in. ins colours predominantly gold.
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(table model). 47/6 (post 3 /6). 9 x Sin. SPEAKER, 20/ -. TERMS: (Chassis)
£5 down and 5 monthly payments of E2 o with Cabinet and Speaker
£5.10.0 down and O monthly payments of £2. r
Cheap Room Dipole for V.H.F., 12/6. l'eeder 6d. yd. Circuit diagram 2/6.
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A FEW NEW BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS. 35 S. & P. and 16P. 30/- each
while stocks last. (3 /- post). Adaptor 5/- extra. State M.,dei N.,.
Terms Available on Items over £5. Send Od. (stamps will do) for 20 page
illoetrate,l catalogue. All New Goode. Delivered by return. C.O.D. Y/- ex.
See our advertisement in "Practical Wireless" for more bargains.
ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
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(Farnborough 3371) and at 247 New Road, Copnor. Portsmouth.
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WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

124 -14"

£4.15.0

15 " -17"

£5.5.0

21" £7.15.0
CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12'6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

15
ALLOWED
ON

RECEIPT

OF

OLD

TUBE

THE OUTLINE

OF

MUSIC

Here, at last, is the
third of the famous
Sir MALCOLM SARGENT Newnes "Outlines" .
a worthy companion
Associate Editor
to "The Outline of
MARTIN COOPER
Literature" and "The
Outline of Art ". Sir Malcolm Sargent, whose name is known
and respected throughout the civilised world, and Martin
Cooper, music critic of the Daily Telegraph and an established
author of books on music, have associated in the preparation
of a unique work which unfolds in lively, non-technical
language the story of the evolution of Western music from
its origins up to the present day. Every music -lover will
welcome this important new book for it provides the indispensable background for a real appreciation of music. Not only
a book for the ordinary listener, especially anyone who has
recently discovered the delights of musical appreciation, but also
for the serious enthusiast. Full colour jacket.

Edited by

63s.

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

...or

in

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
case of difficulty 65s. by post from

NEWNES
LTD., Tower House, Southampton
London, W.C.2. (Write for descriptive leaflet).
WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35, SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, W.1
(5 lines.)
REGENT 6404

k

GEORGE

Street,

THE WHOLE N/STORY OF EUROPEAN
MUS /C /N ONE EXCITING VOLUME
544 PAGES e« 4 COLOUR PLATES

32

PAGES OF PHOTOGRAPHS..
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BENTLEY

ACOUSTIC

EXPRESS SERVICE
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3,30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER. PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
I

i i

SAME AFTERNOON
OAS

OB2
02,4

17/6 6AG7
17/6 OAKS
5/. 6AL5

6/- CAMS
1A7GT 12/- 6AQ5
1A5

106
1D6
1G6

12/8
10 /6
17/6
1116GT 10/6

CATS

CORPORATION

UBAC

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I
Nearest tube

PRlmrose
EF37A 8I.
EF39
4/6
EF40 lb /EF41
8/EF42 10/5/- E1.50(A) 7/-

6/- EBC33
10/- EBC41

CL33

18/9 EBFM:( 13/7 EF809

13/7 EBURI

9/- EHFOO

9090
4I- EMS!

EF36

7473
AZ31
AZ41
B36

CY'

LTD.

VALVE SPFC'ALISTS

c

Chalk Farm
18/- EABUMO 9/.
7/6 0K25 19/5 12AT7 5/- 9001
8/- 6M
22/8 12AU7 5/. 90CG 37/6 EAF42 9/4/- CLOG
7/6 l2AX7 7/. 90CV 87/6 EB34
2/6
8/6
8/8 6L7OT 7/8 12BA6 8/. 130B2 18/- EOM.
8/- EB91
4/7/8 6L18
18/- 12BEO 9/- 807
7/6 EHC3 23/10
6/- SLD20 15/7 12E5 17/6 5763

10/- 6P28 25/11 19AQ5 10/6
6/- 6Q70
6/- 19H1 10 /8BE8
6/- 6Q70T 11/- 20D1 14/11
11,4
8/- 6BH8
8/- CR7G 10 /- 20F2. 25/11
11,06
5/- 6BJ6
8/- 6USG
7/6 20L1 26/11
1LN5
5/- 6BQ7A 15/- OV6G
4/6 20P1. 25/11
1N6GT 10 /6 6ßR7 9/- 6V6GTO 8/8 20P3 22 /8
1R5
6/- SBRO 18/2 6X4
4/8 20P4 26/11
164
9/- 6BW8. 10/6 6X5OT 5/- 20P5 22/8
185
6/- 6BW7 6/- 6/30L2 10/- 25Z40 11/8
1T4
3/- 604
6/- 7B7
8/8 27811
19/5
1555
5/6 803
6/6 7C5
7/8/- 28D7
3A4
8/- 6C8
6/6 7C6
7/8
8/- 3001
10/6 609
345
18/6 7H7
8/- 30F5
6/12/6
ECHO
797
30FL1
367
7/6
9/8
9/6
6/- 11CW4 24/- 7V7
306
6/6 30L1
7/6
3Q4
7/6 6F1
7/6 30L13 9/25/11 7Y4
3Q5GT 9/8 6F60
7/. 9BW6 14/11 30P4 15/394
8/- 6E13
10 /- 1001
12 /6 30P('2
7/8
3V4
7/6 61,23
10/6 1002 25 /11 30PI,1
9/8
5R4GY17/6 6F24
9/6 10E1 25/11 30PL1310/6
5134G
4/8 6E33
7/8 1OLD1116/7 35L60T 9/8
5V4G 10/- 6.55
6/- 1SP13 15/- 35W4
7/6
3/- 10P14 18 /9 36Z40T 6/51'3
6/8 6J6
CAU6

TH

December, 1962

8/- EF50(E) 5/-

e/- EF34

61-

8/- EF73

10/6

5/6/-

18/2 EBFR9 9/6 CF85
11 /- EC52
5/6 EFS6

CY31
DAC32 10/6 EC54
6/DAF91 5/- EC70 12/8
DAF96 7/6 ECS1 27/6
DD41 13/7 EC92 13/DF33 10/6 ECC3423/11
DF06 15/- ECC35 8/6
DF91
8/- ECC40 17/6

9/.

9/-

EFM9

8/6
EF92
4/6
EF97
13 /EE98 18 /EFIS3 18/2
EF194 9/6
EK32
8/6
EL32
5/EL33 12/6
EL34
15 /EL:IR 25/11
EL41
9/21.42 10/E1.31 16 /2
ELR3 19/6
ELR4 7/ELKS 13/7
51.86 16 /10
ELM
5/OLEO
10/8
S1,820 18/2
EF91

FOR ONLY Cd. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
TRANSIT.
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
CUSTOMERS' RISK.

'9 /6 Pr Ls3
E5184 10/6 PUC89
EM85 18/10 PCESO
EN31 63 /- PCF82

18/8/6
7/8
10/6
EY51 8/6 PCF84 16/2
EY83 18/2 PCF86 8/8
EY84 14/- PCL82 9/EY86 7/6 PCL83 9/6
EZ40
BIB PCL84 7/6
EZ4I
7/- PCL65 10 /0E80
8/- PCLRC 16/2
ESSI
6/- PEN46 4/6
0230
18/9
91- PL33
0732 10 /- ('I.36 15/0234
14/- l'L3' 26/11
HN309 29 /1 PL81 10/8
HVH2 10/- l'Le2
7/6
KT33C 8/- PL83
9/KT36 32/4 ELM* 12/4
KT4I 29/1 PM84 16/10
KT44 12/6 PX4
10/8
KT61 12/6 PY32 18/6
KT63
7/- P11:339 18/8
KTSO
15/- P5'30
7/6
KT88 43/6 l'Yul
7/6
KTWIjI 6/8 PY82
7/KTWlv2 7/6 PY83
7/6
13/19'l'W(ì3 6/8 PYRS
KTZ63 7/6 P7.3O 19 /6
1.63
6/- HIS
14/MHLD612 /8 1119
19/5
3/6
5112/14 8/. 8E41
N27
3/8
25/11 8E61
N70
29 /1 SÚ25 27/2

U12/14
USC

U19

022
U24

8/6 UCHbl 9/8
10 /- UCLS2 9/6
48/6 UCL8318/9
8/- 112,41
9/-

L25

29/1 ÚF42
17/6 UF80

U3I

11 /6

U26
U33
U35
U37
1J45
UM)
1152
1154
1J76

U191

0201

9/- UF86

29/1
29/1
32/4
13/6

5/8
4/6
19/6

6/-

16 /2

17251

16/2
14/-

U281

19 /6

()Asa

S/-

OA81
OA86
OA91
12/8 OA96
10/6 OA210

11/.

4/-

8/5/6
9(6

9/- 0A211 13/6

1.7F86 18/6 OC16W 85/-

UFOS

8/- 0C19

01.41 10 /6
UL44 26/11
I'L46 14/6
ÚL84 8/6
UM4
17/9
ÚM34 16!10
UM80 14/11
UYIN 18/2
ÚY21 16/2
UY41
6/6
11

Y85

6/-

OC22

0026
0028
0029
OC95

0088
0041

0C44
OC46

0066
0C136

26/23/25/24/6
27/6
18/51 /8

9/9/3
9/22/6
25/6/6
6/6
6/16 /-

U292
DF96
22/- VPI3C 7/. 0070
7/6 ECC81 5/17301
DP97
22/8 VR105 7/- 0071
8/- ECC82 5/0:320
14/- V11155 7/- 01'72
DH63
6/- ECC83 7/11404
DK32 12 /- ECC84 9/6/6 W107 82/8 0073
CMOI
29/1 W729 19/6 0074
SIUK91
6/- ECC85 7/6
CASCOS
12/6 01'.75
8/DK97 10 /8 ECCS- 18/9/- X66
l'AF'4.2 9/6 X74
71DROS
28/1 0076
8/6 E('FM0l0/6
U1341
45/3 0(78
12/- X79
11/DL33
9/6 ECF92 10/6
UBC41. 8/6 X109 29/1 0081
81DI,66 17/6 ECP86 19 /5
CRCR1 11 /- V03
7/6 O('ß2
10 /DLAS
15/- EUH21 28/8
U13P80 9/- Z66
8/9/6 OCS:i
57.3
4/6 12AC614/11 35Z5GT 9/- DL72 15/- E(:H35 6/6
19/6 6J7G
UBF89 9/6
0004
8/6
51743
9/- OJ7OT 10/6 12AD618 /10 501'3
10/- DL1.1
6/- ECH42 9/6
CCU :y4.141ß Transistors
OC170 918
6A7
7/6 4CHR1 7/6
10/6 6K70
5/- 12AE6 12/7 50L80T10/- DL94
11C0ß5 7/8 and diodes
OI'17I 10/6
BAR
7/8 ECHOS 13/7
9/- 6K7OT 6/- I2AH7 8/- 05A2 16/- D1,00
N
IOR
/1
T41
UC580.16
/2
0A70
8/.
Ot1P71
17/8
29
9/69127
4/. OKRGT 10/6 1.2AH8 12 /8 90A0 67/8 1311170 7/6 El'LSO 9/3/- V6,112 9/3
CA(45
5/8 SKRG
5/- 12ÁT6 7/8 90AV 87/6 ESOS 30 /- ECL82 9/8 0L921ß6/11 Y306 20/1 TYS61' 13/- 11C1142 9(6 0A73
15/083E 80 /- 2('1,83 18/9 E1R22 19/6 N838
3/6
9/6 1'61
All valves new boxed, and subject to makers' full
Terms of business: -Cash with order or C.O.II. 0100F 34/6 EC1,06 16/2 53134
PCl'R4
7/6
F
/F'9
1:5171
23/10
guarantee.
SAIO
22
We
tiret
grade.
goods only, and
2/handle
/8
only. Orden value £3 or more sent post /packing
9/- Pt'CR5 9/8
EA 76
9/6 EE22 14/- EMS()
do not sell seconde. rejects, nor items stripped from
free. Orden below C3 please add 6d. per valve.
new or aced equipment. All orders despatched same
C.O.D. orden:- Mlnimum fee, Including post, and
day. Complete catalogue of valves and components,
Indicates valves with new type chemically cathode
Peeking, 3/ -. We are open for personal Moaners.
,id.
for extra Me and reliability.
Mon.-Fri. 8.30.6.30- Bata. 8.30 -1 p.m.

1

"SABRINA"

TELEVISION/RADIO

ALL

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

Bring your TV set up 100% again by fitting

CHEAPLY AND QUICKLY

our:

CRTs by long -established National company

GUARANTEED IS MONTHS
MULLARD & MAZDA, 12in.
... E4.I0.0
MULLARD & MAZDA, 14ín and 17ín.... ES. 0.0

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES (including electrostatics)

COLLARD

now ...
17" now ...
21" now ..,

-

MAZDA 15in.
..
..
...
MOLLARD & MAZDA, 21ín. ...
RECORD CHANGERS
C60

...

...

... E5,18.0
... £7.10.0
E7,I5.0

...

Plus 714 via BM or 12/6 passenger train.

EECO 22221-383 series. FERRANTI T1001 to T101'1 ',ci,,, 57/ -.
PEE V4, V7, t'f17 sari s, PAM 90-953 series and INVICTA 11., n,
1.20 series. 68/-. HMV 1840 s rice, 60 / -.
PHILIPS 1760 -2I,IR
aeries, 98/ -. STELLA 8917. 98/ -. FERGUSON 992 .series. 65/-.
MURPHY '200. 21 4, 340/250 series, 80 /-. P. & P. :Vii, ('. W.O. or
C.O,U 2/- extra. All other typea available prices no request.

-

VALVES -ALL TYPES AT BARGAIN PRICES.
AVAILABLE FOR ALL SETS
Scan Coils, Frame /linearity Oscillator transformers,
width.linearicy coils, knobs, controls. Electrolytics,

12"
14"

to

.,.
,.,
..,

E5. 0.0-1 For

25.10.0
E8.

Single

0.0J Tubes

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
12" -8711;
14"/17"-97f6;
21"-I4716
FREE Pass transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ceramics, etc. Enquiries welcome, pricesquoted on request.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
I!controls ...
...

5K preset

3-way

4 -pole

switch

...

...

II-

each
each

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 Golders

Manor Drive,

London N.W.I

I

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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SIGNAL
INPUT
EQUALISER
by K. F. Perry
N areas of low signal strength, or fringe
locations, it is essential to ensure that the aerial
arrangements are efficient, to ensure that as much
of the signal as possible reaches the receiver. A
weak signal causes the received picture to be dirty
and ragged in appearance with a snowy accompaniment, and the sound channel carries a great deal of
valve noise or hiss. Pre -amplifiers invariably
increase the noise level.
The trouble is usually worse when the set is
switched to receive Band III signals but results are
generally slightly better if a separate feeder is used
for each aerial instead of a common downlead.
If two feeders are in use, and assuming that both
aerials are orientated for maximum signal pick -up,
the problem sometimes arises of connecting the two
inputs to a receiver which has only a single aerial
socket. The two leads cannot be connected in
parallel or severe attenuation will result, but they
could be connected to a switch that may be thrown
to connect either as required. This is not generally
convenient and may be considered unpractical.
The easily made device shown here enables both
aerials to be left permanently connected and is not
only cheaper than a diplexer but is also adjustable
so that best results can be obtained by the experimenter. The items required for its construction are
few in number and the unit may be quite easily
built into a tobacco tin or on a suitable piece of
metal, etc.

As may be seen from the diagram, two standard
coaxial type sockets are fitted to receive the plugged
ends of the Band I and Band III aerials while a
single coaxial lead carries the required signal to the
receiver.
The Band I signal reaches the receiver via L1
whilst the Band III signal is applied via Cl and
C2. The inputs are influenced by the effect of TCl
and by the short length of shorted line fitted.
Coil Ll consists of five turns of 16s.w.g. tinned
copper wire wound on to a +in. diameter former
and allowed to spring off, the turns being spaced
wire thickness. A tapping is made so that section
" A " has three turns and is connected as shown
to the small 50pF ceramic trimmer.
The length of line used to connect to the junction
of Cl and C2 is initially about 16in. but is
eventually shortened as will be described.

Setting up

To do this the two aerials are plugged into the
unit as appropriate, the single outlet plug being
connected to the receiver which is switched on And
adjusted to receive the Band III signal, contrast,
etc., being adjusted as required. With trimmer
TC1 set to half travel the 16in. length of coaxial
line is snipped off Zin. at a time, leaving the ends
open -circuit, until a point is reached where the
signal is completely attenuated,
i.e., screen blank and sound
very weak.
_Band I
Band IQ
Input
The ends of the line are then
Input
C2
Cl
_socket
socket
short -circuited this causing the
15pF
15pF
picture to reappear. Trimmer
TC1 is also adjusted. The
receiver is next switched to
Band I and the picture checked
to see that no degradation
occurs due to TC1, etc.
When correctly adjusted, the
TCI
picture obtainable via either
50pF
Tagstrip
the Band I or Band III aerials
should be just as good via the
Short -circuited
To T.V. receiver
unit
as when directly connected
length of
aerial socket
coaxial cable
to the receiver. It should be
noted, however, that although
the unit might make possible an
improvement in picture reception it cannot manufacture a
Fig. 1. -The wiring involved in this simple unit.
signal if none already exists.
._
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-

This receiver has recently developed a fault in
which there is a complete picture break -up in the
Channel 1 position (with a hum on sound). This
can often be corrected by rotating the turret
switch, but it breaks up once more after a few
minutes. Often the Channel 9 picture drifts
across the screen instead of the Channel 1
picture.
The receiver works normally on
Channel 9, although the picture takes a few
seconds to lock. The turret switch contacts
appear to be in order and adjustment of the
Channel 1 oscillator core gives no improvement.
E. Howes (Wembley, Middlesex).
As your fault is confined to the BBC channel
only we suggest that you try changing the
Channel 1 coils for new ones. You should be able,
to obtain these for a few shillings from your local
Murphy dealer and their fitting is quite simple.

-

FERGUSON 968T

TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 136 must be attached to all Queries, and if a
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

SOBELL TS17

The picture is slipping very badly on this set.
I have replaced the ECL80 valve, but it makes

no difference. I have also reduced the input from
250V to 220V, reducing it by 10V at a time. After
each reduction the picture kept steady for about
a week. Could you please let me know what else
I can do to stop the slipping? The picture itself
is perfect during the afternoon and the trouble
starts about five and then keeps on all evening.
C. W. Griffiths (Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire).
Your letter does not convey any information
other than the fact that the picture persistently
slips, particularly when the mains voltage is low.
You do not say whether the hold control is at one
end of its travel or not or whether the picture rolls
If the frame timebase
up or down or both.
ECL80 has been replaced, you should first cut the
link across the 220k resistor, which is wired from
the hold control to the 820k resistor, which
connects to the frame blocking oscillator transformer. If the roll is worse, replace the link and
change the 820k resistor.

-

BAIRD P167

This set has recently developed a few faults.
The picture is jumpy and white lines appear
across the screen. It will not quite focus correctly.
I have service sheet for this set.-R. Cornwall
(Stratford).
If the fine focus control will not resolve the
scanning lines, loosen or tighten the three focus
magnet screws equally until focus is obtained. If
the tube is of low emission, correct focus will be
well-nigh impossible. The vertical jitter could be
caused by a heater-cathode leak in the tube, which

may also account for the lack of focus if this is
intermittent. If the tube is responsible, fit a 2V
heater isolating transformer. If the tube is not
responsible, check V12 (20LI) by replacement and
check V8 (10F1) and associated capacitors.

I should appreciate it if you could give advice
concerning the following trouble. The 0.514F condenser in the PY31 cathode circuit, short circuited
causing arcing in the PY31 and, eventually, the
fuse to blow. I replaced the condenser and, being
unable to obtain a PY31, replaced it with a 25Z4
which, I am told, is a suitable substitute.
However, now no raster is obtainable unless the
anode lead is disconnected from the efficiency
diode. If this is done, quite a good picture is
obtainable if the brilliance is well advanced though
with some loss of horizontal linearity.
Must I now assume that the line output transformer is faulty? The relevant sections show
continuity. Is it harmful to run the set in this
condition?
With the diode anode connected there does not
appear to be any current flowing through the valve
and the cathode voltage is only 240 instead of the
normal 320. -E. S. Greenfield (Bromley, Kent).
This is indeed a curious fault. The line
amplifier anode gets its D.C. via the efficiency
diode and with the anode of the latter disconnected
there would be no continuity. The cathode would
also be at zero. There is either a wrong connection
on the line output transformer or a short between
adjacent windings. It would not be advisable to
run the set in its present condition.
PETO SCOTT 1611T
After being switched on, the frame locks
perfectly for five minutes; from then on the frame
shrinks, the flyback lines appear, and the whole
picture vibrates making it impossible to control
and view. The only way the picture can be
brought back to normal is by switching to any
channel other than 1 or 9 for five minutes, and
switch back again. This process has to be repeated
for half an hour before the frame locks.
E. Tallowin, London, E.10).
There are two valves concerned with the frame
timebase, the PCL82 and the PCL84. Both should
be checked by substitution. If necessary, check the
1500pF flyback suppression capacitor (C44) and
the 0.03 /rF cross -coupling capacitor (C41) and
500pF (C43).
(Continued on page 135)
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COMPLETE TELEVISIONS
14

INCH

17

INCH

133

TELEVISION

RADIO BARGAINS

£11.10.0

£7.10.0

replacement
* months freeComponents.
tele* visions.
Rental
extra.
' ** Two
channels more,
daily.
** Demonstrations
-39/6 per set.
Part exchange
allowance
TV's, etc.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

on

12

27.5.0 or 30/- deposit and 6
monthly payments of 21/6. P. & P.

Tubes, Valves,

716

Legs

on
Radios,
Personal collection advised, or Insured Carr., 14 ", 20/ -; 17 ", 30/

,

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS
Smart two tone Cabinet, 6 in. P.M. speaker, flex and switch.
Ideal for "Bedroom,
Kitchen, Workshop"

SPEAKERS
8/9 EACH

99

in. Bin. 7 in. x 4 in.
Money back guaranEnquire for
teed.
other sizes. Ex. mfd.
6

and

etc.

Insurance
Carriage 3/9.

salvage. P.P. 1/3.

REGUNNED TUBES
17 in. 90121 in. 9916
15, 14, 12 in. 70fTerms available. Guaranteed
I
year. Ins. & Carr. 12/6.
Add 10/. refundable on re-

ceipt of your OLD tubs.

36,24, 14KP4, 141.
Ex. Rental stock

carr.

VALVES 9d. Each
Thousands of ex- service stock,
and ex- government. All good.
MOST TYPES AVAILABLE. 3d.
STAMP FOR LIST.

ILFord 6001.3

Ltd
DUKE &
621.3 ROMFORD RD.
MANOR PARK EI2
Stamp for latest Free List.

-

10

Mins. from Liverpool Street

Station.

TUBES
Guaranteed

train

mths. -Carr. Free by Passgr.

COMPLETELY REBUILT

14"
1511

12

-

17II

BRAND NEW

I2in MW3I -74

"Clarion"

Transistor
Battery Tape Recorder.
Capstan drive. Con-

stant speed

31 i.p.s.
Durable plastic case.
Complete with mike
and tape. Free illus.
leaflet. List price 25 gns.

Our
Price

RESCREENED

- f S. S.O
- £5.I0.0
- £8. 0.0

-

-

21"

&

1S (NS.

Carr. 7/6

FEW ONLY- "OLYMPIC" L.O.T.
F.O.T. AND SCAN COILS
Complete 66/- (P.P. 5p)

u.{,urir
5 Westward Way, Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.
Tel 1'1/1/ 266:1
I

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER

200 /250 v.

Provides:

MC12

(SWept
"Wobbulator"
Frequency) Operation. for FM/

TV alignment linear frequency
c
sweep up to 12 Mc /s. From 400 %s
-80 Mc/s. Capacitance Measurement. Two ranges provided.
0-8OpF and 0 -12pF. Special Faciresonant frelity enables truetuned
oct. I.F.
quency of any
transformer, etc.. to be rapidly
determined. Cash price 28.19.6.
plus 1/8 P. & P. H.P. erms 25/deposit. plus 5/8 P. & P. and six
monthly payments of 21 /8.

CHANNEL TUNER

Will tune to all Band 1 and
Band III stations. BRAND
NEW by famous manufacturer. Complete with P.C.C.
84 and P.C.F. 80 valves (in
serles). 1.F. 16 -19 or 38-88.
Also can be modified as an
converter (instrucaerial

wth
knobs.
iopps.fe

P & P
HEATER TRANSFORMER

To suit the above,

200 -250

v., 8 / -. plus 2/- P. & P.

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS

With built -in line and width
control, 14kV. Scan coil, 901n.
deflection on ferrite yokes.
Frame O.P. transformer pi.
18 kV smoothing condenser.
Can be used for 141n., 171n. or
21ìn. tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.

2916

44/6 P! &P.

Focus Magnet suitable for the
10/- plus

above (state tube).
3/- P. & P.

45/86/60/-

RIcs.

-I

59/6
68/8

94/V214/216
.. 98/8
..
..
Philips. 1114, 1110, 1437, 1448,
73/1728. 1746, 1747
.
Pye, LV31), 18T, C817, VT17 .. 69/9
,. 56/t7TM4 V4, VT4, V7, VT7
Add post 3/6.

100

monics. Metal case 10 x 61 x 51 1n
grey hammer finish. Incorpora ting three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
200/250. Internal modulation of
400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30 %: modulated or unmodulated R.F., output continuously variable. 800
millivolts. O.W. and mod. switch
variable A.F. output. Incorporating magic -eye as output
Indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %.
OSCILLOSCOPE FOR D.C. and A.C. APPLICATIONS
A high gain, extremely stable differential
Y-amplifier (30 mV /C.M.). Provide ample
sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable for measurements of transistor operating conditions where maintenance of D.C. level is of paramount
importance. Push -pull X amplifier: FlyTime-base
back suppression;
avfo maysilable for external use;
pulse output available for checking Td
line 0/P Transformers, etc. Provision for
Brightness
external /P and C.R.T.
Modulation. A.C. mains 200/250v. 218.18.0.
P. & P. 8/- or $4.13.0 deposit, plus P. & P.
8/- and 12 monthly payments of 26/8. Full
12 Months' Guarantee Including Vallee
and Tube.
TYPE

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
45/gush, TV 11.4. B; 12A, B
Comm 980, 931, 939/4, 948 ., 62/8
Enka, T8148; T8113.114; T181 47/8
.. 69/8
T2:1, 231, T8C311, etc.

..
Ferguson, 841/213; 941-945
900.8T; 103.145, 203, etc. ..
Ferrentl, 14T3, 4; 17K:1, 17T9, 4
14T2, T1203,1216,1225.1326
O.E.C:H.M.V. mostly .. 55/- to
..
Murphy, V240/260, V270

Coverage

Mel. on fundamentals and
/s to 200 Mc /s on har-

100 31e

£4.4.0

WEST WAY RADIO
s. 4.E. with

00
15/8

A.C. mains

CO (LONDON)

110` Tubes in Stock.

extra.

and repossessed

Ex

CHANNEL TUNER
I.F. 18 -18 Mc /s continuously tunable
from 174 -218 Mc /s. Valves required, PCF
BO and PCC 84 (In series). Covers H.B.C.
and I.T.A. ranges. also Police. Fire and
Taxis, etc.
Brand new by famous manufacturer

10'-

plue3 /-P. &P.

COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD
21c HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E. Goods Not Despatched Outside C.K.
RADIO & T.V.
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SAME DAY SERVICE
VALVES

T.M.K.
TEST METERS
A fine selection of test meters
to suit every constructor, A
MUST for every T.V. Engineer
and Serviceman
2,000 O.P.V.

MODEL

TP-10. Reads
A.C. & D.C.
Volts up to
1.000;
D.C.
Current to
500mA; Resistance to 1
Meg: Capacitance to
1MMF
Decibels from
-20 to +36;
Output lack

SETS iRS
0A2
lijo
1A7GT
1D5

HSGT
N5GT
R5
154
1S5
1T4
U5
3Q4
3S4
3V4

5V4G
5Y3GT

5Z40

6AL5
6AM6
6AQ5

6AT6
6BA6
6BH6

6BR7

20,000 O.P.V.
MODEL
TP-5S,
Reads voltage up to

6B7GT

1,000; D.C. at
20.000 ohms

per volt and
A.C. at 10.000
o.p.v.; D.C.
Current to
500mA; Resistance to
10
Megs.;
Capacitance
to
0.1uF;
Decibels
from
-20
to +36. Size
31ín. x 511n. x
11ín. £5.19.8.
30,000

6F1
6F6G
6F13
6F14

Amps

D.C.

Current; 60
Megs Resistance: -20
to +56 Dbs;
Internal
buzzer short

8/8/-

3/9
3/6
6/-

11/-

27/3

9/6
9/6

1/11

5/5/8/-

757

8/-

7H7
7S7

7/8
7/8
9/-

7C5

1ÓC2

12AH8

12AT6
12AT7
12ÁU7
12AX7
12K7GT
12K8GT
12Q7GT

AND

12SN7GT 7/6
12Z3
8/8
20F2
17/20L1
16/20P3
18/9
20P4
20/20P5
15/9
25A6G

25L6GT
25Z4G

7/8/8

ECF82
ECH35
7/3
ECH42
ECH81
7/9
ECH83
ECL80
7/6
ECL82
9/ECL86
EF37A 17/9
EF39
4/8
EF40
11/8
EF41
EF42
89
EF80
4/9
EF85
5/9
EF86
8/9
EF89
7/EF91
EF92
3/9

9/-

9/8
12/3

10/5/3
7/8
9/9/-

DAF91
DAF96
DCC90

DF33
DF91
DF96
DH76
01177
DH81
DK32
DK92
DK96
DL33
DL35

7/8
4/9
8/9/11/7l6
7/6

9/8
6/7/7/6
EABC80 4/9
EAF42 8/8
EB91
3/9
EBC33
5/8/EBC41
EBF80
8/EBF89 8/9
EBL21 13/8
DL92
DL94

EZ40
EZ80
EZ81
GZ32
KT41
KT44
KT61
KT63
MU14

13/6
4/9

EC'C81

ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85
ECF80

6/9
6/3
6/6
8/6
11/8
5/9
9/8
6/6
8/6
N18
7/N78
17/8
PC95
10/PC97
10/PCC84
7/8
PCC89
9/3
PCF80
7/9
PCF82
8/PCF86 12/PCL82
9/PCL83 10/6
PCL84 10/PCL85 10/8
PENA4 11/PEN36C 8/PL36
11/8
PL81
9/8
PL82
7/PL83
7/6
PL84
8/8
PX4
10/PX25
9/PY32 11/8
PY80
7/6
PY81
7/PY82
8/8
PY83
7/9

7/-

8/3
7/9

EL41
EL42
EL81
EL84
EM34
EM80
EM81
EM89
EY51
EY84
EY86

9/8
9/12/8/8
7/3
8/8/8
9/6

Ú
U26

11/6
7/-

STA. 4587

T/V COURSES...

-

.. Set of4

for

!

86

U47
U50
U52
U78
U191
U281
U291
U301

-

12/6/4/6
4/6
14/6
15/18/8
171-

11801

21/8/3
7/7/9
8/3
8/14/8
9/13/3
7/6
14/6
13/8
8/8/9
9/9
13/3
7/8

UABC80 8/6

UAF42
UB41
UBC41

UBF80
UBF89
UBL21
UC92
UCC84
UCC85

UCF80
UCH21
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF89
UL41

71-

8/6/6
8/UY21
11/UY41
8/6
UY85
8/8
VP4B
9/6
VP41
5/VPI321 16/6
UL84
URIC

W76
Z77

3/9
3/6
per valve
extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage
extra.
Any C.O.D. aParcel 3/ext
1É/3-

9/3

Post

6d.

RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK
by The A.R.R.L.

361-

Post 2/6

!

TELEVISION ENGINEERS'

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge

RADIO & TELEVISION TEST
INSTRUMENTS by G. J. King,

of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

GUIDE

FREE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio

industry. N.I.E. provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., Grad. Brit. I.R.E.
Guide also gives details of range of
diploma courses in Radio /T.V. Servicing,
Electronics and other
branches of engineering, together
with particulars of our remarkable
Guarantee of

stock with leads, prods
internal batteries. 6 months
guarantee, backed by full service
facilities. Further details sent on
new

request.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

SPECIAL OFFER AVO MODEL 7
Limited number of reconditioned
AVO METERS MODEL 7. Complete
with leads and internal batteries
£11 each. P. & P. 5/-. Or with solid
leather carrying case. £12. P. & P.

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

POCKET BOOK by
1216

J.

P.

Hawker,

Postage 6d.

251-.

Postage

321..

Postage I1-.

I1 -.

BASIC TV COURSE by G. Kravitz,

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE by H. Carter.

161 -.

Postage

6d.

MATHEMATICS
FOR
RADIO & ELECTRONICS by

BASIC
F.

M.

Colebrook and J. W. Head.

1716. Postage 9d.

MULLARD

MANUAL.

MAINTENANCE
16f -.

ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS

601 -.

Postage

I1 -.

MUSICAL

by R. H. Dorf.

Postage II -.

TELEVISION DEFLECTION
SYSTEMS, by A. Boekhorst and
J.

Stolk. 421-. Postage

I1 -.

RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th Ed. Compiled by "WW ". 61 -. Postage 10d.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE I1-.

career.

FOUNDED

5/ -.

150,000

1885

-OVER

SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ELECTRONICS

(LONDON) LTD.
TEST METER DIVISION
lib Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I.
Phone Terminus 7937

8/-

85A2
AZ31
B36
CL33
CY31
DAC32

50L6GT

GET A CERTIFICATE

6'1,,in.x2iin.
£8.19.8.

HARRIS

16/6
10/8
7/4/9
4/9
4/9
4/9
9/8
4/9

ECC40

FIRST -CLASS RADIO

Size 36/ in.x

and

4/6

11/14/8
30PL13 12/3
35A5
15/9
35L6GT 8/3
35Z9GT 5/8

30L15
30P19

LONDON, N.16

circuit
warning.
All

9/7/-

8/6PM
11/6
6Q7G
6/6Q7GT
8/6SL7GT 5/9
6SN7GT 4/9
6U4GT 9/9
6V6G
4/6
6V6GT
7/3
6X4
4/6
6X5GT
6/9

RADIO
READERS
COLBERG PLACE, STANFORD HILL

Volts to
D.C.

lT4,43S4, 374.

GUARANTEED

DAF91,
F91, DF91, DK91, DL92. DL94

24

MODEL
500.
1.000;

b9

16/16

6K8G
6K8GT
6L18
6LD20

O.P.V.

at
30,000
O.P.V., A.C.
at 20,000; 12

5/3

8/3
5/9

6BJ6

6BW6
6CD6G

3fin. x 51n. x
1/4n. £3.19.8.

6/-

5/9

613E6

Audio
Size

for

Measurements.

1/76

61-

5U40

.

9696

6P25

TESTED!

NEW !

S.

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I
Africa: P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg,

Australia: P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.
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FERRANTI 14T3F

This receiver has frequent loss of frame hold

and the frame hold control is often ineffective in
curing this.
I have replaced the ECLSO frame output valve
and the EF80 sync separator, without any
improvement.
Could you please suggest any further components which if replaced would cure this fault?
-G. L. Page (Burgess Hill, Sussex).
This trouble is often caused by poor insulation
in the frame blocking oscillator transformer.
ALBA T644

I would be most grateful if you would let me
know the value of the dropping resistance to the
screen grid tag of the PL81 valve. -N. McShane
(Bishop Auckland).
The screen resistor to pin 8 of the PL81 has a
value of 15k.
BUSH TV53

Recently the brilliance has diminished and the
picture can only be seen in a dark room. Increasing
the brilliance over -emphasises the highlights and
it is impossible to get a balance between brilliance
and contrast controls.
When first switched on the picture takes a long
time to come on the screen. Also there is a
half -an-inch horizontal black bar across the top
and bottom of the picture.
I have changed the EY86 without improvement.
Do you think the tube is due for replacement?
-T. W. Rogers (Birmingham).
The tube is most definitely at fault and is in
need of replacement. A 5K 10W resistor wired
from the fuse holder to pin 12 of the tube base
socket would increase the tube emission for a
temporary period.
H.M.V. 1824
The fault here is lack of height and very critical
vertical hold. I have changed the LN152 with
a new ECL80, but this only resulted in my being
able to extend the height, but the vertical hold
would then not lock. To make the picture stable,
I must reduce the height until there are gaps of
one inch at the top and bottom. Even at this
setting the picture jumps occasionally. -A. Day
(Stockton-on- Tees).
This is possibly caused by increase in value of
one of the resistors associated with the frame hold
control. The correct locking point should occur well
within the range of the control, and if the lock
occurs hard on one stop, then one of the time constant components (such as a resistor mentioned)
has altered in value.

TELEVISION

135

R104 but without finding any faults. I have
checked for a spark on the e.h.t. rectifier but without any results. -W. T. Turner (Lichfield).
This model uses a self -oscillating line amplifier
(PL81), and from your remarks we feel that shorting turns in the line output transformer are
responsible for the lack of line drive and e.h.t.

H.M.V. I827A
There is no sound or picture on this receiver,
only a thin white vertical line in the centre of the
screen. This appears on channel 14 but on
channel 1,' a broken white line with sound interference is present. Before it disappeared altogether,
the picture was prone to fading with shrinkage and
distortion which worsened until it was impossible
to view.-H. M. Peters (Haywards Heath, Sussex).
This symptom indicates that the line scanning
coils have become disconnected from the line output transformer. The line timebase itself must
be working to produce the vertical white line.
Check the wiring from the line output transformer
to the line coils and also the coils themselves for
continuity.
FERGUSON 992
This set is working well on both sound and

vision, but the PY81 burns blue near the base and
the PL81 flashes and produces sparks inside its
envelope.
I believe the line output transformer has been
changed recently and the one fitted is possible
from a model 998, as the overwind reads 9.5k!1
instead of 15k11. Also the first anode on the c.r.t.
reads over 600V. -G. A. Allan (Stepney, London,
E.14).
The use of the incorrect line output transformer
would over -run the line amplifier and booster
diode. Shorting turns in the transformer would
also give the same effect, however.
PHILIPS 11000

The frame output stage was not working on this
set, and so I replaced the frame output valve, the
cathode resistor and the de- coupling capacitor.
This produces a complete raster, but when the
aerial is plugged in there is a tin. gap at the
bottom of the screen. When I trey to open the
picture out, it folds over. If I adjust the frame
and line hold controls, the picture fills the raster
but produces multiple images. All the voltages on
the frame stage and sync separator are correct.
G. Browne (Brixton, London, S.W.2).
Check the ECL80 frame timebase valve and
make sure that its emission is up to standard. If
normal, check the 100µF electrolytic capacitor connected to the pentode cathode (pin 3) of the valve.

-

ALBA T744

FERRANTI I4T3

The picture and raster suddenly disappeared

as I was adjusting the width control, leaving the
sound only. I changed both the PL81 and the
PY81, also the resistor R70 (1.8kí1) on the screen
grid of the PL81. I checked for continuity and with

complete success the line transformer, the width
control, the horizontal linearity control and the
line coils. I have also checked C68, R85, and

The sound is perfect but there is no picture
whatsoever on BBC or ITA. This fault appears to
be caused by a lack of EHT. -A. Trye (Elstead).
If the line whistle can be heard when the line
hold control is adjusted, the trouble lies somewhere
in the line output stage. Check the line output
valve and booster diode first of all, and if these
(Continued on page 136)
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Letters to the Editor
The

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

AMATEUR TELEVISION

article in the November issue on
SIR,-Your
dosed -circuit TV interested me and some of
my friends a great deal Before reading Mr. Peters'

article I had never thought that this sort of thing
was within the reach of the general public, but
now I realise how useful it could be in, say, youth
clubs and societies.
Although it is obvious that the most basic
equipment can be used, the main problem remains,
which is of course, the cost. I would like to see
some articles on building closed-circuit television
equipment, as I believe this would bring the
expense involved down considerably. -D. M.
EVANS (Portsmouth).
[ We
are already preparing some articles on
home -built equipment suitable for use in a closed
circuit television system.-Ed.1
OLYMPIC TRANSFORMER
a good deal of research I was able

Sut,-After
the

to trace the line output transformer used in
" Olympic " receiver,

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED
(continued from page 135)

are in order a check should be made of tht:
associated smaller components. If all seems well,
shorting turns in the line output transformer could
be responsible.
PYE LV20

I cannot control the frame timebase on this set
with the result that the picture rolls continuously.
I have changed all the valves associated with that
part of the circuit. The picture normally rolls
upwards, but as the frame hold control is altered
the picture becomes cramped top and bottom and
starts to roll downwards.-G. Phillips (Hampton
Hill, Middlesex).
These symptoms normally are caused by a faulty
blocking oscillator transformer or a change in value
of the 470kf1 resistor from the frame hold control
slider to the grid winding of the transformer. This
is probably marked R40 on your circuit and various
values can be tried in this position until a suitable
hold range is obtained.

and I have discovered that it is the same as that
used in the Philco model 1010.
I have obtained one of these for myself, and
as they are still available, it should be possible
for readers wishing to construct the " Olympic "

to do so.
I am pleased with my receiver, although I had
to alter the values of the capacitors in the frame
section of the receiver to obtain linearity.
RANKIN

(Harpenden, Hertfordshire).

-J.

UHF AERIALS
seems to me that one of the problems
SIR,-It
of 625 -line and colour television will be the
need for larger aerials.
Surely the answer is for communities to erect
one large aerial on some vantage point and to feed
the signal to individual homes by cable. A yearly
charge could be made for this service to cover
installation and maintenance costs.
The advantage of such a system would be twofold. It would save the house owner the initial
cost of an aerial and would reduce the complete
cost of changing to u.h.f. reception appreciably so
encouraging more and more people to do so, thus
speeding the whole procedure.
Another all-round advantage would be the
disappearance of the hundreds of ugly "toastracks " we can see perched on houses nowadays.
D. BARRINGTON (Liverpool).
ECKO T161
Below a certain level of volume, there is some
distortion of the sound, which varies with the con-

trast control setting. On the vision side, there are
vertical striations over the whole screen and black
spots appear on the highlights of the picture. Both
the vision faults may be removed by detuning the
oscillator coil so that the screen is dimmer.
G. W. Pickard (Manchester).
The symptoms suggest i.f. instability. This is

-

usually due to the failure of one of the 0.0031AF
or 0.001 /AF capacitors in the i.f. strip, and these
may be checked by bridging a good one across
each.

Q U

E R

I

E S

COUPON

This coupon is available until DECEMBER 21st, 1962, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 132.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, DECEMBER, 1962.
L
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100

137

TELEVISION

12

MONTHS' FULL-REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

"MICRO FINE- ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE

75

LICHT
OUTPUT

50

25

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT

NOT

RESCREENED
BRILLIANCE

CAN SUPPLY THE EXACT
YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.

TYPES WE

CONTROL

-

EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE
Orders received by 3 p.m. are despatched sanie day.
Special direct services tu t,cotlund and Ireland.
Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD.
2

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,

MALVERN,

The modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
all types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.
FROM STOCKS OF OVER 5,000 TUBES OF 200

Tel. 2100

12"
14"

--

£4.10.0
£5. 5.0
£5. 15.0

15 -17"
19 ", 21", 23 ", also available

WORCESTERSHIRE.

CARR. and INS.

TUBE

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

10f-

Gladly refunded
if you wish to return

7/6

your tin

(excepting 12")
12 ")

ANEN-PRACT/CAL HOY
of UNDERSTAND/NG

Television
Electronics

Radio

:

including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi -Fi equipment; Computers; Servo -meths; Test instruments; Photo -electrics; Nucleonics, etc.

Radiostructor -an organisation specialising in
electronic training systems -offers a new self instructional method using specially designed
equipment on a "do -it- yourself" basis. You learn
by building actual equipment with the big kits
of components which we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole
series of interesting and instructive experiments
with no complicated mathematics! Instructional
manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and
interesting way
fact, you really have fun whilst
learning! Fill in the coupon below for full particulars.

-

.Your Career

FOR

Your Own Cusiness

-in

..An Absorbing Hobby

WNW

MM

111 MN,

POST NOW

RADIOSTRUCTOR
LEADS THE" WORLD

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

i1

TO RADIOSTRUCTOR (DEPT. G,40)
READING, BERKS.
Please send brochure, without obligation to:
\
*Name
Address
(We do not employ representatives)
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*BLOCK

CAPS
PLEASE
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FACTORY R1 :BUILT

TV TUBES
WEEKLY

BY

S/6
OR

PAYMENTS

12', 14-, 17"
PER. WEEK (21 weeks)

(Carriage and Packing 1016)

PRICE

CASH

£Se1O.O

MONTHS GUARANTEE
ALL TUBES FITTED WITH NEW MULLARD GUNS
Fitting can be arranged In the Greater London area £2.5.0
extra. Including carriage. Also service on weekly payments if
required. Please state type of tube required also make and
model of receiver. If terms are required please send only
carriage and packing with order.
12

TVM,

585

Middx.

Phone: ISL

TUBE
BEGINNING TO DIM?

IS YOUR TV

Add this unit to restore the original
brightness and im-

prove picture quality.
Further deterioration
will ruin the tube beyond recovery. Get this
unit NOW and SAVE
money.

JUST PLUG

ON TO

TUBE

Important! State
111681111 1,-.

Make. Model No.
Name and Address in Block

Letters Please.

Within 5 days money refunded if not
satisfied.
STANDARD MODEL .. 20/.
25/DE LUXE MODEL
Postage 3/6 either model.
SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS Dept. P.T.1
IN Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd., WC2

DO IT YOURSELF
N0

THE EASY WAY
SOLDERING OR DRILLING

MEDIUM & LONG WAVE. INTERNAL AERIAL
SITS COMPLETE WITH ASSEMBLY TOOL
DATA 427

TRANSISTORS
DIODES
STAGES
MOVING COIL
4
2
7

SPEAKER

75g.
59 x 3 z 12tH.

Alo DATA 328.

Poet,

1

Valve 6d.: 2.11 1/

P.P. 2/9
extra.
Battery 2/3 extra

Translators. 2 Diodes, 8 Stages,
Personal Earpiece. 45 x 2, a 1:in. 49/8. P.P. 2/ -.
Batt. 1/- extra.
All Parts Supplied Separately.
8

DATA ELECTRONICS LTD.
5 HILLSIDE GARDENS, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX

BBC - ITV - F.M. AERIALS

B.B.C. (BAND 1). Telescopic loft. 19/8. External,
S/D. 26/3.
I.T.V. (BAND S). 3 Element loft array. 14/ -. 5
Element.
Wall
32/6.

mounting, 3 Element, 33/9.
5 Element. 41/3.

COMBINED B.B.C. +
I.T.V. Loft 1 +3 Element.
41/3. 1 +5 Element, 48/9.
Wall mounting. 1 +3 Element. 56/3. 1 +5 Element.
63/9. Chimney and mast
mounting units also available.
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft "H ", 28/-, 3 Element loft, 52/6. S/D loft, 12/6. External
SID. 28/3. State channel when ordering.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 2/6. Coaxial cable,
8d. yd. Coaxial plugs, 1/3. Send 6d.
stamps for illustrated lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
3B, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

.

6

Page List

3228

p.38,9/p!2/6

RADIO MAIL

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

2lin.

OLD TOWN HALL,

KNOWLER HILL,
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
Complete T.V. Sets Untested. 9in. Bush
BBC only 20/ -, 12in. Bush TV24A 25/ -, 121n.
Bush TV 29C BBC -ITV, all channels 35/-,
Pye 14in. VT4 13 channel 50/-, Pye 14111,
Console 13 channels VT14C 50/-. Carr. on
each 10 /- B.R.S. Well packed. but sent at
owner's risk.
TV Converters. Less valves and knobs.
coils fitted 2 and 10. Ekco. Ultra, Pye,
Murphy, Marconi and Philips. etc. 2/8.
Post 2/3. Cyldon converters complete 18/ -,
Post 2/3. All types coils fitted 2 and 10.
Coax. TV Cable. 75 ohms. Best make
stranded. 5d. per yd. Post free up to 50 yds.
Complete TV Chassis for Spares. Less
valves, 121n., four for 10/ -, carr. B.R.S. 7/6.
141n. Chassis, four for 15/ -, carr. B.R.S. 3/6.
P.M. Speakers, all 3 ohms. Removed
from TV sets perfect condition, Rola
6 x 4in,, 5 / -; Goodmans 7 x 4in., 6 / -: Philips
5in, round, b/-; Bola, R and A, round ein..
3/6; 6in. Dish, 5/-; 8in, round. 6/ -: Post on
any speaker 2/ -, up to six can be sent for 3/8.
Valves Removed from TV Sets. All post
free. All tested on a Mullard valve tester
and are 100% as new. They carry a three
months' guarantee. We also have a large
stock of old type radio valves and other
TV valves not listed.

EB91

EF50
EF91

6F13
6F14
6F15
6LD20
6L18
6SN7
6SL7
6P28
6E25
6P25
6Y6

1/6

9d.
2;-

5/5/5/5/2/9
2/9
5/5/5/2/6

10C2

10F1
10P13
10P14
12AT7
20D1
2oP1
201,1

20E2
20P3

0231
U282

0801

U329

KT36
PL81

2/_
5/4/2/1/5/5/4/3/5/5/6/5/5/5/8/6
5/5/8/-

Perfect Rec aimed Tubes

PL82
PL83
PY80
PY81
PY82
PL82
PZ30
PCF80
PCC84
PL33
B36
N37

L63
CJ5
27SU

5/-

5/5/5/5/5/4/4/6
4/8
4/4/5/3/3/5/-

EF80
1/8
10/- per doz.
Grades 2 6d.
4/- per doz.

6 months'
guarantee, 1210. 17/-, 14ín. 30/ -. Carr. and
Ins, 7/6.
TV Tubes Completely Rebuilt and
Refaced. 12 months' guarantee. Old glass
not required, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17111 any
make. special trade price of £3.15.0. Carr.
and Ina 7/6.

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW GUNS

GUARANTEE
.., 0.I0.0
,..
...
... £3.15.0

12in. ,.,
14ín. ...
15 -17ín-

EBF80

9/6

-12 MONTHS'

(Dept. VF)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

6U4
6X5

7/8

6/8
7/11/17/-

REBUILT TV TUBES

READY CALIBRATED

6SS7

19/-

fiel.

COMPLETE

Stamp for details of this and other kits.

4/5/4/2/6
4/6
9d.

LW-

DEVONIAN COURT, PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON

I

EY51

9/6
16/-

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES
Built in hour.
Direct reading

ELM

9/9
7/12/6

For full list see September issue.

24.10; 21íe. 25.16 (Carriage 13/6).

RES/CAP. BRIDGE

ECL80
ECC82

18/11/8

TUBES- Guaranteed 6 Booths: MW31/'4 29/-; MW36/24 39/ -. All Types: 121e.
22; 14in. 82,10; 171e. 835 Guaranteed 12 months: 12in. 23.5; 14in. 23.16; 1710.

Road, Isleworth

London

December, 1962

VALVES BY RETURN GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS
6CD6G 19/8 10C1 11/6 185BT 19/6 EY51
7/9 PL81
8/e U24
8F1
4/9 10t:2 14/6 E.4F42 8/- El'86
7/6 PL82
6/8 095
6F12
3/- 10F1
6/9 E1011
7/- 0133
8/9 FI,83
6/8 U26
61'13
6/9 lOF9 10/8 E1191
8/- KT33C 4/8 PL84
l'31
6F14
9/8 1ULD1114/8 ECC81 6/6 ST88 12/6 PY31
91- U191
6F15
9/8 10P13 11/- ECC82 e/- PCC84 8/9 PY32 10/- U281
61,1
12/8 10P14
9/- ECC83 8/6 PCC85 8/9 PY80
6/9 U282
6L18
9/- 128670T 7/9 ECF80 8/8 PCF80 7/- PY81
U301
6L19
11/- 2oF2
9/6 EUF82 8/6 PCF82 7/8 PY82
0801
ECL80
PUL82
8LD20 7/9 20L1
18/7/7/3 PY83
7/- 1161142
026 8/6 20P3 12/6 EF42 7/6 PCL83 10/8 PZ30 9/6 11F42
6P28 12/6 20P4
18/- EF50-BR 2/- PCLS4 7/6 R19
11 /- UL41
68N7OT 4/6 30FL1 9/8 EF80
4/9 1.1,38
UL44
8/3 SP81
6C4OT 10/6 301,15 9/6 EF91
9/6 T41
3/- PL30
7/6 UU8
6V60
5/- 30P4
9/6 EL33
7/9 PL38 16/8 U22
6/9 Z88

L4.0.0
...
... L5.10.0
...
...
Old Tube required in exchange.
Electrostatic Types 51- extra.
Carriage and Insurance extra.

NU -GUN TELETUBES
3 THE MEWS
Duckett Road, Harringay,

London, N.4
Telephone: MOUntview 2903
Also various Ex- Rental TV Sets
available.

Just published

..

.

HI- FIDELITY
POCKET BOOK
W.

E.

Pannett, A.M.I.E.E.

Chapters include: Production
and Propagation of Sound;
Sound Reproduction; Power
Amplifiers (including transistor
amplifiers); Control and Preamplifier Units; A.M. Radio
Tuners; F.M. Radio Tuners;
Loudspeakers (including electrostatic ones); Loudspeaker Enclosures; Disc Recording and
Reproduction;
Stereophonic
Recording and Reproduction;
Tape Recording; Power Supply
Units; Useful Data. 320 pages.
40s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
.. or in case of difficulty 42s. by post
from GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2.

NEWNES
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PRACTICAL NUVISTOR CIRCUITS

(Continued from page 122)
The neutralising trimmer is then adjusted for
minimum output at the speaker. On the vision

carrier, a modulated signal will give horizontal bar
patterns on the raster, and the neutralising adjustment should be carefully set to minimise these.
Alternatively, the adjustment can be made for
the best noise performance, but as this requires a
noise generator it can rarely be undertaken by the
experimenter and, in any case, there is very little
difference in the overall performance whichever
method is used.
The circuit of Fig. 2 shows a common earthing
point for the various components, and this should
be maintained so far as any additional decoupling
of r.f. by -pass components are concerned. The
base connections and dimensions of

139

cathode bias combination is shown in Fig. 4 simply
to compare with the opposite combination in Fig. 3.
Inductive neutralisation has several design problems, one being that the very low grid -to -anode
capacitance of the valve demands rather a lot of
neutralising inductance. Another is that it is often
difficult to avoid coupling between the neutralising
inductor and the tuning coils, especially in a small
compact chassis with closely positioned components.
If there is coupling between the two circuits the
grid -to -anode feedback may be increased rather
than decreased (neutralised), and great problems of
instability will result.
From the experiment's point of view capacitive
neutralisation is invariably the best bet. The
neutralising capacitor should be of the air -dielectric
variety, and the concentric type of trimmer is ideal
for this purpose.

the valve are given in Fig. 3.

The circuit shown would he
suitable for a television preamplifier
on any channel in Bands I and III,
and it is hoped later to experiment
with the valve on the u.h.f. bands,
when further details will be published. As a television preamplifier,
low impedance coupling windings
would be used to apply the aerial
signals and extract the amplified
signal-L1 and L4 respectively. If
a
high impedance output is
required, however, L4 would not
be used and the signal would be
extracted direct from the anode, via
C2.

The number of turns and mode
of construction for the coils L2 and
L3 will depend on the channel
which it is required to amplify.
Normal coil winding techniques
should be followed, and the dust iron cores should be used to
provide a range of inductance control for tuning. The low impedance
coupling coils should be positioned
towards the C3 end of L2 and the
Cl end of L3.

1000pF
Fig. .5-A circuit using two Nuvistors in cascade, one as an
earthed-cathode triode and the second in earthed -grid mode.

INDUCTIVE NEUTRALISATION

A TWO -NUVISTOR CIRCUIT

A slightly modified circuit is shown in Fig. 4,
where inductive neutralisation is used instead of a
capacitor and cathode bias is used instead of leaky grid bias. Rl provides the bias due to the volts
drop across it, while r.f. across the resistor is
by- passed by C3. The grid of the valve is returned
direct to chassis through L2, and neutralisation is
effected by L5. Cl here acts solely as a d.c.
blocking capacitor to prevent h.t. from reaching
the grid circuit and being shorted through L2.
This kind of circuit has a slightly less effective
mutual conductance due to the effect of the cathode
bias, but due to this is probably less critical from
the stability point of view.
Note that inductive neutralisation may be used
with leaky-grid bias and capacitive neutralisation
with cathode bias. The inductive neutralisaton and

Fig. 5 shows how two Nuvistors may be connected in cascade. The first is arranged in 'tine
earthed-cathode mode with leaky-grid biasing; as
in Fig. 2, while the second is wired in an earthed grid circuit with the amplified signal tapped Off
L2 at a suitable point to match the cathode circuit
of the second valve. Ordinary cathode bias is used
on the second stage by Rl, and the neutralisation
is applied capacitively from the end of L4 to the
grid circuit of the first stage, via C2.
Cascaded circuits are rarely required, however,
for a single -stage Nuvistor circuit operating in
front of a television tuner will almost certainly give
a 2 -3dB improvement in the noise figure while also
providing a gain up to 40 or 50 times, depending
upon the bandwidth and how well the amplifier
is constructed and neutralised.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ABC OF TV CIRCUITS

Screening plates

Mode assembly

(Continued from page 128)
coil clamping screw and then pushing the plastic
sleeve to which the short -circuit turn is attached
in or out of the coil assembly.
If the short-circuit turn is pushed too far into
the coil over -correction will result and the width of
the picture will also be reduced due to excessive
damping. This is a dangerous condition, for the
line coils will heat -up and possibly break down if
the set is run for any length of time. Adjustment,
therefore, should be made first by pulling the turn
as far out of the scanning coils as possible and then
very slowly pushing it in until the optimum line
linearity is obtained, as revealed on Test Card C.
On some sets it may be necessary to switch off
each time the coil is adjusted to avoid the risk of
electric shock. Fig. 22 gives some idea of the
appearance of the short -circuit turn.

Triode R.F. Amplifier
Until recent months all television tuners featured
a doubie-triode r.f. amplifier valve connected in
the well-known cascode circuit. Recently, however, the new Mullard PC97 triode has halted this
convention and tuners are now being made with a
single triode r.f. stage.
The general idea of the ri. circuit is shown in
Fig. 23. It may surprise some of our readers to
see that the valve is connected in the earthedcathode mode instead of the more usual (from the
v.h.f. point of view) earthed -grid mode. The
earthed -grid configuration was demanded in past
days to avoid instability resulting from the interelectrode capacities of the r.f. amplifier triode.
With the grid earthed, the capacitances are broken
up by the grid and feedback is usually avoided.
However, the new PC97 has such a low grid -toanode capacitance (about 0.5pF compared with 2
to 4pF of the double-triode cascode valve) that the
circuit can be arranged in the earthed -cathode mode
without the need for elaborate neutralising.

New Feature

Cathode
rid
Fig. 24 -The electrode structure of the new Mullard
PC97 triode.

Generally speaking, a higher stage gain can be
obtained from an earthed-cathode circuit than from
an earthed -grid circuit using the same valve, and
since the slope of the new triode is somewhat
higher than that of its older counterparts-brought
about by the frame grid construction -the overall
gain of the new r.f. stage is almost the same as
that of the former stages using double-triode valves.
Moreover, the noise performance is improved as
the result of the valve itself.
The low internal capacitance is achieved by the
employment of a specially shaped earth screen
situated partly between the grid and the anode
assembly, as shown in Fig. 24. In effect, the screen
acts as an electrostatic shield between the side of
the grid assembly and the anode, without affecting
the normal function of the valve.
In essence, the low capacitance means that the
stage can be designed with a non -critical neutralising circuit, and in Fig. 23 the neutralising trimmer
is Cl. This is connected between the low signal
potential side of the anode coil L5 and the grid.
By normal adjustment, a signal from the anode is
fed back to the grid, and since this is of equal
amplitude and opposite phase to the signal reflected
into the grid circuit from the anode via the anodeto-grid capacitance of the valve, adequate neutralisation is effected.
(To be continued)

TEST CASE

Solve this Service Problem
How good are you in diagnosing faults? The
art of successful trouble tracing lies in a mixture
of practical experience, theoretical knowledge,
intuition and -most important- logical thinking.
Each month we hope to provide an interesting
and thought provoking test case to exercise your
ingenuity. These will not be trick questions
designed to catch you out, but will be based on
actual practical faults.
Below we give the first of these test cases. Next
month we supply the answer, together with another
problem. Your comments on this new feature
would be welcomed.

-I

After five years of trouble -free viewing, an
experimenter suddenly finds that when he
turns up the brightness control, instead of
becoming progressively brighter, the picture reaches
a certain level of brightness and then reduces in
brightness, increases in size and eventually disappears altogether.
He also finds that the picture is restored after
a short time delay when the brightness control is
turned back more towards its normal setting.
Remembering that a friend cured a similar fault
by replacing the e.h.t. rectifier valve, the experimenter was amazed to find that the symptom in
his set remained even after replacing the EY51
with a brand -new valve.
What is the real trouble and what should the
experimenter have done before replacing the EY51?
-

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. and
printed In England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED Idle. Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON &
GOTCH (Aisle). Ltd.. South Africa and Rhodesia; CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. East Africa; EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD.
Subscription rate including postage for one year: Inland 51.8.0: Abroad 51.6.6 (Canada 81.5.0). Registered at the General Post Office
for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Advertisements

Television Classified

u

I';1:

Per

4/-

tine

or

part

thereof, average live uardc to line,
minimum I lines. Box %'. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must 1,e prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager "Practical Television ",
Tower House, Southampton St.,
-

L5. 2.6
£5. 7.6
L6. 7.6

Cl2A,Cl2B
CI4BM, FM

L4.12.6
L5. 5.0

C17BM, FM, HM

L6. 7.6

CI7LM, PM

SM
C21 HM, SM, TM

£6.12.6

CME1402
CME1702, 1703
CRM9I, 92
CRM93
CRM121, 2, 3, 4
CRM141, 2, 3, 4
CRM I S2, 153
CRMI71, 2, 3
CRM211, 212
MW6 -2

E5. 7.6

MW22-16
MW3I -16, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW4I -I
MW43 -64, 69
MW43 -80
MW53 -20
M W 53-80
T90IA
I4KP4A, 141 K
171K, I72K, I73K

£4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
L5. 2.6

21in.

£6.12.6
£6. 7.6
E6. 7.6

lin. 3/8 each. plus post and packing 1 / -.
2in. x 21n. 5/8 each. plus post and packing 1 / -.
il doz. or more postage free)

£7.12.6
£7.12.6
L6.12.6
L5. 2.6

H. KINNEAR ENTERPRISES LTD.
!
Peler'. l'la1e, 1:dlnhargh :t

0.12.6

0.17.6
L6.12.6
L4.12.6
E4. 2.6
L4.12.6
L5. 7.6
L5.12.6
L6. 7.6

0.17.6
L5.12.6

7405A

All tubes tested
and guaranteed

CARRIAGE

L6.12.6
L5. 2.6
LS. 5.0
£6. 7.6
L 6.12.6
before despatch

for

12

months.

via B.R.S.

via passenger train.
TERMS £2 down balance

or

1216

£I

per month.

Just arrived! Brand new 19 & 23in.
tubes, will replace existing 17ín.
and 21ín., 110° types.
and L12 respectively.

Prices: L8

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
12ín. 3!18, 3 31 451 -. Others 5716
14ín. CRM141, 2 6716. Others 5716
17ín. CRM171, MW43 -69, 43 -64,
Guaranteed
751 -.
Plus Carriage.
for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

SETS & COMPONENTS,
BARGAIN OFFER
10, 16 and 38 M /cs. Brand
new, less valves, 19£6, carriage paid. Valves
if required, PCF80 and PCC84, 16f- pair.

OSBORN (ELECTRONICS) LTD.
Brockley Road, Crofton Park, S.E.4.

382

TUBES,

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

months' guarantee. Free

18

advice on fitting. G. S. TELETUBES,
115 Meadow Street. Sheffield 3.

The K.E.

-

rebuilt tube
your Scottish

12- 14in.£4.17.6'l
171n.

12

Re- gunner

months' guarantee

85.10.0 }10/- allowance on old tube
(7.10.0 J Free transit and insurance

£2.10s. per 100 yards. Aerial clamps

lin. x

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

FOUntatnbridge

ETC

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: 3O1, 1304, T394, T484, T494, etc...
BUSH: TV11A, 1115, 12A, 12B, TVG12A,
_
..
1213, 1'ß012A, 125
TVG26, TV3I, TV33, TV034, TVO34A,
T:üi, TV36, 1'VÚ86, TV36(1, TVG36C,

3931/

t.

Al POST -FREE SERVICE for all
Components. S.A.E. for reply. Al
Radio Components, 14 The Borough,
Canterbury, Kent.

46/6

44/-

88/6
TV43
.
TV53, TV56, TV57, TV58, TV82, TV63,
TV66, TV67, etc...
.. 94/..
..
109/TV80 with EYSL ..
.
COSBOR: 930 and T531, 933.4 -5, 937, 938A.
,.
and F, 939 ami A and F
., 81 /6
943T, 940 -946, 945, 94515
..
.. 58/6
954F, 947, 949
,. 68/6
..
..
..
.
DECCA: DI7 and C
.. 88/8
..
1151, DM2C, DM3, DM4 /e
..
.. 74/ -liM5, 0514, 1)517, 444, 555 ..
.. 74/.. 5818
DEFIANT: Tltl453, T1t1753 ..
..
DYNATRON:
T893, TC81e2, 'f9105, T8114,
EECO:
'1'ßC124, Tí'138, T8188, T8193 ..
.. 54/-

....

TIlC139, TC14e, T141, TV142
TI01, TCI62, T184, T165, etc. _
'1'208, Tr2e9, T231, TI21, T231,
1248, T283, '1'284, T293, etc.
FERGUSON: 103'T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 145T
941T-953T inclusive
..
..
..
991T-997T inclusive
..
..
..
203T-246T Inclusive
..
..
..
306T, 3081
..
..
..
FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, 131A
..
17K3 and F, 17'£3 and F
,.
..
y
17K4 and F, 178K4 and
,.
..
17'r4 and F
..
..
..
14T5, 178K5, 17K5
..
.
O.E.C.: BT1.251, BT1252, ßT1748, BT1748,
iiT4743
..
..
BT4643, BT5147, BT5246 -48 ...
..
1515348 -8'1'5'í43R Inclusive
and
HILLY.: 1024 and A to 1831 inclusive
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848
..
..
All models available.
..
INVICTA, T118, 7119, TI20 ,
All other model available,
.

Cash or cheque with order or C.O.D.
Top quality coaxial cable 9d. per yd. or

78/S
78/6
58/6
85/8
58/6
68/8

88/8

e4 /-

47/6
47/6
47/6
47/8
4716

48/6
88 /8
48/8
88/8
88/6
88/6

54/-

E.B.: LFTSO, LVT50, LPro, 5560
All nmdela available.
MARCONI: All modele available.

MASTERADIO: Most models In stock.
MoMICHAEL: Hoyt models la stock.
.. 568..
MURPHY: V200, V202C
..
91/8
\'240, V250
'
PETO SCOTT, PHIL00: Most models in stock.
54/PAM: 908, 909, 952, 953. 958
..
104f,.
.
PHILIPS, l768Ú. 2168U
..
74/I0)0V. 1200V
..
..
..
..
1220U, 1236V. 1238V
,. 74)..
.

TELEVISION TUBES
TWELVE

121n. MW 31 -74

1111

\'r Ifs'

et,.

12in CRM 121 etc.
14in. MW36 -24 etc.
14in. CRM 141 etc.
15in. CRM 152 etc.
16m. MW 41 -1 etc.
171n. MW 43-69 etc.
191n. C 19AH etc.
21in. AW 53-88 etc.

..

..

..

..
..

..

..
..
..

..

..

Most modele in stock.
PILOT: Most model. In stock.
PIE: CTM4. F'V4C, FV4COL
't4, VT4, V7, V17
..

...

114ÚF', 1141'51, 115U

t'ARAN'PEE

1

..
..
..

23.0.0
£4.0.0
25.0.0
25.5.0
25.10.0
26.0.0
£8.0.0
27.10.0
27.10.0
£9.0.0

..
..
..
..
53ín. 23 SP4 etc.
and ALL other types available.
Deposit £2 and £1 monthly, carriage 12/6.
ALL orders despatched British Railways
Passenger.

CASH BARGAINS: Latest BSR TD 2 tape decks, speed
..
.. £8.13.9
3lin., Olin. spools
Latest Collaro "Studio" tape
transcriptor decks, speeds limn..
.. 211.0.6
Min., 7 }1n., spools lin.
BSR ÚA14 four -speed auto -change
record player decks ..
27.3.9
Two -speed record decks, 45 and
33 r.p.m. with 6 volt motor for
25.18.9
transistor grams
Carriage on these items,

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.II

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

.

T.V. Tuners.

E6. 7.6

716,

TECHNICIANS'

SCAN (OILS

AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80, 88
AW53 -80

7401 A

TELEVISION

London, ß'.C.2.

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in stock now

6901A
7201A, 7203A
7204A

141

12 /6.

CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE

Broomwood Rd., ST. PAUL'S CRAY,
Orpington 21285
Kent.

143711, 1446U

..

..

I.V30, F'Vl, FVIC
..
C8171', 1:7'5171+, CWI7
l'Wl7C, CW17CP, CW17K, Ste.
Most models in stock.
RAYMOND: Most models in stock.
REGENTONE: All modeln available.
R,G.D.: 60171, 7017, C54, etc.
Most modele in stock.
,.
80BELL: T817, T346
Most modele in stock.
..
..
STELLA: ST5721U ,.
..
..
ST8617 U, 81862111 ..
ST89171J
..
..
016414U, ST6417U
..
..

eT8314u ..

,.
..

..
Moat model in stock.
VIDOR: CN4.217-CN4231 Inanelve ..
..

..

74/54/54/88 /6

88/e

88/8

58/8

84/-

..
..

104/ 104/ -

..

104/ -

..

series, 185 eerier, with U20, etc.,

ULTRA: 86
complete

74/

-.

74/-

7U'

78/8

64/-

C.W.O. Only
Is,., scan Colla, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(All enpuir i,,, S.A.F.)

Pori and Pocking 316.
Also: Used O.P.

.

WYNDSOR TELEVISION
TECHNICAL DIVISION

85

ST.

ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Practical
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*

*

VALVES
by return of post

10% DISCOUNT. SPECIAL OFFER TO PURCHASERS cif any SIX VALVES marked in black
type (15% in down). Post: 1 valve, lid., 2 -11, 1 / -.
FREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. An valves are new
or of fully guaranteed ex- Government or exequipment origin. Satisfaction or Money back
Guarantee on Goods if returned unused within 14
days.
NEW LOW PRICES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS

5/- KT W 61 5/9
3/6 D1176
6/- 6U4GT 10/6 DK32 11/- KTW63 5/9
IA7GT 11/- 6V6G
5/- DK91 5/8 %TZ83 5/8
7/-MU14 7/6
1e5GT 9/-0VOGT 8/-1)K92
7/3 N37
11/5/- UK96
1H5GT 9/9 6%4
13/1L4
5/- DL92
e/- N78
3I9 615G
8/9 N108 16/1N5GT 9/9 6X6GT 5/8 DL94
1E5
7/6 DL90
7/3 PU1184 6/9
5/6 61 6(.3
164
8/- 7B6
9/- EABC80 6/9 PCC85 8/3
165
4/8 7137
7/9 EAF42 8/- PCC88 14/1T4
3/6 7C5
7/3 EB41
7/- PCC89 9/2A3
7/8 EB91
8/6 7116
3/- PCF80 7/3A4
4/9 7117
7/3 E131133 4/9 PCF'82 7/3
3A5
9/- 787
9/- E BC41 8/- PCF84 16/6/8 EBC6L 7/9 PCI,82 7/3
7/. 714
3Q4
3Q6GT 8/- 10P13 11/- EBF60 7/9 PC1,83 10/6
384
6/- 10P14
9/- EBF89 8/6 PCL84 7/6
3V4
6/9 12A118 , 9/- EBL21 12/6 PEN45 8/6
5R4GY 12/6 12AT6 ; 7/6 ECC31 7/6 PF,N46 5/8/- 12AT7 :' 6/6 ECC32 9/- PL33
8/3
5T4
4/9 12AU7 . 6/- ECC34
9/8
5U40
9/- 111.36
5Y3G
5/9 12AX6 8/6 ECC40 14/- PLIS 16/6
51'3GT 5/9 12E1 17/6 ECC81 5/6 l'1,81
8/8
5Y4G 11/- 12J7GT 9/- ECC62 8/- PL82
6/6
5Z4
6/8
11/- 12X7GT 4/9 ECC83 8/6 PL83
5'Z4G
7/8 121(6 11/- E1'4'84 8/- PL84
8/5Z4GT 11/- 12K8GT 9/6 ECC85 7/9 PY31
9/8/301.9 9/-1'2Q7GT 5/-ECF80 8/8FY32 10/8A6
4/9 128K7 4/9 ECI'82 8/8 PY'80
8/9
8A8G
8/8 1487
14/9 EC1121'12/6 PY81 1 8/6
6A80T 13/8 19BG6 19/- ECH35 7/6 PY 82
8/6B80
3/- 20D7
7/9/6 ECH42 8/6 PY83
6BA6 " 5/9 20L1
18/- ECH81 7/9 PZ30 . 9/8
F,CH83
R19
6BR8
20P1
5/9
8/9
8/3
11/6B066 15/- 20P3 12/8 ECf,80 ` 8/- SP41 ;4 2/6
611116
6/- 201'4 ? 18/- ECL82 9/8 SP81
2/6
6BJ6
6/- 20P5 15/- ECL83 11/7 T41 ' 7/6
6BR7
9/8 25A60 8/- 111,36
3/3 11282 15/6BW6 7/8251A6GT 7/- EF39
4/8 ("301 15/6BW7 5/8 2524G
7/- E1'40
12/- U309
8/9
6C3
5/8 30F5
W6/- EF41
8/- 1339
eed
3/9 30FL1 9/6 EFS4
3/3 U8o1
19/6C5
11/- 30L1
EF80
;
4/9
UABC80
8/6/9
6CD6G 19/6 30P4
9/6 EF85 " 8/8 UAF42 7/9
6F13
8/9 30E12
9/- UBC41 7/9
7/6 EF86
6F14 -; 9/8 30PL1
6/9 UBC81 9/6
9/6 EF89
6F15 v 9/8 35L6GT 8/6 EF91
3/- 13BF80 8/6E16
4/8 UCH21 12/8/- 35T
25/- EF92
6JSGT 4/- 35W4
8/9 E1,32 fr 4/6 UCH42 7/3
827G
4/9 33Z4GT 5/6 EL33
7/9 UCH81 8/6J70T 7/6 35Z5GT 8/- EL35
7/- UCL62 9/9
61L6GT 6/8 50L6GT 8/8 EL41 $' 8/- UCL83 13/8
8K7
5/9 618PT 11/- EL42 ' 8/9 UF41
7/8
7/- UF42
8H7G
8/6 EL84
2/3 78
5/8
6K7GT 4/880
5/9E3180 7/9 UF80
7/8K8GT 8/9 185BT 19/8 EM81
8/8 UI'85
7/8
7/8 807(A) 5/8 EM84
6E25
9/- UF86 14/6
61,1
12/6 813
55/- EM85 10/- UF89
7/CLOG
6/8 866A 11/8 EN31 16/U1,41
7/6L18
9/. 9004
2/- EY51
UL46
9/9
6L19
ATP4
Small
11/2/9
7/9
6LD20 7/9 AZ31
8/- EZ86
7/8 UL84
7/8225
7/9 EY86
8/8 838
6/8 UM80
9/8
8P28
12/6 1131.1 26/6 EZ80
8/- x65
11/BQ7G
8/6
e/- CBL31 21/- EZ6l
\fi0
11/8Q7GT 8/6 CCH35 14/- G'/,32
8/9
6E7(I
8/6 CL33
9/6 GZ34
12/6 176M 11/88A7
6/8 CY31
9/- KT33C 4/6 S78
21/6807
4/9 DAF91 4/8 HT36 12/8 X79
18/6
68117
3/- DAF96 7/3 HT44
7/8 X81M
9/69K7
5/- DF35
9/9 %T45
8/6 Y63
8/3
68L7GT 5/9 DF91
3/8 KT61
8/8
4/9
88N7GT 4/6 DF98
7/3 KT63
5/9 Z83
68Q7
8/- KT76 8/6 Z86
9/6
6/9 1)1163
1A5GT

,

.

i

:

"

4 watt AMPLIFIERS
of these excellent units to hand
complete with amplifier 20P3 output and 11 U9
rectifier. Easily converted into high gain unit,
complete with good quality, 81n. speaker in attractive two tone bakelite case easily converted
for guitars, record players, baby alarms,
tale. amplifiers. Carr. Packing, etc. 7/6.
9IAs above but rebuilt into excellent amplifier
with high gain preamp stage, tone control negative
feed -back, ready for immediate use, individually
tested. Amazing volume and clarity easily worth
£5. Our price whilst stocks !sat. Carr.
45 /Packing, etc. 7/6.

Further delivery

TECHNICAL TRADING

CO.

Retail Shop 350 -352 FRATTON RD., PORTSMOUTH
Mall Order Only
DEVONIAN COURT,
PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON 7, SUSSEX

Advertisements

December,

COILS and Components for Q- Meter.
Impedance Bridge, Everest F.M.,

Olympic TV etc. S.A.E. for lists.
AJAX ELECTRONICS, 572 Fulham
Road, London S.W.6.

TV SPARES
LINE

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY
C.O.D.
Ekco T221, 231, 31 I, 284, 330, 283, TC208,
TU209, 1248, TC267, all 551 -.
Ferranti TI001, T1002-5, etc., 55f -.
Murphy V240/250, 62/6; V270/280, 7716.
Pye VT4, VT7, V14, & Pam 906-53, 501,
H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805 -5902, only 60) -.
Bush TV53, 79/6; TV24C, TV80, etc., 89/6.

Decca DM14, DM3C,

1

" HEATH K ITS " can

now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 138 Lewisham Way.
SE14. TID 6666.

TUBES -AERIALS - VALVES

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Philips 1768U, 9216;

1962

SETS & COMPONENTS,
(continued)

SETS & COMPONENTS,
(continued)

5/. BSS?

OZ4

Television Classified

114 -5, 1437-46, 8916.
651 -; D17, D14, 651-.

Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409 -12, etc., 751 -.
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 4216.

Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year.
full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V.
boosters, valves, brayhead tuners, TV sets,
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and bouse wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers.
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

G.

A. STRANGE

RROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
Nr. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

NEW AND

fully

SURPLUS VALVES,

Cossor 930-8, 58/6; Ferg. 992 -8, 624.
Baird P2014/7, P2114/7, 59/6, etc.
L.O.P.T.'s For ANY MAKE and MODEL

guaranteed from 3/6 each. Also transistor Portable Radio Kits. We are
specialists. S.A.E. for lists. Many
46
bargains.
LEWIS,
Woodford
Avenue, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex.

TV & RADIO PARTS
Ceramics all values, 9d. to I Id. each.
High Voltage Pulse Ceramics, 116 ea.
Silver Mica Capacitors all values, If -.
Carbon Resistors, +W., Sd. ea. 1W 7d. ea.
Wire Wounds, IS ohm to 8.2K, 21- ea.
Mains Dropper Resistors, all makes, 716.
Volume Controls Midget, 4/6, with SW,

L.O.P. TRANS
SCAN COILS
BY RETURN SERVICE

supplied. USED trans., often available ask
for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T23I, etc. 55/ -. Pye VT4-7, 501 -.
110 deg. Conversion Kits only 1251-.
Including L.O.P.T., F.O.P.T., Scan Coils.

-

Pye VT4, L.O.P.T., 57/-, Scan

L4.

EL84. Sound O.P. Trans, 501-. (scr. Taps).
Any Match Sound O.P. Trans., 151- ea.
Miniature Sound O.P. Trans. (DL94) 716.
Transistor Trans., ask List, 916 to 17/6.
Microphone Trans. 65 to I. Screened 4916.
465 Kcs. I.F. Trans.2.5in. XI 25ín. 251- pr.
Midget version above, 465kcs, 251- pair.
Midget 10.7 Mcs. I.F. Trans., I If- ea.
Smoothing Chokes, 10, 20, 40, H., 211-.
Ion Traps to suit any Tube, 5/- each.
Silicon Rectifiers. 250V., 350ma., 25f..
Vibrators, 6 volt, 12 volt, 3916, 4 Pinux.
,

8

TID

13/6 doz.

Control'Instrument Knobs, If- to

1

us

2"/1 4", £4.5s.; 17 ", £4.15s.

NEW Valves, 6 months' g
I
ECC81 /2 3, EF80, PY82, EB91, 4111;
EY51, EY86, ECL80, PCF82, EZ8I, 7/9;
U25/U26, 6;30L2, PCL82 PL81, 9111;
30L15, R19, PCC89, PL36, 30P4, 12/6;
U801, 6CD6G, 5OCD6G, 20L1, 20P4,
U.37, 181 -.

51 -.

We can supply any small part please let
know your requirements.

3857.

REBUILT, RESCREENED
TUBES!
Famous make

Cut -Lead Supp. Fit.

Component Storage Drawers,

SEYMOUR ST., CAMBRIDGE.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes.
brand new, Mazda 19in., CME1901,
Mullard 19in., AW47-90/91 £4/70/ -:
Mullard 23in., ÁW59 /90, £8/10/ -; carriage (insured) paid. 12 months
guarantee. Note, all brand new. We
also supply most other sizes completely regunned at £4/17/8, guaranteed
12
months.
TOMLINS.
156
Lewisham Way, New Cross, S.E.14.

Vibrator Trans, 275-0 -275, 6/12, 37/6.
Motor Supp. Capacitors, 5/1.0 513.

any car, 219 ea.
Wavechange Switches, 4P. 3W, etc., 613.
Dolly Switches, D.P.D.T., etc., 516 ea.
Glass Fuses, t, }, lin., I}, 419 dozen.
Valveholders, any type (low L), 116.
Above Screened, B7G, B9A, I5f- per } doz.
Crocodile Clips, Min. /Stan. 716 doz.
Silicone Grease, 1316 per Tube, 2 oz.
Electrolube, 3916 Bottle, 1616 Tube.

57/ -,

T.M.S.

619.

Pre Set Controls, all values, 41- ea.
Mains Trans. 250-0 -250, 6.3V., 5V., 39/6.
C.R.T. Isolation and Boost Trans., 15f -.
714 Elliptical Speakers, only 716 ea.
Auto Trans, 50W, 30f -. 100W, 50 /-. I50W,

C

Ekco L.O.P.T., T221 onwards all 80/ -,
C.W.O. All prices post free. S.A.E.
complete lists Pye, Ekco, Pam, Invicta,
Ferranti.

P. BEARMAN (Tubes)
3

PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET
HERTS.
Tel.: Bar 1934

Callers welcome.

Open all day Saturday.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and Pack.,
3/6.

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY
C.O.D.

Terminal blocks, solder tag
screw
connection.
New,
in
Maker's Boxes. Two for 2/8 Inc.
p. and p. H. DABELL, 85 St. Austell
Drive, Wilford, Nottingham.

24 -WAY

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LTD.
112 Camberwell Road, S.E.5
RODney 7917

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE
TESTER
AC/P
1136

B329

Dl

D83
D77

DAF91
DD4
DD41
DDL4

DF9l

D1T77

DK91
EA60
EB34
E1141

EBC33
211041
&CC38
ECC34
Eflp81

2/g
2/6
4/2/0
2/6
2/6
4/2/6
2/6
2/6
4/4/-

4/.

1/3
1/3
1/3
2/6

4/2/6
2/6

20082

4/4/-

ECL80
EF60
EF80
EF91
KT33C

1/3
2/0

KT61

xTZ41
L63
N308
N3'29

N339
N369
N379
P41
P61

I/8

1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6

4/4/-

4/4/4/2/8
2/6

6/PCP80
6/PCL82
4/PC1.83
6/PEN45 2/8
PEN46 2/6
PL33
4/P1.81
5/PLH2
4/P1.83
4/PI.84
4/PY31
4/PYaI
4/P'/.:W
BP41

2/0

14042

2/6
1/3

4'íP8
fÁ1.6

SAMS

6RW7
611X6
606
63)6
61,13
61,18

1/3
4

4/4/2/6

4/-

2/6
2/8
2/6
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/3
1/2/8

4/4/-

6028

1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6

81,'38

2/6

g1)3
91)6

1/8
2/6

1011'1

4/4/-

6J5
6.17

10013
10014
1.2BR7
202`2

2/6

2/8

20

2/6

8001
80016

51-

82
42
43
807

RESISTORS

ileeisture, 72 valve.
covering complete 10% range.
24/- per card.
Full range of separate Resistors,
Condensers, etc.
Gard of 699

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
3.50pf concentric trimmer. 8/- dos.
0E0 CRT'S (SALVAGED)
SPECIAL OFFER
10/.
Personal Callen Only

121n. O.R.O. 7102

4/.
4/.

.

36 M /ce, 16 M /ce, 10 Mice

all makes, from
£3 working, 10/. not. Callers only.
39 White9 till 6. Including Sats.
horse Lane, Stepney, London.

NEW VALVES WANTED EY51. ECL80.
PC084. PCF80, PCL93, PL81. POL82.
FY81, 519, U801. 30P4, etc. Best cash
prices by return. DURHAM SUP-

BRAND NEW adjustable Steel Shelving 73 in. high by 341n. wide by 12in.

RADIO

BRAND NEW Television Cabinets.
17in. size. Continental style, fully
complete as used by Pye. only 30/-

IMMEDIATE CASH SETTLEMENT
Boxed or loose, but must be new.

each plus 10 /- carriage and packing.
GLICKSONS, 32 Cradock Street,

27/6 ea.

..

20/- ea.

TRANSISTORISED FAULT

FINDER
Enables

faulte

to

be

located

quickly. Consists of a
tranaletor, multi- vibrator In
Complete with battery.

P. 114.,
1'.11.1). 2/

ov,

£1 )lost

tree.

.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
176

86 / -ea.

,.

89/6;

bargain one's.
l u,ler al I'. .t

Microphone Transformers,

..

39/6

1'11011

Ml, 22.14.0; A10, 1420, TE10,
111-2,20,000 O.P.V., 86.6.. MT056, etc.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and

1

Durham Road,

TV TUNERS

Bradford 8,

Yorkshire

Ex- equipment, all I.F.s,

valves 12/0 including postage.
Speakers. Ex -TV and radios, 7/6
Including postage.
Valves. EF80 1/8 each. ECL80 2/each, PY82 2/ each. ECC82 2/- each,
10F1 2/ each, Thousands of other
valves in stock. All tested before
dispatch. Postage 6d. per valve orders
over 10/- post -free. Send for our
bargain list 9d. CAPITAL TELEVISION. 55 Honor Oak Park, London,
less

SE23.

lox.

88/6

OA5

0A70
0A79

6/-

3/3/-

OASI
0Á86
OA91

TRANSISTORS
10'75

OCIOW 48/OCIO
OCIO
OC44

48/25/11/19/-

OC7.2

0078
0078
0081
0082
00170

2/2/-

8/6

8/8/8/8/8/-

2/8
2/6
2/6
4/-

or
C.O.D.
TERMS:
C.W.O.
Orden under 51, P. A P. 1/3.

6/S
0/6

18 /-

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Maxted Road, S.E.I5

NEWX

VALVES WANTED
Phone,

38

7152

write or

call

Chalcot Road, London N.W.I
PRImrose 9090
The valve specialists

EDUCATIONAL
" Technically Qualified "
your spare tiras. Guaranteed
home-study
Diploma and Exam.
Courses in Radio /TV, Servicing and
Maintenance, R.T.E.B., City and
Guilds, etc. Highly informative 120 page Guide -Free! N.I.E. (Dept. 488).
148, Holborn, London E.C.1.
BECOME

in

TV AND RADIO problems solved by
experts. Faults on manufacturers or
constructors sets given personal
attention with advice on fault finding
methods and spares. Box No. 34.

" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made easy by a new non maths practical way. Postal instructions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this
fascinating subject. Free brochure
12.
P.T.
RADIO=
Dept
from:
STRUCTOR, Reading.
THE

INCORPORATED Practitioners'

and Electronics ( I.P.R.E.(
Membership Conditions booklet
Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official
1 /-.
Journal 2/ post free. Secretary, 20
Fairfield Road, London N8.

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
A.
Send 1/ for sample and list. J.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,

Bradford

1.

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR portable Tape Recorder, value £8/1918
complete with crystal microphone.
earphone. spools, tape. batteries,
instructions. presentation box (extra
tapes 100 4/8), ideal gift, £6/19/8:

By repairing Radio amp
TV Sete
lob or as
spare time business. Our
practical course will show
you the way. No previous
is
required
experience

u

Postage,
guaranteed.
satisfaction
packing 2/8. TOMLINS, 156 Lewisham
Way, New Cross, SE14.

17/6

Open till 11 p.m. most days.
W
for Ilet or 9d. for full catalogue

St.

Ltd.
141

CRYSTALS
GENUINE MULLARD. Boxed.

Road,

in Radio

twu-

a

Western

-

MULTIMETERS
Ill,

3.0 -1 CT 12 /ó.c.
Translator Output: 6.0I CT 10 / -ea.
9.2.1 CT 10 /-ea.

100W
60W

18 /

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equive. for I11114 230 v., 250 mA. 18/6; 11186
250 v., 300 mA, 17/8; 14A98O 400 inA. 18/8;
14A00 16/6; 14A97 19/ -; 14A1110 22/8; 14A040
20/ -; LW7 17/6; LW15 20 / -; EEO 20/ -.

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost Transformers.
2V, 4V, 6V, 10V, 10V
State whlch required.
15/8 ea.
Heavy Duty Output Transformers. 6 ratios from 13 :1
to 43 1
, 86 / -ea.
Miniature Output Trane.., 3/9ea.
Standard Output Trans.
formers, Multi -match
10/ -ea.
.
Transistor Delver) -1 I l' 10 / -re.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
250W
67/6 ea.
..

ECl

3,,0 mA, 19/6;

But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
Standard 465 kc /s - 12/6 per pair
Midget 496 ke /e
.. 16 /- per pair

(Pl.

Leonardo, Sussex.

RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
1.11iAl2n2 l F'01011 type 2511 o., 250 mA, 18 /6;
141íA1203 íF0311 type 200 v., 300 mA, 17/8

01.

: 1

SERVICE SHEETS and New Valves
purchased for cash. HAMILTON

Radio Facilities Ltd.

METAL RECTIFIERS

INCRE

We can often supply for the
actual .et you want the tuner to

65

PLIES, 175 Durham Road, Bradford
8, Yorks.

stove enamelled dark green.
Six -shelf bay
unassembled.
£3/15/ -. Sample delivered free. Quantity discounts. N. C. BROWN LTD..
Eagle Steelworks, Heywood. Lanes.
Tel.: 69018.
deep,
Sent

12/e.

ratio

(continued)

1,000 TELEVISIONS,

Swansea.

0048
0070
0071

3d. stamp

WANTED

ea.

5/4/4/-

2/-

FOR SALE

MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EXRECEIVEHS

4/4/-

20P3
80P0
201,6

30PL1
32PL13

VALVE HOLDERS
American Octal ..
5 - dos.
Noval
94. each
..
..

4/-

PW84

BP6l
031
0251
0829
02'42
VP4
W77
263
266
277
290
2719

F:..\ All l' L1.6
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.
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Advertisements

WANTED

SEND FOR
BOOK

FREE

WANTED: NEW VALVES and Transistors. any quantity. S. N. WILLETS,

TODAY!

Spon Lane. West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel.: WES 2392.
43

A

PROMPT CASH OFFER for your

surplus brand new Valves and TranHouse,
R.H.S., Beverley
sistors.
Mannville Terrace, Bradford '1.
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SITUATIONS VACANT

SERVICE SHEETS

UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
ATOMIC ENERGY
ESTABLISHMENT, WINFRITH

SERVICE SHEETS: also Current and

A.E.E. Winfrith require experienced men
with knowledge of electronic equipment
and/or industrial instrumentation for fault
diagnosis, repair and calibration of a wide

of instruments used in nuclear
reactors and associated experiments.
Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial backgrounds of radar, radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments
are invited to write for further information.
Training in Specialised Techniques is provided for successful applicants having
suitable background.
Married men living beyond daily travelling distances may be eligible for housing
and this will be determined at time of
interview. A lodging allowance is payable
whilst waiting for housing. Working conditions are good and include sick pay and
pension schemes.
Application forms may be obtained by
sending a post card and quoting your name,
address and the reference EL/INST /NAT to
THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT.
A.E.E., Winfrith, DORCHESTER, Dorset.
range

SERVICE SHEETS
SHEETS,

U.S.

models

Coloured TV, Transistorised TV,
Recorders, Stereo, Hi -Fi, Multiplex,
Radios, Kits including 1963, 5/ each.
Enquiries, S.A.E., BRAZIER'S TV,
Astwood
Lane.
Astwood
Bank,
Redditch, Worcs.
WHY TOLERATE DELAY when we
can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 4/- each,
plus postage. List 1/ -. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1 / -. S.A.E.
with inquiries please. Mail orders
only to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44
Old Bond Street, London Wl.
-

SERVICE SHEETS

-

For all makes of Radio and Television
1930 -1962. Prices from If -.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets.

Please send S.A.E.

Catalogue of 6000 models.

with enquiries.
I!6.

offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 201.

Special

HAMILTON RADIO

Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

Radio and TV
4/- each. List 1 / -. All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1 / -. S.A.E.
please. SULTAN RADIO, Pantiles
Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
SERVICE

SHEETS,

SERVICE SHEETS (30.000),
with S.A.E. DARWIN. 19

Street, St. Helens, Lanes.

1962

(continued)

Electronic Instrument Mechanics

SERVICE

December,

3/ each

George

FAULTFINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver is
prone to and other useful servicing
information, 2/- each. List 9d., plus
postage. Mail orders only. S.P.
DISS`TRLBBUTORS, 44 Old Bond Street,
London WI.

TELEVISION

Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel.:
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.

41

THEN ONLY

Denmark Street, Wakefield, Yorks.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5,000
models. List 1 / -. S.A.E. enquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes
from that great book " The Principles
of TV Receiver Servicing ", 10/6 all
book houses and radio wholesalers.
If not in stock from: Secretary,
I.P.R.E., 20 Fairfield Rd., London N8,
A BRAND NEW Down -to -earth PRACTICAL BOOK for the EXPERIMENTER
AND SERVICE MAN.

IRADIO AND TELEVISION
TEST INSTRUMENTS

25/-1

Learn how test instruments work! how
they are made! how to connect them and
-MOST IMPORTANT -the results to
expect on normal and faulty circuits.
By post (please add 1/3d, for P. & P.)
from
GORDON J. KING,
"Kingsford ", South Furzeham Road,
Brixham, Devon.

FREE

ON

GENUINE SERVICE SHEETS, Radio/
TV /T. Recorders. S.A.E. please to:
REDWATT TUBE DISTRIBUTORS,

5/-

BOOKS

TRIAL

!

PER WEEK

FOR THOSE YOU KEEP !
TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE*

No. 200.

Let this new course help you in T.V. servicing Amazing bargain, complete, only 32/6 full price
for all lessons. Giant in size, mammoth in scope,
topics just like a £25 correspondence course.
Lessons on picture faults, circuits, adjustments,
short -cuts. U.H.F., alignment facts, hints
antenna problema,.trouble- shooting, test equip.
ment, picture analysis. SPECIAL only. 32/e,
No. 39. RADIO & ELECTRONICS COURSE, 36/A complete home study course of 35 lessons
designed to train any beginner to be an expert
in radio and electronics. See our previous
advertisements for complete details. Price only
36 /-.

Graduates of courses No. 39 and No. 200 can
qualify for a certificate, additional fee now
only 21/-, details sent with each course ordered.
No. 8. PIN -POINT T.V. TROUBLES Di 10
MINUTES. 32/6.
Without a doubt one of the most useful books

ever published about television. If you do not
yet possess a copy you are really missing something. Thousands of Practical Television
readers already own and use this book every
day. Why not send for a trial copy? Then if you
decide to keep It, pay only 5/- per week until
completed. This book must be able to earn you
more than its cost within two weeks or your
money will be relundedt

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES

WHEN YOU BUY FROM
SIM -TECH

NEW VALVES!
Set Tested
Guaranteed

24-HOUR SERVICE
1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 384, 354, OAFS!, DF91, DK91,

DL92, DL94. SET of 4, 18/-.
I
DAF96. DF96, DK96, DL96, SET of 4, 25/6
1D5
7/6 PCF80 7/6
7/- DL33
--IRS
5/6 DL35
1S5
PCL82
8/3
5/11
4/6 DL92
1T4
6/9 PPL83
3/3 DL94
3S4
DL96
6/9 PC 84 19/9
5/11
6/9 EB91
3V4
9/6
3/- PL36
5U4G
8/6
7/6 PL81
4/8 EBC41
5Y3GT
6/6
5/9 EBF80
7/9 PL82
5Z4G
6/6
8/6 EBL21 12/- PL83
GAME
8/2/9 ECC40 13/- PL84
6K7G
11 /1/9 ECC81
4/6 PY32
6K8G
7/4/6 PY80
4/9 ECC82
6/6
6Q7G
5/6 ECC83
6/3 PY81
6V6G
6/4/- ECC84
7/3 PY82
6V6GT
6/9 ECC85
7/6
Ú2
6X5GT
11
6/6 ECF80
12K7GT 4/3 ECF82
ECH42
12K8GT 9/7/9 UABC80 89
12Q7GT 4/6 ECL80
UAF42 8/5/9
12SN7GT 7/3
EF40
7/11/- UBC41
35L6GT 8/- EF41
7/6 UBF80
8/7/35Z9GT 5/- EF80
4/3 UCC85
AZ31
5/9 UCH21 11 /6
8/9 EF85
CL33
7/6
8/6 UCH42
9/6 EF86
DAC32
8/9 EF89
6/9 UCH81 8/9
DAF91 4/6 EF91
9/3
2/9 UCL82
DAF96 6/9 EL41
9/- UCL83 13/DCC90
6/3 UF41
6/9
8/6 E84
DF33
8/9 EY51
7/3 UF89
6/9
8/DF91
6/9 UL41
3/3 EY86
6/- ÚL84
6/6
DF96
6/9 EZ40
DH77
5/9 UY21 10/6
8/- EZ80
DK32
6/- UY41
10/6 EZ81
5/6
DK91
5/6 ÚY85
6/3
5/6 MU14
DK92
9/9 Z7
6/9 PCC84
DK96
7/3 PCC89
89
Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra
Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/- extra.
Office address, no callers.

!

GERALD BERNARD
addrs.,-- formerly of Leeds)

(Note new

83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6

www.americanradiohistory.com

return the books within
days. Pay only 5/- per week on any book.

If not satisfied you can
7

TELEVISION TEST EQUIPMENT.
E. N. Bradley. 80 pages. 5 / -.
TELEVISION SERVICING. G. N.

No. 201.

No. 2025.

Patchett.

Set of 4 books, total 344 pages, complete set
only 23/8. (Also available separately). Send for
iree catalogue of books.
No. 29.
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK. Gordon J. King. 30/ -.
E ow to deduce from a given fault the symptom
the most likely cause of the trouble; how then
to locate the part concerned; how to do an effective repair. This book together with Pin -POiot
T.V. Troubles will give you real money -making
T.V. repair Know -howl
ORDER NOW,
to get this special I
No. 1. SPECIAL OFFER. Coyne's Elementary
Practical Radio -Television. Set of three volumes.
'fetal 1,038 pages, vinyl covers, 13.12.6 the set.
A set of books you will treasure and use for
years to come. Written in a simple, easy to
follow manner, yet explaining everything completely. Teaches T.V. and radio together, saving
time. An ideal set for the amateur or beginner
Pay only 5/- weekly if you wish
I

BIG BOOK CATALOGUE SENT FREE!

FREE

TRIAL

COUPON
isrd

I

Mu, -'lath liook Co., Dept. l'.'TVIIO,
Mill, West End, Southampton
Please send me the books number
o

;ater's

Li

I

I

(

I

(

)

(

)

I

I

for seven days' free trial. One at a time.
If I am not satisfied with any book I may
return it post paid without further obliga- I
tien on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash
or 5/- weekly after seven days until paid.
E 'rick here if enclosing full price (we pay
postage. Same 7 -day money -back guar- I
a tee). Postage charges: Orders up to £3
allow 1 /6. £3 or over allow '21-. Overseas I
customers please send lull amount.
Same
Address
_1..

December,

PRACTICAL

1962

iii

TELEVISION

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW LTD !

Each

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.
Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

HERE

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
l

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.
Each

STAFFORD
SURREY.
173

£4.10.0

4i n.

£4.15.0

15ín.

£5. 0.0

17ín.

£5. 0.0

LTD.

O.

in.

0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

TO AMBITIOUSENGINEERS

-

THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
is a

full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-

-

tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
We definitely Guarantee

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous hook. If you are
earning less than Los a sleek, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT

?

Mechanical Eng..

Electrical Eng.,
Clvli Engineering.
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng..
Building. Plastics.
Draughtsmanship.
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

EQU

M NT

TI

Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginnen in
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit.1.R.E. City & Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio Television Servicing

i

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.
A. M.I.C.E.

A.M.I. Prod,E.
A.M.I. M.I.
A.I.D.B.
A. F. R. Ae.S.

B.Sc.
A .M. Brit. I. R. E.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE /20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE

12ín.

21

ROAD, WALLINGTON,
Tel. WALlington 4382

FRE

WHAT YOU
PAY:

breakage.

RE -VIEW (LONDON)

IS

INCLUDING
TOOLS!
The specialist Electronics Ditnnon of

LI.E.TlmcorporaringE.df.l.lrcmtutes!
NOW offers you a

real laboratory training at home wvls
practical equipment.
Ask ordetails.

Be1.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW

!

Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME
ADDRESS

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

www.americanradiohistory.com

PRACTICAL
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4R5

f

..

..

/-

3/-

..

3/-I10S7M

2R2

1

-

8/-16K8á
8/-'6í.0G

185
IlT4

1

..

2/- 01.47t;

384

7/-16857

3V4
3Q5
5114

7/3 Ii1fX4

7/- IìYSG

8/- 6655

5Y3

8/- 12AT7
9/- I2AU7
4/- 12AX7

5Z4
6AC7
OAM6

4/- 1313117
8/- 12K7

4AT0

'/-

51445

"BRAND

RECORDING

8BW6

7/- 0.1Y50

5/-

6C4

Double Play lin. reel, 2.4000 60/5in. reel, 1.5100 37/6
Long Play
reel,
35/.
reel. 1.2010 23/6

1.,5

/6

.}

I,_utt 16/-

51

18

Standard

7in. 11.7.

16/-

7

in.
in

6.16

6.170

4E6

Leaner. S.A.E.

45-15

C.P. TRANSFORMERS. Il eavy Duty 511 u'A. 4/0.
Multirat io, push-pull, 7/6. Dit,, low. 15/6. Slinlaturr, 534, ern, 5/9. L.F. CHOKES 15;10 11, 00:65
mA. 5/-; 111 11, 85 ntA, 10/6; 10 H. ISO tnA, 14/ -.

7/8/-

8/- 5R150
8/- W81

.

30

Auditorium

..

218

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS

8/- 018111 7 6 04'44 8/9 A1' 117 9/8
01-11
7,6 01'45 8/801'171 19/8
Sub Miniature Condensera. 0.ln1Fd, 311 v. 1/3.
1, 2, 4, 5, 5, 16, 311, 50, 100 mfd. 15 v. 2/8 each
Weyrad Printed Circuit Componente in Stock.
Book 2/ -.
x 4in. Speaker 35 O 25/-.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT
high output.
Miniature Size. 6 /8. Acos diti 8 8.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS,
IS s.w.g. undrillcd.
With 4 riles, riveted corners and lattice fixing
holes, Odin. sides, 7 x 41n., 4/8; 9 x 7in., 5/9;
01271

00727/8

11

x

7ì. 8/9;
n

.

13 x 9111.,

8/8;

14 o 11(11.,

10/8;

15 x 14111.. 12/8.
ALUMINIUM PANELS. 19 s.w.g. 12in. x 121n.,
4/6; 14 x Sin.. 4/ -; 12 x 8in., 3/-; 10 x 7111., 2/8.
JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 29 / -. H.F.
call, aerial coil- 0.-+'Illat or coil. Two I.F. trans.
10.7 Me's It a
Defector Anil heater choke.
l'ire101 book 11eí110 ìo11r6AMli.2 /6.
COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT. EMT!, with
4 valves. component, :and ch:n.sls. 66.5.0.
BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO. 31,1. and Long
Wave Two trausìsfrs and &,l,. Complete
kit, 22/8. Earphone. 7/6,1.m ry. 2/3.
485 Ko/a.
SIGNAL
GENERATOR. Price
15/ -. Uses B.F.D. !'nit ZA 30038 ready made.
with valve.
POCKET SIZE 2I x 41 x lin.
One resistor to change,
full instructions

,

-.

i

t

supplied.

,

Battery

0

extra.

69 v

-

14 v.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
465 K/s Slug Tuning Miniature Sire. High Q and
good bandwidth. Data sheets supplied.

£5.19.6

Mullard valves, 5in. speaker.
Superhet Circuit. BRAND NEW.
Size It x 6 x 51ín. high. Tested by us
ready for use. 200 /250 v. A.C.-D.C. Mains.
4

TV REPLACEMENT
LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
FROM

45¡ -ea.

s.a.e.with all enquiries

LINE BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS, from 10/ -.
FRAME BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS.
Irons 13/8.
FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, from 27/8.

HIGH GAIN TV PRE-AMP KITS

BAND I BBC
Tunable channels 1 to 5. Gain 18dB.
ECC84 valve. Kit price 29/8 or 49/8 with power
pack. Details Bd. (PCC84 valves if preferred.)
BAND III ITA -Same prices.
Tunable channels 8 to 13.
Gain 17dB.
ECC84 valve. (PC0.S4 valves tf preferred.)

DE LUXE MODEL as illustrated with
illuminated dial. Tunable over Medium
and Long Wave. 12-month Guarantee.

RADIO

COMPONENT

speaker

Carr.

&

&

cabinet.
5/_

ins.

£12.1O.0

All with I,P /Std. x tal heals and etylii.
Speed Autoehangers, WS. R., U.A.14 87.10.0
B.B.R.. U.A.12 Stereo /Mono
.. 28.5.0
Garrard Model Autoslim ..
.. 27.19.6
.
Collard lateet model
87.19.6
4 Speed Single Players, ESfl on base
plate with autostop
..
., 28.5.0
4 Speed Collar° Junior motor and
separatie pick-up
..
..
.. 03.15.0
Amplifier player cabinets
..
70/2 -valve amplifier and Olin. speaker ..
95 /105/ 3 -valve amplifier and 011n. speaker ..
All sapphire styli available from 8/ -.
4

(Export post Extra.)

(Wed.

6d

I-

23/3

91045v.°.
32/450v. 4/9

0w

5" 11.

8

í42a0v.

-1r;, 4.30 °.

°r

-

3/6 :r!
'11,

3/9 7u

11

3

5/-

50°.
"
;}ar350v7f-

-..511

25/25v. 1/9 16 +I0 ¡450v. 4/3 of í2n :1:,11v 11/8
51150v. 2/ -I32 I. 32/350v. 4/8 Inc 2011 2275°.12/8
RECTIFIERS SELENIUM 300 v. 85 nn A, 5 / -.
CONTACT COOLED 250 v. 50 mA, 7/8; 60 mA, 8/8;
85nnA, 9/6; 21/11 mA. 21/-1300 mA, 27/8.
COILS Wearily "P" type, 8/- each. Osmor Mldge3
"Q" type 411. dust eo a from 9/ -. All ranges.
TELETRON. I.. S Med. T.R.F., with reaction, 4/
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8/9; M. k L., 12/8,
T.R.F. COILS A /HF. 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2/8.
FERRITE ROD, Oie.
°Its in. dia. 3/-,
6 x ' in., 3 / -. 8 x f in., 3/ - x
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIER;
2. I; or 12 v. 1 f amp., 8/9; o a 11/3; 4 a., 17/8.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS, Tapped input 204
2511 e, for charging at 2, ri or 12 v., 11 amps., 15/e..
2 amps., 17/6; 4 amps., 22/6.
Circuit included.
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalent books, 9/5,
TOGGLE SWITCHES- S.P. 2/ D.P. 3/8, D.Y,D.T, 41WAVECIIANGE SWITCHES
8 p. 4 -way 2 wafer long spindle
2 p. 2 -way, ur 2 p. 6 -way long spindle
.. 3/0
4 p. 2 -way or 4 p. 3 -way long spindle
.. 3/13
3 p. 4 -way, or I P. 12 -way long spindle
3/41
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax Int. Oct., 9d, EF50, EA6a,
8d. B12.A, 1'1íT. 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6 and
7 pin. 1 / -.
MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct., 8a.
1176, BSA, B8G, B9A, 9d. 117)1 with can., 1/8,
BOA with can., 1/9. CERAMIC EF50, BIG, B9A.
lut. Oet.,1 / -, S/Cans B70, 119A, 1/- ea.
SPEAKER FRET. GOLD CLOTH- 17ín., 25ín., 5/ -,
Tygan 52in. wide, from 10
o 35í5., 10 / -,
ftJ: 26ín, wide from 5/-. Various colours. Samples
S.A.E. Expanded Metal, Gold, 12 r 12 in., 8/-.
.

.

,

/.

COrís(mas &ree(íngz

SPECIALISTS

Post If -, unless otherwise stated. C.O.D. 2f- extra,

CABLE COAX
tin
Semi -air spaced.
Losses cut 50%
40 yds. 17/8,
60 yds. 25/ -.
e'd

DIP, 4/8. Fringe Quality I
8 /-.
Stereo, 10/6. D!1', 14/ -. Air Spaced.
v,l
TRIPLEXERS Banda L H III ..
13 /6
COAX PLUGS
1/LEAD SOCKETS .. 2/
PANEL SOCKETS 1/OUTLET BOXES.. 4/4
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. 8d. nn or 300 ohm1ans
h
only
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1/8.
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 WATT, v Promet Min
TV 'Type. All value 25 ohms to 25 K., 3/- e
30 K., 5" K., 4/ -, (Carbon 30 K., to 2 meg.,
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. pods Long 8piudl
Values, 50 ohms to 50 K.. 8/8; 100 K., 7/8.
CONDENSERS. New Stock. 0.001 mfd. 7 kV
T.C.C., 5/8; Ditto, 20 kV., 9/8; 0.1 mfd., 7 kV., 9/8;
Tubular 500 v. 0.001 to 0.05 mfd., 9d., 0,1, 1/ -;
0.25,1/8; 0.5/500 v., 1/9; 0.1/350 v., 9d.; 0.01/2,000 v.
0.1/1,000 y., 1/9; 0.1 mil.. 2,000 volts, 3/8,
CERAMIC COEDS. 500 v.. ,,.:I p1' to 0.01 mfd., 9d
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 111 5 pF to 500 pl'.
1 / -.
9d.; 600 pF to 5,000 p
Close tolerance
I _ I nil 1 5 pF to 47 pF, 1 / -.
Ditto 135 50 pi t.
815 pF, 1 / -; 1,000 pF to 5,000 pF, 1/9.
New Electrolytic. Famous Makes
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
5/.
1..430x.
1í350v. 2/- 50 :330v.
5/8 32'.154 v.
q ¡I00'25v.
2/450e. 2/3
2/ 100 071,
5/3
4/450v. 2/3 ern 25v.
23/f8
4/L /S,

S.A.E. for fut/ list and enclosure details.

,

Complete with ready built amplifier,

Linear or Log Tracks.
Long spindles, Guaranteed 1 year. Midget
5K ohms to 2 Meg.

Ultra Twelve,
c.p.a. to 25 kc /s. 217.10

.5in.
Baer
5Ikl1. 35 w.

.

AUTOCHANGER PLAYER KIT

Volume Controls 80

90 /-

12ìn. Stereo, 12 w..
35- 16,000 e.p.a.
..26.17.6

ALADDIN FORMERS and core. fin.. 8d.; :W.. 10d.
Ir Sin. FORMERS 5937/8 and Cans TV1 /2. lío, sq. s
1,311. and in so. x l; lu.. 2 / -ea., with cores.
:OLON Soldering Inn,. Oil. or 0411 v
w. 24/ -.
RAINS DROPPERS. 31I.Ig'I. ,t'Ii. Slid,
0.3 :111117.
,1100 ohms, 5/ -. 0.2 amp., 1:0011 ola:,'. 5/-..15 amp.
500 ohms 5 /-, 1 amp, 2000 bm.. 5/LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. 2,Ilu 111
4111..19/6..
in. 17/8. Sin. Plessey. 19/8. 71 n. x 41 11 itch. 18/6
2llu. Bola, 18/8. 111 x Gin. 27/6. 10111. 30/
4in. If -Fi Tweeter, 25/ -. 1011,. IAA.. 30/3; x sin.. double cone E.M.I., 45/ -.
TENTORIAN HF 1012, loin. 3 tu 1.3 nlnms, 10w., 95/RYSTAL DIODE C. F.f 2/ -, GEX34, 4/ -, 0A81, 3/ -.
.SIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,0011 ohms. 15/- pr.
BIKE TRANSF, 50: 1, 3/9 each.
WITCH CLEANER. Fluid quirt spout, 4/8 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
365 pl'
lin. x Ilfn. x 11in.. 10 / -. 5O0pF Slaudarü
11mature
th trimmers, 9/-; midget. 7/6 with trimmers, 8/-9INGLE, 10 pF, 25 pF, 511 pl', 73 pF, 1110 p10, 160 pF.
4/8. Solid dielectric 100. 300, 5110 P. 3/8.

RADIO

8/- PCF'80
8/-PCF82

1962

11hm

13,000 e.p.s.

-

COMPLETE

5/- EB910 4/-IPCL84 10/
8/- F,BC41 8/-PL81 10/6/- EI1C81 8/- P1,83
8/8/-.F,13F80 9/- PY80
^/5/-1ECH42 9/- PY81
8/5/- ECH81 9/- PY82
7/5/- I:F'S5
6/- PY83
8/6/- EF89
7/8/-IQP25
5/- EL32
5/- SP41
8/8/5/- E1,84
7/-ISP6l
7/- EY51
7/9/- 1023
7/- El'85
9/- 111C,41 8/7/- UBC81 9/5/- 6240
7/- UBF89 9/14/- EZ80
7/- UCH81 9/5/- EZ81
1/- UCL92 10/9/- E1140
9/- HABC8010/- UCL83 12/5/-HVR2A 5/-UF89
9/5/- KT33
8/- ULM
9/8/- UY41
7/2/- KT76
7/8/- 151114
7/- UY85
8/- PCCS4 8/- UU9
7/-

12in. Baker

TRANSFORMERS 200/250 v, A.C.
Postage 2/- each transformer
STANDARD. 250 -0.250, SO InA. 6.3 v. 3.5 a.
tapped 4 v. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. 1 a. 5 v.
or 4 e.2 a. 22/6 dirt,,, 350 -0- 350
29/6
MINIATURE 200 v. 20 mA, 0.3 v. I a
10/6
MIDGET. 220 v. 45 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a.
15/8
SMALL. 220 -0 -220, 50 1st, 6.3 V. 2 a.
17/8
STD.. 2511- 112:30, 65 mA, 6.5 v. 3.5 a.
17/6
HEATER TRANS. 6.3 v. 11 atop.
7/6
Ditto. tapped sec. 2, 4, 11.3 v., l} amp
8/8
Ditto, sec., 6.3 v.:} amp.
10/8
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE, 2a,
8,
9, 10. 12, 15, 18. 24, 30 v.
3, 4.33, 0,
22/6
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. IL,O w.
22/8
II, 120, 200, 230, 250 v., 500 w82/8
MAINS

i

90-day Guarantee

BAKER SELHURST
LOUDSPEAKERS
12in. Baker 15w. Stalwart

2

in. 2 6

"Instant" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head Deliaxer. 200'250 v. A.c.. 27/6.

4/- nu7
3/-'.154
5/- DAF96
5/- 111'96
8/- 11596
5/-,11L96

4J5

S

:151,6

5/-3504

acid
6H6

FIVE"
TAPE
Spare
Plastic
heels
3 ín.16

12K8

5/- 12Q7

M1E0
6136

AMERICAN

PLASTIC

VALVES

New and Boxed

TFIMMERS. Ceramic. 30, 50. 70 pi,. 9d.; 100 pF,
F. 1/3; 250 pF. 1/6; 500 pF, 750 pi, 1/9.
PHILIPS CONCENTRIC. 10p1' or 30 pF, 1 / -.
RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.,
w., 8d.; 1i
Od.; 2 w., 1 / -.
1 w.. 4d.; ! w. 4d.;
HIGH STABILITY. 1 w.. ,,, 2/ -. Preferred values,
10II to 10 meg. Ditto, 5 ",,, 10 0 to S meg. O, 9d.
}p watt
WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS
1%8
25 ohms 10.000 ohms
1:,
í2

watt

December,

BARGAIN SALE PRICES

C.R.T. BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS
for cathode ray tubes having heater
cathode short circuit. and for C,R,
tubes with failing emission. Full
instructions. State voltage required.
Type A optional 25% and 50% boost.
21. or 4S'. or 6.3%. or 10.8v. or 12.6v.
Mains input. PRICE 10/6.

1_..5K to 50K 10w.

TELEVISION

1

337 Whitehorse Rd., West Croydon
p.rn.) THO 1665. Buses 133 or 68. List 1/-
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